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When I began researching this book I hoped it would participate in renew-
ing and reviving a lost democratic strategy by explaining its simple but eso-
teric practice. The strategy, called fusion, occurs when a third party com-
bines forces with a dominant party or other smaller parties to run a single
candidate on multiple party lines in the general election. Its significance is
that it defies the foremost commonplace of our winner-take-all system, that
a vote cast for a third party candidate is a vote wasted. Unbeknownst to most
contemporary voters, third political parties used fusion in nineteenth-centu-
ry United States to put dissenting views into the public arena and to survive
over time, even though they could not have captured popular majorities. Fu-
sion made possible then something that many citizens wish were possible
today: to cast a protest vote that counts and that will not throw the election
to the establishment candidate they least prefer.

This book makes two central arguments. The first is that the two-party sys-
tem as we know it shortchanges democracy because it “wastes” the votes and
silences the voices of dissenters. The second is that the two-party system, as we
know it, is an interloper. There is no constitutional warrant for two-party du-
opoly, nor do winner-take-all elections necessarily set third parties up to fail.
These are political constraints on the value of our votes. They were imposed,
in part, by antifusion statutes that Republican-dominated legislatures enacted
at the turn of the century to put third political parties out of business.

I would never have heard of fusion had it not been for the Twin Cities
Area New Party (TCANP), the Minnesota affiliate of the national New Party.
The New Party began organizing in 1992 as a progressive alternative to a De-
mocratic Party that was moving rapidly rightward in search of both money
and votes. The New Party distinguished itself from other third-party efforts
by focusing first and foremost on winning elections, not on elaborating an
ideology. In practice this meant that the party was willing to lend its forces
to Democrats wherever a stand-alone third party candidacy would “spoil”
the race for a progressive in the major party. Making fusion legal again was
critical to the New Party’s pragmatism because it would mean that the party
could join major-party candidacies on a ballot line of its own. In 1994
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TCANP launched a legal and legislative campaign to lift Minnesota’s antifu-
sion laws, a campaign that (if all went well) would challenge the constitu-
tionality of antifusion statutes nationwide.

This book is, in part, a product of that campaign. I was an active member
of TCANP for the duration of the effort to resurrect fusion. I helped canvass
neighborhoods to gather signatures for the fusion nominating petitions,
worked on public education materials, and learned how to write press re-
leases and Op-Ed submissions. For just over a year, most of these ended up
in party file drawers, as the local media could not be persuaded that this ef-
fort was newsworthy.

In winter 1996 an appellate court ruling changed all that by declaring
Minnesota’s antifusion statutes unconstitutional. The state was obliged to
rewrite its law for the November election. Over night, members of TCANP
became amateur historians—and lobbyists. We instructed legislators on the
past benefits of fusion and attempted to persuade them to bring it back with-
out restrictions. We did the same with journalists. I learned something from
this effort that I had previously known only in theory: the very words two-
party system stood in the way of change.

Legislators cited the “two-party system” by way of explaining why third
parties are a waste of state resources. Journalists cited the “two-party system”
by way of explaining what is newsworthy. It was not simply that they allowed
the “two-party system” to define the parameters of democratic elections and
front-page news. They also invested it with legitimacy, as if it were inherent-
ly democratic.

In April 1997 the U.S. Supreme Court intervened, overturning the appel-
late decision. Its ruling impressed me even more with the power that is vest-
ed in words. For the majority held that as the “traditional two-party system”
had “contributed enormously to sound and effective” government, state
legislatures had a justifiable interest in enacting electoral regulations (in-
cluding antifusion statutes) that “favor” it. Its ruling invented constitution-
al warrant for one of the most powerful myths of American political culture:
that the two-party system is traditional and that it is the secret to the longev-
ity of this democracy.

The Supreme Court ruling forced me to reconsider this project. I had first
proposed it, before the ruling came down, anticipating a different outcome.
I expected to write a timely book, one that would explain to citizens, legisla-
tors, and scholars how fusion had been practiced in the past so that they
could best adapt it to the present. As such, the book was shaping up to be a
work of “reform political science,” harkening back to a scholarly ideal that
guided the discipline from its outset at the turn of the century.
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Reform political scientists regarded themselves as democratic activists
with a professional mandate to produce academic knowledge that could be
put to practical use. They imagined that “political science would enter dem-
ocratic politics not just as an academic field but as part of an entirely new
tradition of political thinking and of counsel to the democratic state.”1 They
were particularly concerned to open up democracy by reforms to voting
and elections.

Admittedly, the affinities of this work to that earlier ideal were somewhat
embarrassing. To begin with, those very reformers had laid the groundwork
legislatures seized upon to outlaw fusion. This alone suggested a certain cau-
tion in the domain of strategy. In addition, reform political science is an
anachronism. It came to an end in the 1950s, when the social sciences un-
dertook to model themselves after a natural science conception of objectivi-
ty. It was further discredited in the 1960s, when leftists took democracy to the
streets, leaving parties, voting, and elections behind as fixtures of the estab-
lishment. Although it did not trouble me to violate the canons of objectivi-
ty, to put myself on the side of political parties seemed to violate a politics I
identified with even though I am too young to have practiced it.

The Supreme Court ruling came as a disappointment and a relief. Although
it was a political setback, it restored me to the comfortable posture of critic to
the state rather than its counselor. There was no longer a pressing need to ex-
plain fusion so that citizens could put it to use; nonetheless, writing the book
felt even more urgent. For over the course of the project, I came to believe that
a study that would lay bare the myths that keep the two-party system in busi-
ness could have an even greater impact on the way we imagine and practice
democracy than a handbook for relegalizing fusion would have done.

The story of the politics of fusion, past and present, brings to light the
tyranny of the two-party system. It shows how dissenting voices are organ-
ized out of electoral politics, and provides new motivation for voting exper-
iments to stimulate participation and make this democracy responsive to a
broader range of citizens.
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This project started with a phone call on a summer evening from a union
member and activist named Eric Jensen. His mission: to recruit canvassers
for the newly forming Twin Cities Area New Party (TCANP). Steven took
the call, committing us to what would stretch into more than two years of leg
work in third-party politics and more than five years of research and writing
to produce this book. As the time line shows, the writing pulled me away
from the activism. I regret that. One thing I learned from the experience,
however, was that the rhythms of politics differ from those of scholarly pro-
duction. If I were to write the book, I could not sustain the interruptions,
last-minute meetings, and frantic strategy sessions that the activism seemed
to demand. From participating in those sessions, however, I gained insight
that no amount of research could have yielded.

I am indebted to the many people who took part in building TCANP and
waging the struggle for fusion. Although there are too many to mention each
one, I am especially grateful to Cara Letofsky, who helped me to respect or-
ganizing as a craft and inculcated me in aspects of its practice. Sunday Alabi
set the standard for the citizen-activist. I learned alongside my University of
Minnesota colleagues M. J. Maynes and Barbara Laslett just how rewarding
and how hazardous it can be for scholars to practice politics. Working for
TCANP took place on the streets and in the state capital as well. Joe Mansky
of the Minnesota Secretary of State’s Office generously shared his knowledge
of ballot and election law. State Senator John Marty, who did not support fu-
sion’s relegalization, took the movement seriously and made reasoned argu-
ments against it. State Senators Sandra Pappas and Ellen Anderson, together
with State Representative Karen Clark lent legitimacy to TCANP by accept-
ing its fusion nominations. State Representative Andy Dawkins set an in-
spiring example for what a politician can be by his principled commitment
to democratic innovation, his eloquence on its behalf, and his willingness to
burn leisure time to make it happen.

One challenge to writing a book that crosses specialties within an aca-
demic field is imagining how it will be received by scholars with whom one
does not ordinarily converse. I had a wealth of resources to meet this chal-
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On November 3, 1998, Minnesota’s voters handed the nation a big surprise.
They turned out in near record-breaking numbers to elect Reform Party can-
didate Jesse Ventura to the state’s highest executive office. Although Min-
nesotans made front-page news the morning after, it was not for electing
their first third-party governor in over half a century. The New York Times
ran a full-color photo of Jesse “the Body” that said it all: Minnesota’s gover-
nor-elect is Bozo the clown on steroids.

How could the mild-mannered folk of Lake Wobegon elect a head-
butting sport celebrity to lead their state? National and local news analysts
cast it as a failure of civic judgment. The New York Times charged that Min-
nesotans were “faked out by an underplayed ad campaign” into believing
that a Ventura vote made them “part of a small, independent-minded com-
munity making a creative choice.”1 The Minneapolis Star Tribune apologized
for the election as a “reawakening of a cantankerous populism that has al-
ways had a home in Minnesota.”2 One editor at the St. Paul Pioneer Press de-
nounced the result as “a triumph for political showmanship, anti-intellectu-
alism and the trivialization of the electoral process.”3

Jesse Ventura is a political anomaly. This is not because he is six feet, four
inches. It is not because he once made a lemon-yellow feather boa the acces-
sory of choice for his pink tuxedo. It is not even because his campaign ads
featured him as a twelve-inch plastic action figure and as Rodin’s “thinker”
(wearing gym shorts). The anomaly is that he trounced two well-respected
establishment candidates as an alternative party challenger—and did so
without spending a fortune on his campaign, resorting to attack ads, or tar-
geting any single disaffected demographic.4 Jesse Ventura was every inch the
Minnesota phenomenon the pundits made him out to be. But this was due
neither to the state’s “populist” political culture nor to its hick susceptibility
to Ventura’s star appeal. The state’s election and campaign finance law made
it uniquely possible for Ventura’s supporters to defy the most prominent of
our “copybook maxims about democracy.”5 Ventura invoked this maxim on
election night when, finding the one place where the vernacular of action he-
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roes meets that of political scientists, he boasted, “Well guess what? Those
‘wasted votes’ wasted them.”6

More surprising than the prospect of Jesse “the Body” as governor was the
fact that Minnesota ballot, registration, and election law made his election
possible: Ventura subsidized his challenger candidacy with the resources of
the very establishment he sought to overturn. Although Newt Gingrich at-
tempted to claim him as a Republican, and others simply called him an in-
dependent, the fact is that Jesse Ventura ran as a party candidate. He ran on
the ballot line of the Reform party, which had achieved major party status in
Minnesota by garnering 5 percent of the vote with a 1994 United States sen-
ate candidacy. This was significant because of the benefits that major party
status carries with it in Minnesota.

When a third party qualifies as a major party, it typically earns a guaran-
teed ballot line, which is access to compete on a playing field that—while
open—nonetheless remains strikingly unequal. Established major parties
enjoy credibility with citizens, mass media, and contributors, which ensures
they will capture the lion’s share of resources, publicity, and votes. In Min-
nesota major party status brings access to events and resources that offset
these disadvantages. Major party candidates enjoy the right to participate in
televised debates, town meetings, and other organized opinion forums on
public radio and at the state fair. These occasions are significant not only for
the exposure but for the engagement: they force establishment candidates to
go head-to-head with third-party challengers.

Major party candidates also participate in the state’s comprehensive cam-
paign finance program. To major party candidates who agree to accept spend-
ing limits and who demonstrate popular support (by raising a sum—variable
by office—in fifty-dollar donations) this program provides two forms of sub-
sidy. The first of these is block grant money, which is allocated differentially
by office but shared equally between the candidates for any given office, re-
gardless whether theirs is a challenger or an established major party. The sec-
ond of these, which exists in no other state, is the small donation rebate pro-
gram, which provides in-cash rebates to individuals for small donations.
Contribute fifty dollars to the candidate or (qualified) party of your choice
and look for a reimbursement check from the state in approximately six
weeks. This program recognizes that today’s high-technology elections have
made political contributions as much or more important a form of political
participation as the ballot. It is unique in providing candidates an incentive to
mobilize money as they would (ideally) mobilize votes: from a broad base.

The last feature of Minnesota’s party system that played out to Ventura’s
advantage was election-day registration, a reform that the state adopted in
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1976 to revive flagging voter turn out rates. Just over 15 percent of the elec-
torate took advantage of the provision in 1998. There is good reason to as-
sume that many of these were Ventura voters. Preelection polling picked up
a surge for Ventura in the last week of October; this lured many disaffected
and first-time voters to the polls.7 In most states that surge would have come
too late for those voters to register; in Minnesota election-day registration
made it a quantifiable promise that a Ventura vote might not be wasted.

Although the significance to Ventura’s victory of these regulatory open-
ings can hardly be exaggerated, they were largely overlooked by the media—
local and nationwide. Deadline pressure had something to do with this over-
sight, to be sure. But it is also consistent with patterns of coverage that
discredit third-party candidates. It was far less disruptive to frame Ventura’s
election as a celebrity challenge to the two-party system than as a regulatory
one. To emphasize the institutional innovations that helped make it possible
would be to disclose what Theodore Lowi has called “one of the best-kept se-
crets in American politics . . . that the two-party system has long been brain
dead—kept alive by support systems like state electoral laws that protect the
established parties from rivals and by Federal subsidies and so-called cam-
paign reform. [It] would collapse in an instant if the tubes were pulled and
the IV’s were cut.”8

Certainly, Minnesota had not pulled the plug on the two-party system.
Nonetheless, it had removed some of the prerogatives that protect the two-
party status quo in most other states. The analysts who wrote off Ventura’s
election as an effect of “wrestler chic,” a harbinger of the untutored voting
habits of “Generation X,” or as a resurgence of Minnesota “populism” did
their readers a disservice.9 By exaggerating the idiosyncracies of Minnesota’s
political culture, and glossing over the regulatory innovations that render
Minnesota a relatively hospitable ground for third-party movements, they
stepped up the life support to the two-party establishment.

Ventura’s achievement “wastes” the wasted vote maxim more profound-
ly than even he was inclined to boast because it calls two of our most trusted
political axioms into question. The first of these holds the two-party system
to be immutable, a “fixed point of the political universe” whose constancy “is
mathematical and conclusive.”10 The second, which follows from the first,
holds a third-party vote to be “wasted” by the very logic of single-member
district/plurality rule. So self-evident are these truths that they compel even
those of us who are dissatisfied with the two-party system to cast a vote with-
in its terms—if we vote at all. This produces what V. O. Key has called the
“ancient dilemma” of third-party sympathizers.11 It prevents us from voting
our convictions because, as much as we may say that the trouble with the
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major parties is that there is not a “dime’s worth of difference between
them,” we continue to perceive enough of a difference that we cannot bring
ourselves to cast a third-party vote, if doing so might throw the election to
the establishment candidate we least prefer.

Ventura’s victory challenged the axiomatic status of these truths and point-
ed to an escape from the dilemma to which they lead. By prevailing in a state
where participatory reforms have (unintentionally) created a hospitable envi-
ronment for third-party efforts, he showed that it is not the “logic” of winner-
take-all elections that dooms third-party candidacies to failure but rather the
politics of the two-party system. Ventura’s victory disclosed this politics. It re-
vealed the extent to which “the two-party system” is just another a “regulatory
system,” one “made possible and constituted through laws,” administrative
practices, and voter expectations.12 Like any institution, it is no “fixed point”
against which everything else must be calibrated; it is a legislative contrivance
that is shifting, contestable, and must be repeatedly shored up for its limita-
tions to appear necessary and its maxims to remain imperative. And shore it
up we do: every time we invoke “the two-party system” as a rationale for the
way we vote, every time we accept “bipartisan” as a synonym for political im-
partiality, and every time we succumb without protest to the “logic” that
deems a third-party vote to be a vote wasted.

The Doctrine of the Two-Party System

It is no exaggeration to say that the two-party system is the focal point of an
American civil religion. As historian John D. Hicks observed in his 1933 pres-
idential address to the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, “There is
something peculiarly sacred about it”:

It is like the decalogue, or the practice of monogamy, or the right of
the Supreme Court to declare a law of Congress unconstitutional.
Right-minded citizens never question the wisdom of such a division
of political forces. They see in the two parties a sort of guarantee of
good government.13

As academics will, Hicks went on to demystify this sacred object. He
began by attacking its originary status, observing that although a “good
many intelligent voters would be surprised to learn” it, “the two party sys-
tem was not ordained by the Constitution, [nor was] a division into polit-
ical parties . . . even desired by some of those who first guided the nation’s
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destinies.”14 He went on to attack its status as simple fact, noting “that the
United States has never possessed for any considerable period of time the
two party system in its pure and undefiled form.”15 On the contrary, he re-
minded his listeners that “at least for the last hundred years one formida-
ble third party has succeeded another with bewildering rapidity.” And in a
third and final challenge to the preeminence of the established parties, he
asserted that these “third parties have . . . played perhaps quite as impor-
tant a role as either of the major parties in making the nation what it is
today.”16 To the “chronic supporter of third party tickets,” Hicks had these
words of comfort: the third-party voter “need not worry . . . when he is
told, as he surely will be told, that he is ‘throwing his vote away’ ” . . . [be-
cause] “his kind of vote is after all probably the most powerful vote that has
ever been cast.”17

Hicks’ words, which would probably be as striking to many voters today
as they were when he delivered them, enumerate the tenets of what I term the
two-party “doctrine.”18 This doctrine, which contributes immeasurably to
rebuffing challenges to the two-party system, consists of three distinct prem-
ises. These premises—that the two-party system is original, immutable, and
indispensable to democratic progress—can be found in any American gov-
ernment textbook and any election-year newscast.

Scholars have called the two-party system the “most obvious characteris-
tic” of the United States political system,19 its “most conspicuous and per-
haps . . . most important fact,”20 and “one of the oldest political institutions
in the history of democracy.”21 This is the tenet of originality. As Hicks sug-
gests, it represents the two-party system as having been inscribed into our
electoral system at its origin by the mandate for single-member district, plu-
rality rule voting.

The second tenet, immutability, holds the two-party system to be a
“bedrock” of democracy that is itself unmoved by partisan contest.22 At once
a foundation of United States politics and a force that transcends it, the two-
party system is held to ensure third-party failure as a matter of course rather
than politics. This tenet combines with the first to assure us that the condi-
tion that prevails today—that third parties do not stand a chance in our win-
ner-take-all system—has never been otherwise. Immune to politics, it is
timeless and unchanging.

Democratic progress is at once the central tenet of this doctrine and its
most counterintuitive element. It falls to this tenet to reconcile the distinc-
tive characteristics of the United States political party—that it lacks a unify-
ing ideology and is far too bureaucratic to be run by its members—with such
basic democratic principles as accountability and participation that it seems
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by its very structure to defy. E. E. Schattschneider explained it best when he
argued that our political parties bring us democracy not because we join
them but because we can exit them effectively.

Arguing against critics who denounced United States parties for their lack
of accountability to their members, Schattschneider countered that they nei-
ther could nor should be member centered. Indeed, he rejected the very no-
tion of “party membership” as a dangerous fiction because it set up expecta-
tions that no democracy could meet in the contemporary world. The party
as Schattschneider defined it was no principled community, committed to
expressing the core ideals of its membership.23 Instead, he defined a political
party as “an organized attempt to get . . . control of the government.”24

Whereas this effort can be “supported by partisan voters,” it is in no sense
joined by them.25

How, then, is popular sovereignty possible? Some would answer that pop-
ular sovereignty is not possible within the United States political system. In
fact, the strength of this system is that it asks no more of the citizenry than
that they choose their governors from among competing elites.26

Schattschneider seems to echo this view when he insists that

the sovereignty of the voter consists in his freedom of choice just as the
sovereignty of the consumer in the economic system consists in his
freedom to trade in a competitive market. That is enough; little can be
added to it by inventing an imaginary membership in a fictitious party
association. Democracy is not to be found in the parties but between
the parties.27

But Schattschneider sought to go beyond the competitive elites model of
democracy by retaining some meaningful conception of mass popular sov-
ereignty; he defined this, however, not in participatory terms but in terms of
the capacity for exit. Schattschneider emphasized that voter sovereignty has
meaning wherever an opposition vote has a realistic chance to displace the
party in power. United States citizens hold their leaders accountable by
threatening not to vote for them next time. This threat works because of the
two-party system which, because it accords the second major party a “mo-
nopoly of the opposition,” maximizes the leverage of an opposition vote.28

Schattschneider’s argument, first published in 1942, was exemplary of a
time when scholars believed they had good reason to prefer United States
democracy over all others. Scholars proclaimed two-partyism to be “an es-
sential mechanism of democracy” that, by contrast to the multiple-party sys-
tems of Europe, presented a simple binary option that “focuses the issues,
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sharpens the differences between contending sides, [and] eliminates confus-
ing cross-currents of opinion.”29 Well into the cold war the conviction per-
sisted that “where two parties contend, the electorate can choose between
readily understood, either-or options of personnel or policy.”30 That ei-
ther/or choice is said to assure popular sovereignty because it fosters clarity
and stability. The same principle surfaced even as recently as the 2000 pres-
idential campaign when the New York Times castigated Ralph Nader for em-
barking on a “misguided crusade” that would “distract voters from the clear-
cut choice represented by the major party candidates.” The Times urged
Nader to withdraw from the race so that the public could “see the major
party candidates compete on an uncluttered playing field.”31

Herein lies the central tension of the two-party doctrine. It identifies pop-
ular sovereignty with choice, and then limits choice to one party or the other.
If there is any truth to Schattschneider’s analogy between elections and mar-
kets, America’s faith in the two-party system begs the following question:
Why do voters accept as the ultimate in political freedom a binary option
they would surely protest as consumers? Douglas Amy has put it this way:
“Just as it would be ludicrous to have stores that provided only two styles of
shoes or two kinds of vegetables, it is no less absurd to have a party system
that provides only two choices to represent the great variety of opinions in
the United States.”32

This is the tyranny of the two-party system, the construct that persuades
United States citizens to accept two-party contests as a condition of electoral
democracy. I emphasize this term condition to play on its twofold meaning
as that which is stipulated as requisite to an agreement or process and that
which is suffered as an affliction. Scholars, citizens, and even Supreme Court
justices have stipulated two-party competition as a condition of a stable mass
democracy; it consolidates an amorphous popular will into a public man-
date. Even as it facilitates choice, however, the two-party system constricts
options to frame the terms of that mandate as a simple antithesis: This one?
Or that one? We accept this oversimplification as ours to suffer—a condition
that afflicts voting in a single-member plurality system.

That we accede to this limit on electoral expression has nothing to do with
overt coercion. The tyranny of the two-party system is effected by a system
of meaning that associates third-party candidates with lost causes, political
extremism, and authoritarian populism while promoting established party
candidates as the responsible and effective choice. It is also a complex of rules
governing ballot access and design, voter registration, and campaign finance
that virtually ensures that mounting a challenger candidacy—whether from
outside the party or from within it—is a losing cause. It is, finally, an ideol-
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ogy that heralds two-party protectionism as the very measure of political
competitiveness.

The two-party system as system of meaning
Most third parties wither for lack of media attention. Those who make the
news might wish they had not, for they are depicted, like Ralph Nader, as a
threat to an orderly electoral process, or, like Jesse Ventura, as a lunatic
fringe lacking the experience, the principles, and the political government to
govern responsibly. As for those who vote for them, they open themselves to
ridicule, as when the New York Times dismissed Ventura’s supporters for
having been “faked out” into believing they had made an independent, cre-
ative choice.

Certainly there is some truth to these representations. No third-party can-
didate has a realistic shot at winning the United States presidency as this elec-
toral system is currently constituted. Consequently, voters who cast third-
party ballots believing that they are voting for change are deceived. Mind
you, the same could be said for some voters who faithfully cast their ballots
with the major parties. Do not African American and left liberal voters make
dupes of themselves every time they cede their votes to a Democratic Party
that is moving steadily rightward on poverty, crime, and labor (to name just
a few key issues)? Why should it be “rational” to cast a major-party vote for
a candidate who has no intention of representing you, whereas to cast a
third-party vote for a candidate who has no chance of winning is deemed
“wasted”? This is the tyranny of the two-party system, a tyranny of systemat-
ically managed perception.

The two-party system as complex of rules
In the spring 2000 Republican presidential primary, Senator John McCain
had to sue his way past New York State’s byzantine ballot access rules just to
get into the contest. State law requires candidates to qualify their delegates
for the ballot by gathering signatures in each of New York’s thirty-one con-
gressional districts.33 This is a laborious undertaking for any candidate, but
it is made considerably easier for the party’s anointed contender: he or she
commands party foot soldiers to do the canvassing and is represented on the
ballot by high-profile delegates whose own name recognition draws votes at
the polls. In the end McCain was not listed on the ballot statewide. This
spared George W. Bush a head-to-head contest with his chief opponent.
Party’s choice foreclosed people’s choice.

This is the tyranny of the two-party system, and it is noteworthy because
McCain confronted as a major-party challenger the regulatory barriers that
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block third-party candidacies nationwide as a matter of routine. Most states
regulate ballot access and design, voter registration, and campaign finance so
that challenger candidates must exhaust their finances and their volunteer
time just getting to the starting line. These regulatory obstacles virtually en-
sure that insurgent candidacies—third party efforts and, sometimes, even
challengers from within the ranks of the establishment—will burn out. More
insidiously, they ensure that insurgent efforts will come increasingly to
mimic the mainstream, running candidates of wealth and/or celebrity to
break into the contest at whatever cost to principle.

The two-party system as ideology
It is said that competition between two parties is both inevitable and benefi-
cial to United States democracy. It is inevitable because, simply put, no
third-party candidate can run to win. This is the “law” of single-member
plurality systems, which have a seemingly timeless and inexorable tendency
to whittle the field of parties down to two.34 Why two? Although political sci-
entists admit to being better at describing this tendency than at explaining it,
most agree that the tendency toward party duopoly has something to do with
the privileged position of the second major party in a two-party system. This
party’s “monopoly” on political opposition gives it an incalculable advantage
over a defeated third party.35 As a nationwide organization with automatic
ballot status in all fifty states, its candidates may lose from time to time, or
even repeatedly, but the party will endure.

There are at least three reasons why this arrangement is held to benefit
democracy. First, two-party competition produces major parties that are
“grand coalitions.”36 Unlike their fractious counterparts in proportional rep-
resentation systems, United States parties conciliate conflict and temper ide-
ological extremes. We trust them “to speak for the nation as a whole—or at
least for a substantial majority—and not merely for a small part of it.”37 Sec-
ond, the choice between only two parties clarifies the vote and produces un-
ambiguous electoral outcomes: Yes or No? Continuity or Change?38 Third,
alternating control of government between one party or the other provides
for smooth transitions and “responsible” opposition.39 A “two-party na-
tion,” James Q. Wilson averred shortly before the 2000 presidential election,
“makes it easier for the president to govern and easier for the voter to
choose.”40 Like so many things American, the two-party system brings us
moderation, simplicity, and stability.

Understood as a system of meaning, a complex of rules, and an ideology,
the two-party system forms a common sense that accords to major-party
dominance and third-party failure the status of “what is obviously the case
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or in the nature of things.”41 It also heralds as the very measure of political
competitiveness a duopolistic arrangement that provides the established par-
ties with the political equivalent of a trade embargo.42 Our political system
prices a third-party vote out of the market and ensures that we spend our
votes on the two established parties—if we vote at all. The genius of this
arrangement is that, unlike a trade embargo, which is explicitly stated and
therefore recognizable as an act of power, the two-party system issues no
edicts and imposes no injunctions. It is a power-laden and partisan construct
that manages to render its own force invisible because it seems to follow
from the nature of things.

In other words, the power of the two-party system is the power of “dis-
course.”43 This is not to say that it exists “only” in words but rather that two-
party competition in the United States is no simple fact or object of study. It
is the effect of “rules, manners, power relationships, and memories”44 that
mask their power whenever two-partyism is taken for granted as an empiri-
cal object (a “system”) that follows from the framework of single-member
plurality elections.

In the preface to his classic study of populism, historian Lawrence Good-
wyn brilliantly argued that industrial democracies have a special need for
common sense, which they rely on to reconcile the competing priorities of
capitalism and democracy. As democracies they must universalize political
freedoms; as industrial societies they must ensure that an enfranchised and
economically exploited population will not turn its freedoms against the
economic order. In this context common sense is the most effective form of
insurance, because it achieves “domestic tranquillity” without excessive re-
course to the police or the military. Common sense produces an enfran-
chised but inactive citizenry by persuading “the population . . . to define all
conceivable political activity within the limits of existing custom.”45 Under
these conditions “protest will pose no ultimate threat because the protesters
will necessarily conceive of their options as being so limited that even should
they be successful, the resulting ‘reforms’ will not alter significantly the in-
herited modes of power and privilege.”46

I take from Goodwyn an important insight about the manufacture of con-
sent to the vast disparities in wealth and power that characterize modern in-
dustrial societies. Mass populations assent to these disparities not simply be-
cause they are won over by bootstrap ideologies and bought off with material
prosperity. Capitalist cultural myths must be paired with an equally power-
ful political mythology about the futility of radical opposition. This is hege-
mony (although Goodwyn did not call it that); it is cultural warfare waged
not by indoctrination but by means of institutionalized social and political
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practices that affect what comes to be taken for granted as fact.47 Such
processes need not put forward an explicit message (like the Horatio Alger
story). It is enough to erode the “democratic aspirations” of the populace so
citizens “conclude that past American egalitarians such as the Populists were
‘foolish’ to have had such large democratic hopes.”48

Important as it is to recognize forms of power that work not by violence
but by eliciting consent, it is equally important to recognize that no common
sense is ever complete. On the contrary, as it must be perpetually repro-
duced, it is repeatedly open to failure. It is also open to an analysis that strips
culturally dominant constructs of their apparent stability by setting them
into the context of the historical battles from which they emerged. I have ar-
gued that the election of Jesse Ventura, understood in terms of the regulato-
ry innovations that helped make it possible, opens a fissure in our two-party
common sense. It prompts us to conceive of two-party competition as the ef-
fect not of a “system” but of historically specific electoral regulations that can
be politically challenged. As such, it prompts us to imagine new ways beyond
the “ancient dilemma” of third-party voting.

Against the Tyranny of the Two-Party System

This book aims to dislodge “the two-party system” from its privileged place
in American thinking about democracy. This is no small task, for as citizens
we come to understand the most basic features of politics through this ubiq-
uitous catchphrase. Casually attributed to the United States in everyday con-
versation, media analysis, American government textbooks, and even spe-
cialized studies of electoral politics, the two-party system is typically
represented as original, immutable, and a measure of progress toward
democracy that should be a model for the world.

In 1999, for example, a failed referendum against proportional represen-
tation in Italy and an election in Turkey (for their “sixth government since
1995”) prompted the Wall Street Journal to warn both governments that they
“probably won’t be around much longer” because of the “political instabili-
ty” and “parliamentary stagnation” of proportional regimes.49 By contrast,
the New York Times found cause for celebration in the 1997 parliamentary
elections in Poland, which showed signs of consolidating its multiparty sys-
tem into a two-party pattern. The Times judged the former Soviet satellite to
be “fast approaching adulthood” and applauded its voters for “learning about
the realities of political parties,” settling into “politics as usual.”50 Even the
United States Supreme Court holds “the traditional two-party system” to be
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so important to democratic accountability, consensus building, and political
stability that “the Constitution permits” states to craft their election laws to
“favor” this arrangement.51

I undertake to challenge this common sense by telling a history of “the
two-party system” from an alternative vantage point that is afforded by elec-
toral “fusion.” Also known as “cross-endorsement” or “multiple-party nom-
ination,” fusion is a nominating strategy third political parties commonly
used in the nineteenth-century to sustain themselves within the winner-take-
all system. In a fusion candidacy two or more parties combined forces to run
a single candidate on multiple party lines in the general election. Fusion is not
an endorsement. It is a multiple-party nomination in which typically a dom-
inant-party candidate ran on the lines of an established party and a third
party. The votes were first tallied separately so that each party to the alliance
had a precise accounting of its contribution to the outcome, then they were
added together to determine the candidate’s total share of the balloting.52

All but lost to voters and parties today, the strategy was used throughout
the nineteenth century, but most notoriously by the People’s Party, to make
organized opposition manifest at the polls. The fusion tally demonstrated ex-
actly how much the candidate’s support derived from dissident constituen-
cies and showed exactly how many votes the candidate stood to lose by fail-
ing to remain accountable to that constituency after the election. By
amplifying dissenting voices within the consensus-building imperatives of
winner-take-all elections, fusion provided what one nineteenth-century pro-
ponent described as a “mechanism for achieving proportional representa-
tion” by other means.53

As a protest vote that could be counted, fusion opened strategic possibil-
ities for third parties that no longer exist today. They could “spoil” races, as
they do now by siphoning votes from the established candidate nearest
them on the ideological spectrum. But they could also combine forces with
the weaker of the two established parties to run a single candidate on mul-
tiple party lines, thereby fortifying and consolidating the opposition rather
than splitting it. Fusion was a unique means for dissenting groups to mount
political opposition through the electoral process. By making it possible to
vote on a third-party line without throwing one’s ballot away, fusion helped
guarantee “that dissenters’ votes could be more than symbolic protest, that
their leaders could gain office, and that their demands might be heard.”54

Moreover, a well-organized third party that timed its convention right
could do more than lend its ballot line to a candidate anointed by the es-
tablishment; it could influence that party’s nominations, even its policy
choices. Fusion turns the conventional wisdom about the fate of third par-
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ties in a winner-take-all system on its head. As Howard A. Scarrow has
noted, the separate ballot line renders the “single-member-district-plurali-
ty system of election . . . positively beneficial to a minor party; it is only be-
cause there is only one winner under this system that a major party may be
willing to pay the price demanded.”55

Today, few voters will have heard of fusion, except in New York, where it
remains legal and is commonly practiced.56 Republican legislatures outlawed
the strategy beginning in the mid-1890s as part of a package of electoral re-
forms aimed to weed corruption out of the electoral process. The reforms,
which included adopting the secret ballot, implementing personal registra-
tion and ballot access laws, and moving to direct popular election of senators
and presidential electors, installed unprecedented obstacles to third-party
participation in elections. Combined with the changes that accompanied in-
dustrialization, urbanization, and state building, the reforms brought the vi-
brant third-party activity of the 1900s virtually to an end—except in states
where fusion remained legal. Though it was practiced in only half as many
states, Scarrow has calculated that fusion “reached an all-time high” between
1910 and 1919, when it served as an electoral vehicle for “progressivisim and
other expressions of political ferment.”57

Technical and esoteric as it sounds now, many nineteenth-century dissi-
dents regarded fusion as the only thing standing between them and the
tyranny of the two-party system. This book takes up fusion politics as an un-
common vantage point from which to provide a historical perspective on
and a philosophical critique of that regime. It differs from existing scholarly
works on third parties and democracy because it neither catalogues third-
party movements nor analyzes what causes them to emerge and to fail. Its
core argument is not about third parties but against the tyranny of the two-
party system. I contend that the story of fusion, its practice and the struggle
to prohibit it, reveals that third-party failure is not endemic to winner-take-
all voting. On the contrary, it is an effect of institutional obstacles and ideo-
logical fictions that have rebuffed third-party challenges for most of the
twentieth century. This is the politics of the two-party system, an arrange-
ment that may rather limit democracy than foster it.

Fusion made a brief return in the 1990s thanks to a United States Supreme
Court case, Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party,58 that challenged anti-
fusion statutes on the grounds that they severely burden third parties’ right
of association as defined by the First and Fourteenth Amendments. If the
Supreme Court had agreed, as many legal experts expected it would, the case
would have made fusion legal again nationwide. Instead, in April 1997, the
justices ruled six to three to uphold the fusion bans.59 The majority reasoned
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that “the traditional two-party system” has figured so centrally in “sound
and effective government” that states should enjoy the prerogative to protect
it whatever the cost to third political parties.60 The decision, breathtaking for
its endorsement of the two-party doctrine, perpetuated the tyranny of the
two-party system in the most obvious way. It represented third political par-
ties as interlopers on the terrain of United States democracy and dismissed
fusion as a parasitic strategy for parties that cannot command votes as they
ought to—on the strength of their own organizing.

Contrary to that ruling, and to commonsense notions of electoral democ-
racy, I maintain that third political parties were in their heyday an institu-
tionalized vehicle for organized political opposition. When states quashed
that vehicle, in part by way of restrictive legislation (including laws against
fusion), they raised the cost of political dissent. They also narrowed the
democratic aspirations of the voting public.

I do not suggest that voters today are mistaken to shun most third parties
as “sure losers” or to dismiss them as “spoilers,” extremists, and opportunists
that lack the qualifications to govern well. I contend, however, that the place
of the third party in the late nineteenth-century electoral system was differ-
ent in some important respects. Genuine organizations that built from the
grass roots, mobilized dissident citizens, and groomed candidates to repre-
sent them, these parties were a significant force for political change. Fusion,
which helped them to defy the “wasted vote” maxim, and thereby to dispel
the “ancient dilemma” of third-party voting, accounts for part of the differ-
ence between third parties then and third parties now. Today’s voter has lost
the fusion strategy together with the legacy of what third parties can con-
tribute to democratic politics: an institutionalized pathway for organized op-
position that is not majority opposition. The two-party system, understood
at once as an institutional arrangement and powerful cultural logic, stands in
the way of reclaiming that legacy.

The Map of the Argument

Chapter 1 examines the two-party doctrine at work at two sites: the grass-
roots struggle to relegalize fusion in Minnesota and the Timmons ruling. I
begin by relating the details of the Minnesota effort. I then demonstrate how
Timmons validated each of the tenets of the two-party doctrine, thereby reaf-
firming as natural and necessary a legislative contrivance that in fact regulates
organized opposition out of the electoral process. I judge this decision to be
a blow against democracy. I say this less out of a certainty that democracy
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needs fusion today than out of the conviction that the two-party doctrine in-
ures us against the pathologies of democracy. Our belief in the necessity of
the two-party system and in the inevitability of such dynamics as the “wast-
ed vote” maxim helps to render citizen apathy and nonparticipation innocu-
ous. It predisposes us to mistake for systematic properties of winner-take-all
voting what are effects of the political struggles that carried this electoral sys-
tem into the twentieth century.

Chapter 2 takes a close look at these struggles. I date major party duopoly
to the turn of the century. I contend that ballot, voter registration, and elec-
tion law consolidated the two-party system as we know it: a closed system
that precludes meaningful third-party competition. This will be a controver-
sial thesis. For one thing, prominent party scholars cite the mid-nineteenth
century as the birth of “modern political parties” and the two-party system.61

I do not dispute that this decade marked the development of the political
party as a mass-based national organization. It is true that, from then on-
ward, two parties had emerged as dominant. They monopolized control of
the Congress and the presidency, ran slates of candidates in every state, and
contested offices at every level of the federal system. And both had developed
the tripartite structure—party organization, party in office, party in the elec-
torate—that distinguished the mass parties of representative democracy
from the party caucuses of the early decades of the republic. Alongside these
important continuities, however, there was one significant discontinuity: the
dominant parties did not lock out their third-party competitors. I emphasize
this discontinuity, and detail the struggle to ban fusion, in order to under-
score that both the two-party system and the tenets of its doctrine are twen-
tieth-century common sense.

Chapter 3 analyzes the relationship between party discipline and the dis-
cipline of political science. Coupling historical argument with discourse
analysis, I trace the lineage of the two-party system through twentieth-cen-
tury American government and political party textbooks. I do not imagine
that party scholars invented the two-party system, nor do I charge them with
having crafted their work to inculcate its doctrine. On the contrary, the puz-
zle of this chapter is that party scholars continue to deploy this term even
though most of them deny that the two-party system is real in any straight-
forward empirical sense.

Chapter 4 situates this puzzle in the context of American exceptionalism,
the “national ideology” to which Dorothy Ross has argued that “American
social science owes its distinctive character.”62 My argument is not that ex-
ceptionalism has determined political scientists’ statements about two-party
democracy. Instead, party scholarship was one terrain on which contending
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republican and liberal versions of exceptionalism did battle. Scholars treated
the “two-party system” as a measure of the nation’s progress toward democ-
racy. It also afforded them a working definition of democracy that could be
operationalized by a positive social science. In short, despite its dubious em-
pirical validity, the two-party system provided a moral orientation for popu-
lar government and an organizing framework for academic political inquiry.

Chapter 5 makes an intervention into the citizenship debates that have
emerged in answer to the purported crisis of American public life. I criticize
theorists of democracy who, in their eagerness to imagine more fulfilling
forms of public participation, have indulged what E. E. Schattschneider
called a “blind spot” for political parties. Enlisting Schattschneider as an un-
recognized theorist of democracy, I propose a strategic understanding of
democracy—one that focuses more on the features of the “conflict system”
than on the character of citizens—to which third parties could be central as
an institutional mechanism for organized opposition. I argue that a princi-
pal obstacle toward realizing such a vision of democracy are third parties
themselves. The contemporary third party is nothing like those of the nine-
teenth century, which Progressive-era scholars praised for correcting the ma-
joritarian tendencies of two-partyism.

Chapter 6 closes the book with an analysis of election 2000 as an object
lesson in the tyranny of the two-party system. I advance suggestions for re-
form, including an argument for fusion. I argue that, paired with cumulative
voting, that strategy provides a means not simply to opening the electoral
system up to more parties but to revitalizing the oppositional third-party tra-
dition of the nineteenth century.
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At a sparsely attended press conference in St. Paul, Minnesota on July 18,
1994, a third party and an incumbent state legislator made a historic an-
nouncement. They proposed to file the state’s first fusion candidacy in near-
ly a century. The proposed alliance would have joined the Twin Cities Area
New Party (TCANP) to the Democrat-Farmer-Labor (DFL) Party behind the
candidacy of Representative Andy Dawkins. TCANP was the Minneapolis–
St. Paul chapter of the national New Party.

What was the New Party? Founded in 1992, the New Party aspired to be a
political home for progressives who saw no room for themselves in Bill Clin-
ton’s Democratic Party.1 A coalition of labor, community groups, and disaf-
fected progressives, the New Party had built, by 1994, chapters in eleven
states, with a dues-paying membership of approximately ten thousand. The
Minnesota chapter had been in existence for just under two years and count-
ed fewer than three hundred members when the fusion initiative began.

Dawkins did not need the support of TCANP to be reelected. An incum-
bent who had served in the legislature since 1987, Dawkins was so popular
with his constituents that they would probably have returned him to the
House whether he knocked on their doors to remind them or not. Why
would he agree to lend his name—and his credibility—to this tiny party and
its esoteric cause? The New Party earned its stripes with Dawkins by sup-
porting his unsuccessful run for St. Paul mayor in 1993, a campaign in which
leading members of the Democratic Party came out in favor of the Republi-
can candidate, Norm Coleman. That experience, combined with the chal-
lenge of representing a district largely composed of working-class whites,
African Americans, and Hmong immigrants—constituencies that were in-
creasingly ill-served by a Democrat-Farmer-Labor Party that had turned
outward toward the suburbs—persuaded Dawkins of the “big tent” parties’
fundamental injustice. To Dawkins, a charismatic “small-d” democrat who
had made his career out of championing unfashionable issues such as urban
renewal, or block grants for low-income home ownership, and would even
sport a ponytail for the duration of the 1996 legislative session in protest
against a regressive tax scheme, fusion seemed almost tame.
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The strategy appealed to him as a means to give relatively disempowered
interests more leverage within the major party coalition. It would allow di-
verse groups in the party electorate to subcaucus, withdrawing first to their
own corners to gather strength and only then uniting under the common um-
brella. The promise of an autonomous ballot line might also be an organizing
tool to increase turn out among people who no longer identified with the DFL
but were unwilling to break with it (as that would further advantage the Re-
publicans). Dawkins was in search of an alternative that would not further
disenfranchise his district within the two-party system and willing to take a
chance that fusion might be that alternative. Together, the maverick legislator
and the fledgling party took on the party establishment in the Minnesota leg-
islature and initiated a legal battle that went all the way to the Supreme Court.

We rarely hear the stories of these kinds of grassroots actions. The third-
party activists who sought to relegalize fusion reopened a century-old debate
about the rights of third parties and the limitations of two-party competi-
tion. This was a peculiarly contemporary fight for democracy, not a struggle
to win the vote but, in the words of E. E. Schattschneider, a contest “over the-
ories of organization, over the right to organize and the rights of political or-
ganizations, in other words, about the kinds of things that make the vote
valuable.”2 Although less dramatic than the sit-ins and street protests of an
earlier era, contests of this kind are no less vital to the ongoing effort to de-
mocratize the United States electoral system than those celebrated struggles.
The story of Dawkins and the effort to make fusion legal again is a tale worth
telling because it is in the details of such obscure efforts that battles for
democracy are fought and—in this case—lost.

Fusion in the Streets

In Minnesota it takes five hundred signatures to nominate an independent
or third-party candidate for state legislature. The filing period begins in late
June, after the major parties hold their conventions, and extends for about
two weeks. Five hundred signatures is a relatively modest ballot access
threshold; nonetheless, it posed a challenge for a small party. As every or-
ganizer knows, it takes about seven hundred signatures to ensure five hun-
dred valid ones, and an experienced canvasser can not gather much more
than ten signatures in an hour. Nominating petitions can go more slowly
than that because they must be signed by eligible voters in the candidate’s
district, which rules out signature gathering in shopping centers and other
high-traffic areas.
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New Party volunteers, many of them first-time canvassers, found them-
selves going door-to-door, trying to talk their way into apartment buildings
to win support for an obscure and esoteric practice. Just finding the words to
sell “fusion” at the doors was difficult enough (given the association with nu-
clear power). The language of the petition made it even more so. The secre-
tary of state’s office required that the petition include language committing
the signatories to declare that they would not cast a vote in the primary for
any office for which they had signed a nominating petition. Although techni-
cally unenforceable, the language had a chilling effect on some would-be sup-
porters. How could they know whether TCANP was working for Dawkins or
was subtly trying to disenfranchise his voting base in order to make way for a
primary challenge? The nascent party would never have made its signature
quota without reinforcements from the Association of Community Organi-
zations for Reform Now (ACORN), a community organization that was well-
established in Dawkins’s district for helping low-income residents secure
mortgages, find employment, and enforce housing codes on absentee land-
lords. ACORN lent foot soldiers to the nominating effort together with
much-needed tactical advice regarding how to persuade people to sign.

On filing day in July, Dawkins proceeded to the Office of the Secretary of
State accompanied by TCANP representatives and ACORN organizers who
(truth be told) crossed their fingers that they had met the signature thresh-
old. He filed over fifty petitions, dog-eared and pulpy from being passed
hand to hand in the humid Minnesota summer. As expected, Dawkins was
informed that according to a Minnesota statute enacted in 1901, “no individ-
ual who seeks nomination for any partisan . . . office at a primary shall be
nominated for this same office by nominating petition.”3 Unless he was will-
ing to give up his DFL endorsement and withdraw from that primary, the
TCANP nomination could not proceed. When Dawkins declared his intent
to run as the candidate of both parties, the secretary of state’s office refused
the petitions, and the signatures were never validated.

Weeks later, TCANP filed suit in Federal District Court in St. Paul, chal-
lenging Minnesota’s antifusion law as an unconstitutional burden on third
parties’ First and Fourteenth Amendment rights of association.4 Although
the district court quickly ruled to uphold Minnesota’s antifusion law,5 early
in 1996 that decision would be reversed on appeal by the Ninth Circuit Court
in St. Louis, Missouri. The state appealed the circuit court ruling in turn,
which kicked the case to the United States Supreme Court. Oral argument
was scheduled for fall 1996. All told, Dawkins’s TCANP candidacy (certifi-
able or not) would generate almost three years of litigation and a pro-
nouncement by the nation’s highest court.
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Fusion in the Legislature

As the case worked its way through the courts, TCANP launched a second
line of attack. At the start of the 1995 legislative session the party introduced
a new democracy act, a bill that proposed to lift the ban on fusion as part of
a broader “good citizenship” initiative. The proposal included the establish-
ment of campaign juries, provision of free air time on public broadcast sta-
tions to balloted candidates, weekend voting, and the enfranchisement of
sixteen year olds for school board elections as measures to stimulate active
and informed voter participation. Representative Dawkins agreed to sponsor
the bill, thereby demonstrating that state law could prevent him from run-
ning as a DFL–New Party candidate but not from legislating like one.6 The
bill made little headway. Although it received a hearing in the House Elec-
tions Committee, it never reached the floor but was instead relegated to
“summer study,” where the leadership probably hoped it would evaporate in
the prairie heat.

Why should sitting legislators have done otherwise? It is a constitution-
al prerogative of state legislatures to regulate the time, place, and manner
of voting. And state legislatures are controlled by members of the domi-
nant parties. Any successful politician develops a reflex for weighing sub-
stantive proposals against the odds of reelection. No doubt most politi-
cians know only slightly more about the law than the average citizen; thus,
except in the most obvious instances (such as redistricting), they may not
have an intuitive feel for how a given structural change will affect their
prospects. Even if they cannot always calculate it, however, they are well
aware that there is a politics to what political scientists call electoral
“frameworks.” Legislative aides, legal counsel, and long-term civil servants
are their tutors in this regard. They are the specialists on whom politicians
rely to brief them on the current state of the law and to assess the strategic
implications of structural change.

Minnesota legislators had little need to consult their advisers to recognize
that the new democracy act, at least in its fusion plank, proposed to do away
with one of the protections that sustains major party duopoly. What could
possibly persuade them to entertain it? Powerful arguments could be made
in a context where the two-party doctrine did not sanctify major party duopoly
as a democratic design. But wherever that doctrine holds sway, where jour-
nalists pay homage to its tenets as much by the stories they refuse to tell as
by those they publish, where academics pay lip service to the two-party sys-
tem, and where voters take it for granted, the very culture of common sense
silences those arguments. Good reasons would not persuade dominant-party
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legislators to relinquish the privileges that two-party duopoly affords them.
As for the press, democracy’s “watchdogs,” the two-party doctrine robs most
well-conceived arguments of the force they would need to persuade journal-
ists to take up the cause.

On January 5, 1996, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals forced a sea
change when it struck down Minnesota’s antifusion statutes on the grounds
that they “severely burden the New Party’s associational rights and [that
they] could be more narrowly tailored (with a consent requirement) to ad-
vance Minnesota’s interests.”7 The ruling struck at the heart of the two-party
doctrine, arguing that “Minnesota’s interest in maintaining a stable political
system simply does not give the state license to frustrate consensual political
alliances.” The court continued, tearing down the “ancient dilemma” of
third-party voters by depicting it as a “no-win choice” imposed by “statutes
[that] force . . . New Party members . . . either [to] cast their votes for can-
didates with no realistic chance of winning, defect from their party and vote
for a major party candidate who does, or decline to vote at all.”8 The appeals
court made it clear that antifusion statutes are a democratic affront: they in-
terfere not only with the rights of third parties but with those of voters as
well. It recognized the potential of fusion to provide voters with “more spe-
cific information about the candidate’s views,” bring political alliances out
into the open, and even “invigorate [the electoral system] by fostering more
competition, participation, and representation in American politics.”9

The appellate ruling was a breakthrough for TCANP. Not only would the
party get a hearing for a crucial component of its new democracy act but the
practice would be legal for the upcoming election. Plans were laid to pursue
nominations of two state senators and two state legislators (including
Dawkins).10 This would require gathering three thousand valid signatures, a
goal that was now well within the reach of TCANP’s organizational capaci-
ties. Although it was still a relatively small party, it had developed in crucial
ways since its first attempt at fusion. With funds from the national New
Party, TCANP had hired a full-time organizer who had almost doubled the
party’s membership. It had also put a living wage initiative on the ballot in
St. Paul, which had given its members new expertise in signature gathering.
Now two years old, experienced at canvassing and galvanized by the court
victory, the small party was poised to strike.

Few legislators were ready for them. Most were unaware of what
Dawkins had been up to, uninformed about the Eighth Circuit verdict, and
unprepared to reconsider a law they barely knew existed. Few legislators had
any idea what fusion was; consequently they failed to appreciate what it
would mean to have it practiced in the 1996 election, a scant eleven months
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in the future. Even elections committee members whom TCANP had lob-
bied during the previous year were confounded by the ruling or persisted in
the misconception that it remained up to them to decide whether fusion
should be legal (as opposed to how it would be regulated). As they came to
terms with what had occurred, key decision makers, especially in the Min-
nesota House, grew defensive and resentful; as they saw it, an inconsequen-
tial party had enlisted an unrepresentative institution to meddle in the do-
main of state prerogative.

Many had a knee-jerk reaction against fusion. They saw it as a kind of
electoral affirmative action that gave third parties access to the ballot and to
public campaign monies on votes they had not properly earned but had mere-
ly siphoned off an established-party candidate. The state’s relatively low bal-
lot access thresholds and its provisions for election-day voter registration
already gave insurgents a vital assist: why make it even easier for them?
Regardless what a panel of judges had said about the Constitution, it was ob-
vious to them that they would never vote as a body to relegalize a practice
that would make it easier for third parties to compete against them.

Much as they might have preferred to ignore the ruling altogether, the fact
that fusion was legal and would be practiced forced their hand.11 Doing noth-
ing would have left the arena open for nonconsensual fusions: any group or-
ganized enough to gather the requisite signatures could have nominated an
incumbent legislator for the 1996 election, with or without that legislator’s
permission. Such nominations could be used to sabotage a reelection cam-
paign, by appending embarrassing or outlandish “party” lines to the estab-
lishment party standard. Although few legislators imagined that “sabotage”
fusions would be likely, they were genuinely concerned that fusion would
encourage the formation of “sham” parties.

Legislators’ concerns about potential sham parties took two different
forms. The first reflected their distrust of each other. They feared that politi-
cians would use the petition process to file their political action committees
as third parties, thereby listing themselves on the ballot with a separate party
line for every hot button issue that might plausibly bring them extra votes.
Fusion would literally turn the ballot into a billboard. The second came from
legislators who, like Senate Elections Committee chair John Marty, general-
ly favored participatory reforms but resisted fusion as a naive democratic
ideal that would have illiberal consequences in practice.12 As Marty saw it,
fusion was an obscure strategy that would be difficult to explain to voters and
be especially unlikely to work as an organizing tool with marginal voters. It
could well serve grassroots organizing, but the groups who would make the
best use of it would not be on the left. On the contrary, Marty saw it as a
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back-door passageway for religious interests to tap into public monies
through the state’s comprehensive program of campaign finance. Sham par-
ties from the religious right would be much more dangerous than the bill-
board parties that others envisioned. They would intensify tensions within
the DFL (whose rural and urban factions divide over the issue of reproduc-
tive rights) and potentially redirect public monies in ways that compromise
the separation of church and state.

In late March the legislature produced a statute that made fusion legal
again but thwarted the spirit of the ruling. It made fusion candidacies tech-
nically legal, so long as they occurred between recognized political parties
with written consent from both party chairs. Whereas the consent provision
was not controversial (the language of the appellate court invited it), it was
in the definition of “minor political party” that the new law closed ranks
against third-party challengers. Crafted defensively to combat sham parties,
the statute was produced with as little debate as possible. The DFL leadership
did everything it could to foreclose discussion on the floor of the legislature,
which of course minimized the coverage it could receive in Twin Cities
newspapers and Minnesota’s public broadcast stations.13 The effect was in-
sidious. The leadership squandered a perfect opportunity to educate the
public about the new voting option and thereby made one of the legislators’
most powerful objections against fusion—that it was obscure and potential-
ly disenfranchising—a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The legislators who drafted the new fusion law confronted the following
challenge: they needed to keep sham parties off the ballot without render-
ing existing law more burdensome to third parties. Already accused of un-
constitutionally frustrating “consensual political alliances,” if they acted to
devise a remedy that imposed new obstacles to third-party ballot access, they
risked offending the court (if the New Party were to sue again or the
Supreme Court agree to hear the state’s appeal) and touching off a contro-
versy the media might take seriously. How to resolve this dilemma? The so-
lution came out of the House Ways and Means Committee: create a new
definition of minor party that would be of no consequence except in the
event of a fusion alliance.

When Minnesota lawmakers looked to the statute books in winter 1996,
they were surprised to discover no definition of a minor party. There were
access thresholds for putting an alternative candidate on the ballot, but these
did not constitute a definition. In effect, a group did not actually have to be
a party to have a ballot line in the general election; it need only gather the
requisite signatures to file a nominating petition. The trouble was that fusion
nominations clearly put something more at stake than access: to attach a bal-
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lot line to an established candidate lent an upstart group credibility and
promised significantly greater returns at the polls. Legislators wanted some
way to distinguish between fusion-worthy suitors and single-issue imposters.
Whereas it would be most expedient to raise access thresholds, this was pre-
cisely what they could not risk without appearing obstructionist. Stipulating
that potential fusion partners would have to be recognized by the state as
qualified minor parties gave them an indirect way to do just that.

The new law managed to hold fusion parties to a higher standard without
singling them out for special burdens.14 While meeting the letter of the law,
it was, in spirit, exactly the kind of protectionism to which the appellate
court objected—and that I have characterized as exemplary of a tyrannical
two-party system. And it probably would have been defensible in principle,
if a case could be made for the importance of preventing “sham parties”
from using fusion to gain public attention for single-issue causes, or turning
the ballot into a billboard. Minnesota legislators did not stop there, howev-
er. They paired the new definition with a further stipulation, and an omis-
sion, that put the third party in a patently obstructionist double bind.

This was the omission: legislators would not redesign the ballot to accom-
modate fusion candidacies, for fear that any such accommodation would
confuse voters and cause spoiled ballots.15 Refusing either to list the candi-
date’s name more than once or to provide a means for voters to designate
which party they supported, they made it impossible to do a separate count of
votes cast on the third-party line. The ballot would list multiple parties in the
case of a fusion nomination; the victory would be credited to just one of them,
presumably the largest and most established.16 That legislators would be so
bold as to write a fusion law that made no provision for a fusion ballot was as-
tonishing. Trivial as it may seem, this omission altogether gutted fusion,
which, as the appellate court had made clear, is meaningless without some
way of counting the distinct contributions of the parties: “Minor party voters
[send] an important message” when “a minor party and a major party nom-
inate the same candidate and the candidate is elected because of the votes cast
on the minor party line.”17 By its refusal to redesign the ballot to accommo-
date an arrow or box that would convey to which party a fusion vote should
be assigned, Minnesota had failed to provide any vehicle for that message.

The law compounded the effects of this simple omission by stipulating
that the votes cast in a fusion candidacy would not count toward qualifying
a third party for either major or minor party status, and certainly not toward
qualifying for public campaign finance. To put it simply, if there were bene-
fits to be derived from the fusion candidacy, they would go exclusively to the
established party. Moreover, third political parties would suffer for choosing
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fusion over an independent candidacy. Because the state’s position on ballot
design left challenger parties no way to claim votes that were rightfully theirs,
the law effectively forced a fusing party to reestablish itself as a “minor party”
with every election cycle. This made a fusion candidacy, which the appeals
court had recognized as an important means for a third party “to establish
itself as a durable, influential player in the political arena,” a setback to any
minor party that practiced it.18 With no way to determine what percentage
of the vote had been cast on the third-party line, the party would lose its sta-
tus as a minor party after each election in which it ran a fusion candidacy
(unless it managed to meet the 1 percent requirement by means of a stand-
alone candidate for statewide office); at the next election cycle the party
would either have to run a “spoiler” candidate or exhaust its membership
with a yearly petition drive.19

The new statute made fusion legal again in name only. In fact, it subvert-
ed what the appellate court recognized as fusion’s principal benefits to par-
ties. It either imposed unprecedented access thresholds on third parties that
chose to exercise their First Amendment right to fuse or else obliged such
parties to run “spoiler” candidates to gain access to that right—and then
proposed to strip it from them every time they used it.20 Rather than give cit-
izens a way out of the “no-win choice” to cast a “wasted” vote, a “spoiler”
vote, or no vote at all, the new law displaced this dilemma onto the chal-
lenger parties. So unfavorable were its terms to the newly defined “minor
parties” that the legislature resorted to a most unusual strategy of defending
them, by appending a “purpose” section to the front of the law.

A purpose section is an address to the court that clarifies the intent of the
legislature on a potentially contentious point. Although such sections are
rare—and not usually welcomed by the courts—lawmakers sometimes re-
sort to them where they anticipate further litigation. In this instance the pur-
pose section served to call attention to precisely what the statute itself had
failed provide—means for a separate count of the votes cast for a fusion can-
didate on the minor party line, either by providing multiple listings of can-
didates or separate listings of parties. The first of these it dismissed princi-
pally on the grounds of voter confusion, stating that to “permit the
candidate’s name to appear on the ballot more than once . . . might give the
candidate an unfair advantage and might cause some voters to become con-
fused about how to cast their votes, to vote improperly, and to have their
votes not counted.” As to the second, the legislators asserted:

This act does not permit the voter to cast a vote for the candidate’s
party, because the function of an election in the United States is to
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choose an individual to hold public office, not to choose a political party
to control the office and because to do so might likewise cause some
voters to become confused.21

With just a few words Minnesota lawmakers executed a strikingly self-de-
feating move. They asserted that citizens vote not for parties but for candi-
dates. To a statute that was so concerned about the integrity of parties that it
took care to differentiate between bona fide parties and sham parties, they
appended a purpose section that appeared to deny the electoral role of par-
ties altogether.

In so doing they went well beyond clarifying the “purpose” of the statute
to make a pronouncement on the broader “purpose” of United States elec-
tions. And in that pronouncement they destabilized the very basis on which
states claim the right to prohibit fusion: that it is two-party competition that
brings us accountability and responsible opposition, thereby securing our
democracy. By emphasizing the extent to which candidates in today’s elec-
toral system act independently of political parties, the purpose section re-
vealed Theodore Lowi’s “best-kept secret,” that “the two-party system” sur-
vives not because it is so integral to the process of government but because
it is so well protected by legislative dictate. To put it simply, a statute de-
signed to protect the two-party system ended up by eroding the two-party
doctrine instead.22

Fusion in the Courts:
Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party

If New Party activists found it difficult to get a public hearing for fusion on
either the floor of the legislature or in the local media, the situation was quite
different in the legal community. Prominent law journals featured articles on
fusion before and during the Minnesota campaign. Few expected Minneso-
ta’s statute to withstand judicial scrutiny for, even though the Constitution
accords states “considerable latitude in regulating elections,” the Supreme
Court’s recent rulings have emphasized that they may not selectively dis-
criminate against third-party and independent candidates so as to accord the
major parties a political monopoly on electoral office.23 Since the candida-
cies of George Wallace and John Anderson, the Court has enjoined state leg-
islatures to eliminate some of the more burdensome aspects of their ballot
laws, including disproportionate filing fees, unduly strict regulation of party
switching by voters, and impossibly early filing deadlines for minor party
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and independent candidacies.24 It has maintained, however, that there is no
clear rule of law to guide its determination of when state action is permissi-
ble and when it infringes on the rights of parties and voters.25

Prominent law review articles have argued that antifusion laws “consti-
tute a significant and disproportionate violation” to the associational rights
of third parties that no state interest could be sufficiently compelling to jus-
tify.26 Another defended fusion as an aspect of voters’ rights “to associate and
to exercise the franchise.”27 As the presence of a party label on the ballot is a
“critical voting cue” that “prompt[s] party supporters to vote for the party’s
endorsed candidate,” antifusion statutes “disproportionately burden the
members of minor parties by precluding voting cues that are available to the
members of other parties.” Consequently, the ballot becomes a “a govern-
ment-subsidized forum” that accords selective benefits to “major parties” it
withholds from “minor parties.”28

These arguments are interesting because they depart so dramatically
from the legislative vantage point on fusion. Legislators viewed fusion par-
ties as sham competitors trying to cheat their way onto the ballot and
understood fusion as a benefit that “bona fide” parties may withhold. Legal
scholars emphasize just how precarious is the established parties’ own claim
to authenticity and legitimacy as parties because they have secured their
own ballot status by designing a system to weight the competition in their
favor. From this vantage point it could be argued that fusion is a democrat-
ic right tyrannically denied by parties who fear that they could not prevail
in a fair competition.

In Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
six to three to sustain the states’ right to ban fusion. It ruling signed onto the
two-party doctrine and chose to view the electoral process from the domi-
nant-party vantage point. Taking as given the historical connection between
two-party competition and democracy, it held that states are entitled to con-
clude that political stability is “best served through a healthy two-party sys-
tem” and that “the Constitution permits” them to enact such regulations as
“may, in practice, favor the traditional two-party system.”29 There were two
aspects to the judgment. The Court had to consider the third-party claim
that antifusion statutes unjustifiably burdened their rights of association and
weigh that claim against the state’s assertion that antifusion laws served a sig-
nificant public purpose.

As to the rights claim, the Court accepted the established parties’ position
that fusion was not a constitutional right but rather a “benefit” that states
have no more obligation to provide than they do to “move to proportional
representation elections or public financing of campaigns,” other reforms
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that would also better a third party’s odds of victory.30 Moreover, it reasoned
that antifusion legislation posed no undue burden on alternative parties’
rights of association because it only prohibited their nominating a candidate
who had already accepted nomination by another party. Should a challenger
party persist in nominating such a candidate, the Court contended that an-
tifusion legislation left it “free to try to convince” its choice to give up the
major-party endorsement. The candidate would be free, in turn, to make the
change unless “if forced to choose, [he or she] prefer[s] that other party.”31

It is noteworthy that the majority represents the electoral arena as a mar-
ketplace where alternative parties and dominant parties compete on equal
terms for the allegiances of candidates and voters. This is one effect of the
two-party doctrine, in particular of the tenet of originality, which represents
two-party competition as a natural formation rather than a legislative con-
trivance. Certainly, antifusion legislation does not leave candidates “free” to
“prefer” the alternative ballot line. Antifusion statutes are themselves pro-
tections of two-party competition that force a preference for the party estab-
lishment. No party scholar would claim that alternative parties “start out on
equal footing with the Democrats and Republicans” any more than an econ-
omist would suggest that the neighborhood hardware store competes equal-
ly with the Walmart conglomerate.32 To begin with, the establishment par-
ties offer their nominees a line on the ballot as a matter of course, whereas
alternative parties must mount a labor-intensive petition drive before they
can even get to the starting line. Moreover, campaign finance law that subsi-
dizes establishment party hopefuls from the primary through the general
election makes no provision whatsoever for an alternative candidate’s ballot
qualification drive. Just to get to the starting line, then, the third party navi-
gates a ballot access labyrinth (from which the establishment parties have ex-
empted themselves), and does so without public campaign subsidies that
amount to a “major party protection act.”33

No doubt a well-funded third party can buy its way past some of these ob-
stacles. But the establishment parties also enjoy prerogatives that money can
not buy, such as credibility with the mass media and legitimacy with the vot-
ers. From the citizens’ perspective there are high costs to a third-party vote.
It involves repudiating “much of what they have learned and grown to accept
as appropriate political behavior, [enduring] ridicule and harassment from
neighbors and friends, [paying] steep costs to gather information on more
obscure candidates, and [accepting] that their candidate has no hope of win-
ning.”34 Confronted with a choice between a major-party nomination and a
third-party candidacy, there can be little doubt that the prerogatives of major
party affiliation would be more “convincing” to the candidate who seriously
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wanted to be elected, just as the major party line is more convincing to the
voter who wants to influence electoral outcomes.

Fusion, which effectively lowers the tariff against alternative party organ-
izing, is a means to offset these protections. For the Court to deem it a third-
party “benefit” that states can extend or withhold at will lends a veneer of
legitimacy to the naked self-interest of the dominant parties. It also mis-
represents the origins of party competition in the United States, which start-
ed out as an unregulated domain of multiple-party competition in which fu-
sion was practiced because there were no statutes to prohibit it. Fusion did
not become illegal until the turn of the century, when dominant-party legis-
latures passed antifusion legislation under the cover of good government re-
forms. By signing onto the construction of fusion as a third-party benefit
that states may either grant or deny as they will, the Court establishes as a
fundamental right a political prerogative that major-party legislatures grant-
ed themselves over a century ago, and it mistakes that right’s beneficiary. For
it is not fusion but antifusion laws that constitute a “benefit”: they enable
established parties to insulate the electoral arena against third-party compe-
tition. To treat that benefit as given effects a reversal that assimilates anti-
fusion law—which is essentially protectionist—into the marketplace fiction
of the two-party system as a competitive arena. Fusion—which flourished in
an unregulated electoral market—is miscast in turn as a kind of electoral af-
firmative action for alternative political parties.

Having addressed the rights claim, the majority turned to consider
whether antifusion statutes served a significant state purpose. In answering
this question, the Court again took the vantage point of the dominant par-
ties. The specter of sham parties, together with the two-party doctrine, fig-
ured as centrally in their reasoning as it did in the machinations of the Min-
nesota legislature. Accepting Minnesota’s claim that states have a “valid
interest” in restricting ballot access to “bonafide” third parties, an interest in
“protecting the integrity, fairness, and efficiency of their ballots and election
processes,” and a “strong interest in the stability of their political systems,”
the Court affirmed antifusion law as a reasonable way to satisfy these con-
cerns.35 The Court imagined that parties would proliferate in a fusion-
friendly system. Conjuring what Justice Stevens aptly described as a “parade
of horribles,” it prophesied elections where the candidate of the “newly
formed ‘No New Taxes,’ ‘Conserve Our Environment,’ and ‘Stop Crime
Now’ parties” would face off against an opponent running for ‘The Fiscal Re-
sponsibility,’ ‘Healthy Planet’ and ‘Safe Streets’ parties.”36 Given easy access
to the ballot, these imposter parties would compromise the ballot by using it
as “a billboard for political advertising” and confusing voters.37 In the eyes of
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the Court, as in the eyes of the establishment parties, fusion was cheating: it
allowed third parties to “bootstrap [their] way to major party status” by
“capitaliz[ing] on the popularity” of the established party’s candidate and si-
phoning off its votes. States are surely permitted to prevent such havoc. Thus
the Court contended that they may have recourse to antifusion legislation to
secure “the perceived benefits of a stable two-party system.”38

Notice the rhetorical shift between the first and second parts of the deci-
sion. What the majority characterizes as “horribles” here could just as well be
deemed the fruits of an open electoral marketplace. But the Court has aban-
doned the market idiom, where competition ensures fairness, in favor of a
republican ethos that gives precedence to the worth of the competitors and
the stability of the system. The majority depicts the ballot as covenanted
ground, and the party line as a prize to be reserved for what they term
bonafide organizations: parties that achieve access on the strength of their
own membership and their own candidates. Thus sanctifying the ballot, the
court pretends that the established parties actually earned their place on it.
In fact, they authored their ballot lines into the very laws that brought the
ballot into being.

This shift in rhetoric subtly but significantly alters the case against fusion.
In this republican idiom the Court manages to cast fusion as a practice that
seeks not simply to compete against but to compromise the two-party sys-
tem. The fusion ban is no longer dismissed as an insignificant burden on al-
ternative parties that are “free to convince” their nominees of choice. In-
stead, it holds those statutes to be justified precisely because they stave off the
chaotic profusion of third parties. Antifusion statutes have turned from an
unwarranted benefit to an avowed obstacle that serves states’ legitimate in-
terest in preserving two-party competition.

The decision is an exemplary double bind, created by mutually contra-
dictory claims.39 On the one hand, the Court maintained that antifusion
statutes interfere very little with interparty competition for ballot access. On
the other hand, it held them to be justified because they restrict ballot access
to the point of “favoring” the two-party system. Herein lies the bind. By
holding that antifusion legislation is so insignificant a barrier to third-party
competition that it does not warrant close scrutiny but at the same time de-
nouncing fusion itself as so much of a threat to the integrity of the electoral
process that states are entitled to prohibit it, the Court puts third parties in
a situation of contradictory constraints. To argue against the first of these
premises—that fusion is inconsequential—is to confirm the second, which
holds the threat of fusion to be severe. Yet to speak of reasoning with the
Court is to mistake the very structure of double binds, which, as David
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Halperin has observed, do not yield to rational refutation. They “operate
strategically by means of logical contradictions” to force a single conclu-
sion.40 In this case the conclusion is that the two-party system—whether we
understand it as the default setting of American electoral politics or as the
calculated effect of a restrictive covenant—is necessary to democratic poli-
tics. We alter it at the risk of fragmentation and political instability. To ac-
cept this conclusion is to reaffirm the distinction between bona fide parties
and imposters that was so central to the Minnesota statute and so founda-
tional to the two-party system.

Why should the two-party system enjoy protected status? The Court
treated it as self-evident that two-partyism has served democracy since “the
time of Andrew Jackson,” when it first halted the “destabilizing effects of
party splintering and excessive factionalism.”41 Because we owe the estab-
lishment of “sound and effective government” to “the emergence of a strong
and stable two-party system,” states may enact such regulations as “may . . .
favor the traditional two-party system.”42 With these pronouncements, the
Court revealed itself to be guided not by constitutional doctrine but by a
popular common sense.

This was evident to the dissenting Justices, who wondered why the ma-
jority saw fit to rule on the two-party system at all. Justice Stevens noted that
the Court’s emphasis was peculiar, as “Minnesota did not argue in its briefs
that the preservation of the two party system supported the fusion ban, and
indeed, when pressed at oral argument on the matter, the State expressly re-
jected this rationale.”43 Similarly, Justice Souter observed “that the State does
not assert the interest in preserving ‘the traditional two-party system’ on
which the majority repeatedly relies in upholding Minnesota’s statutes.”44

Indeed, the majority did return repeatedly to the “two-party system,” to the
point where the phrase becomes a mantra. In the decisive paragraph where
the Court attempts to forge the link between antifusion legislation and po-
litical stability, “two-party system” appears no less than six times and is part-
nered with explicitly celebratory adjectives such as “traditional,” “healthy,”
“stable,” and “strong.” So excessive is this unsolicited testimonial to the two-
party doctrine that it prompts Justice Stevens to wonder whether an “inter-
est in preserving the two-party system” were not the “true basis” for the ma-
jority’s holding.45

By its preoccupation with the two-party system, the majority put words to
what typically goes without saying. In so doing, it proved to undermine the
very mythology it went out of its way to affirm. For if the two-party system
were so foundational to U.S. democracy as the ruling maintains, why shore
it up with laws that “favor” it? If two-party competition were spontaneous
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and inevitable, an effect of single-member districting, why enact regulations
to protect it? Unwittingly, the Court revealed the two-party system to be a
social and political contrivance, no immutable foundation but a fragile con-
struct that must be revered and protected if it is to be sustained.

The Timmons decision was an undramatic ruling on an esoteric electoral tac-
tic. It might have been the last word in a quixotic struggle that would live on
only in a law review footnote, except for one thing. It lays bare the tremen-
dous effort that goes into sustaining two-partyism. The Court embraced as
“traditional” an arrangement that it wrote into the Constitution by the
power of its own pronouncement. It accorded the states a foundational right
to protect a “system” that, by its own account of history, succeeded the
founding by nearly half a century. Paradoxically, its investment in the two-
party system dramatized that this arrangement is not a given but, like any so-
cial institution, a configuration of relationships that originated in conflict
and must be renewed and reaffirmed to remain meaningful and legitimate.

The Court managed to subscribe to the two-party doctrine and to betray
it at the same time: its decision disclosed the political and cultural work that
goes into maintaining a feature of electoral parties that United States citizens
have learned to think of as a simple fact. A demonstration of the regulations
that provide life support to the two-party system together with the arguments
that serve to redeem it, the ruling provided an opening onto the politics of
the two-party system.

For the most part, we do not see the work that goes into sustaining this
institution. The Supreme Court’s ruling made it visible and in so doing
opened up a new avenue of inquiry. The two-party system has long been a
focal point for political scientists who have explained how it works, specu-
lated on why it may be desirable, and, more recently, analyzed the obstacles
that it poses to the viability of third parties. The Timmons ruling directs the
attention of alternative party scholars away from the obstacles that chal-
lengers must surmount in order to break into the two-party system to focus,
instead, on the means by which it is maintained as—in the words of E. E.
Schattschneider—“one of the fixed points of the [American] political uni-
verse.”46 Chapter 2 pursues just such an inquiry by examining the political
struggle from which two-partyism originated.
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Most twentieth-century United States citizens accept third-party failure as a
matter of course. We accept that the two-party system as we know it has al-
ways been, regardless whether it is the arrangement we would most prefer.
We so much assume that a winner-take-all system necessarily produces two-
party duopoly that, rather than question the institutions that produce them,
we take the “dilemmas” of third-party voting onto ourselves.

What passes virtually unquestioned today provoked outrage just one cen-
tury ago, when laws prohibiting fusion were first proposed. In Michigan,
where third parties depended on the strategy for their only victories, one
Populist vigorously protested that antifusion legislation “practically disfran-
chises every citizen who does not happen to be a member of the party in
power.” Without fusion he predicted that dissenters would be “compelled to
either lose their vote (as that expression is usually understood)” or “else [to]
unite in one organization.” To this Michigan Populist the reform would have
an appalling consequence: “There could only be two parties at one time.”1

The sentiments of this turn-of-the-century Michigan Populist are a po-
tent challenge to the popular mythology that sustains the tyranny of the two-
party system, for he neither accepts two-party duopoly as necessary nor rel-
ishes it as a democratic boon. If it is possible today for the two-party system
to pass both as an American democratic tradition and as the default setting
of the United States electoral system, it is because we have lost the history
that made this worldview possible. This chapter tells some of that lost histo-
ry, using it to argue that the two-party system as we know it dates not to the
mid-nineteenth century but to the late 1890s. Not foreordained by the win-
ner-take-all system, electoral duopoly is a legislative contrivance: an effect of
ballot and party reforms that were introduced as part of the good govern-
ment initiative that occurred at the turn of the century. These reforms were
not an unqualified democratic advance. Despite curtailing corrupt party
practices, which had their own chilling effects on democratic representation,
these reforms installed bureaucratic restrictions that suppress political par-
ticipation in altogether innocuous ways. As such, they dealt electoral democ-
racy a setback that is most insidious because it no longer seems political.

chapter 2

The Politics of the Two-Party System



The Two-Party System: *American Tradition or
“Cancer” on the Republic?

E. E. Schattschneider once called political parties “orphans of political phi-
losophy.”2 This is surely true, as the activities of contemporary political par-
ties rarely live up to the deliberative and participatory ideals that many
canonical and contemporary theorists set for democracy. Nonetheless, we
would do well to amend Schattschneider’s insight to recognize that these or-
phans of political philosophy are also bastard offspring of the American
founding. Their history flaunts the two-party doctrine because they are far
from original features of the nation’s politics.

On the contrary, Europeans practiced politics on this continent for near-
ly two hundred years before political parties first emerged. There were no
parties during the colonial period, despite “the vitality of representative in-
stitutions in all of the colonies.”3 The revolution was accomplished without
them. The Constitution accorded them no place in the new republic. And
the framers would hardly have welcomed their development. As one early
party authority put it,

Assuredly nothing would have been more incomprehensible and as-
tonishing to the framers of the constitution than to have been in-
formed that a political jurisdiction would be established, unknown to
the constitution and without warrant of law, whose determinations
would be recognized as entitled to delineate the policy of the adminis-
tration and bind the proceedings of Congress.4

Federalist no. 10 testifies to the validity of this judgment. In it Madison fa-
mously sketched the architecture for a system that was to frustrate “commu-
nication and concert” of the people, to insulate representatives against the
vagaries of public opinion, and to disperse popular majorities—a design that
would forestall virtually every party function.5 Contrary to the Timmons case,
ours is not a two-party tradition. It is not a party tradition at all. For most of
the eighteenth century Americans regarded party spirit as “a gangrene, a can-
cer, which patriotic statesmen should combine to eradicate.”6

Party activity first emerged in the 1790s, when the Jeffersonian Republi-
cans organized against the Federalists. Although some scholars like to imag-
ine that this contest “marked the first full opportunity for the electorate to
choose between two established, competing parties and their nominees,” this
is simple anachronism.7 These early partisans had no thought of making
party competition a permanent feature of government. They still equated
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parties with factions and aspired to eradicate them by the “gentle means of
conciliation and absorption.”8 More important, these parties were not pop-
ularly based. Instead, they were associations of sitting legislators who neither
mobilized public constituencies nor made any pretense of being accountable
to them.9

From the Colonial period through the founding, and from the Constitu-
tion to the early decades of the republic, “the idea of basing government on
party seemed like selecting poison as a diet.”10 It required more than two
decades of insurgent organizing to force a change of regimen. The first pop-
ularly based parties emerged between 1800 and 1820 as vehicles for state-level
opposition against the tradition of the founding. The states took issue with
two key constitutional protections against popular rule. First, they sought to
extend the suffrage to nonpropertied adult white males. Second, they cam-
paigned for the right to select presidential electors either indirectly or direct-
ly by popular vote as opposed to legislative appointment. By their participa-
tion in these struggles the first political parties remade the very architecture
of American republicanism. Flaunting the founders’ concerns over majority
tyranny, they made popular consent the basis of political legitimacy, defined
the vote as its means of expression, and thereby installed themselves at the
keystone of representative democracy. Transformed from outlaw organiza-
tions into legitimate mediators between the people and its government, the
political parties became bona fide institutions with lines of authority, rules of
procedure, and functionally differentiated tasks.11

If the political party is an American tradition, it is only in the manner of
democracy itself: as an innovation contrary to the design of the Constitution.
The parties may well deserve to be heralded as democratic “entrepreneurs.”12

Insofar as they do, however, it is for a transformation that puts them at odds
with tradition, not in consonance with it.

Party Competition and the “Tradition” of
Two-Partyism

What of the distinctive American pattern of two-party competition? Has it
been with us from the first, as a necessary consequence of winner-take-all
voting and plurality rule? Do the so-called major parties have a greater title
to legitimacy than “minor” parties do?

Many United States party scholars cite the late 1830s or early 1840s for the
advent of “the two-party system as we would recognize it today.”13 By that
period there was regular competition between two nationally organized
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parties that could be counted on to take the presidency and to trade off con-
trol of Congress. The alternation of power between two popularly based
parties, both national in scope, originates the “two-party pattern” of today.
Although not incorrect, this is a reading of history that selects for continu-
ity with the institutional forms of the past; as such, it overrides some strik-
ing discontinuities.

When party organizing first emerged, third parties were there. Almost “as
native to the American political landscape as party conventions, smoke-filled
rooms, and flowery campaign oratory,” they played an active and influential
role in elections for most of the nineteenth century.14 Especially prominent
at the state level, third parties took majorities in several legislatures. In the
1850s the Know-Nothings held control of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Maryland, and Kentucky.15 They maintained a
presence at the national level as well. Between 1840 and 1860 third parties ran
candidates in every presidential contest, regularly capturing 5 percent or
more of the popular vote.16

In 1860 the unthinkable occurred: the Republican party—a third party
only six years earlier—won the presidency. Certainly it cannot be denied
that passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 contributed significantly to
its jump from minor to major party status.17 By dividing the Whig Party
against itself, this act opened a space for a new party and saved the Republi-
cans from the nearly impossible task of beating out an established party at
the ballot box. Nonetheless, third-party organizing also contributed signifi-
cantly to the new party’s rapid rise to power. The Liberty and Free Soil Par-
ties had spent sixteen years cultivating a popular base of abolitionist oppo-
sition that became the foundation for the Republicans. Without it that party
would have had neither the organized political capacity nor the moral force
to take the presidency.18

Third-party activity intensified in the post–Civil War period. Between
1880 and 1896 “third party candidates accounted for over six percent of the
vote in presidential elections and over ten percent of the vote in gubernato-
rial and congressional elections.”19 Their power differed regionally, with
third parties in the North holding the balance of power “in over one-third of
all elections.”20 They were stronger in the Western states, where they com-
manded numbers sufficient to swing the outcome in “almost one-half of all
elections.”21 Elections were so closely contested in states like North Carolina,
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota that “even small third parties often
held the balance of power.”22

Of the many nineteenth-century political parties, the legacy of the Peo-
ple’s Party has been most inspiring to contemporary third-party sympathiz-
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ers. This party, which C. Vann Woodward credits as the “largest and most
powerful” nineteenth-century attempt at“structural reform of the American
economic and political system,” emerged out of the National Farmers’ Al-
liance and Industrial Union.23 In 1890 Alliancemen running as People’s Party
candidates scored remarkable victories. They won fifty-two seats in the
House and three in the Senate, took three gubernatorial races, and achieved
majorities in seven state legislatures.24 Two years later they had displaced the
Democrats as the second major party in South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Oregon; the Democrats survived in Wyoming, but only by fusing on the
Populist slate.25

That third parties participated meaningfully in elections, even displacing
the second “major” party in a significant bloc of states, is a good reason to
hesitate before dating today’s two-party system to the 1830s. Yet even though
this third party legacy is widely known, it is rarely permitted to challenge the
common sense that treats two-party duopoly as the default setting for Unit-
ed States elections. This is a puzzle: how does this common sense persist in
the fact of uncontested historical evidence to the contrary? The trouble is
that this evidence is interpreted through a twentieth-century lens that makes
it easy to discount third-party achievements.

Third parties enjoyed their greatest successes in state and local politics.
That few succeeded as national parties, none captured the presidency, and
they achieved scant representation in Congress would be good reason in
contemporary terms to discount their legacy. In the nineteenth century,
however, state and local politics far outshone national contests both as
spectacle and as site of power. Although the parties were national organi-
zations, they were relatively decentralized and “locally based: local people
organized rallies, printed ballots, worked to gain the votes of their friends
and neighbors.”26 State- and local-level organizations mattered to citizens,
then, because they mattered to the parties, which depended on them for
citizen mobilization.

They also mattered because state and local government wielded power.
Absent today’s federal bureaucracy, local government in particular had an
impact on everyday life that is hard to imagine today: “Questions of zoning,
of where to build streetcar lines and parks, battles over street lighting and
gas services, debates about liquor sales, public school curricula, and Sunday
observances—these were at the heart of local politics” in an industrializing,
urbanizing nation.27 To the voters of the nineteenth century third parties
competed, and did so successfully, at the center of the political system. It is
the twentieth-century predilection for all things national that diminishes
their accomplishments.
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Twentieth-century citizens also have difficulty taking third parties seri-
ously because, as third-party scholar J. David Gillespie has observed, the
very definition of political “party” that circulates in contemporary text-
books has “an American major party in mind.”28 In other words, third po-
litical parties simply are not parties by the definition that prevails today.
This is not to say that scholars agree upon how the concept of party should
be defined. Some conceptions are normative and doctrinal, depicting the
party as a group of like-minded people who regard politics as a way to pro-
mote their values. Others are purely instrumental, as in Anthony Downs’s
spare definition: “Parties formulate policies in order to win elections, rather
than win elections in order to formulate policies.”29 Still others deny that
parties are as cohesive as either the doctrinal or instrumental models would
have it. They define the party as something like an interest group. It is “an
alliance of substructures or subcoalitions” that does not seek to unify its
components around a common principle “but ‘bargains’ with these sub-
groups, enters into a coalition agreement with them ‘for purposes of the
(political) game,’ and thus develops a ‘joint preference ordering’ of organi-
zational objectives.”30

However widely they vary, the definitions of political party identify two
things that render it unique among the interest groups and other associa-
tions it resembles. First is its “concentration on the contesting of elections”
and second is the fact that only the party can attach its label to a candidate
on the ballot and command voter loyalty on the strength of its imprimatur.31

It is in this emphasis on electoral competition and access to the ballot that
we see the imprint of the contemporary major party. That third parties are
not parties by this definition, textbooks leave no room to doubt. Sorauf
and Beck have called them “only nominally electoral organizations.”32 E. E.
Schattschneider denies that third parties are parties even in name. He
writes that it is so rare for a “minor” party to build the electoral capacity of
a major party that it “differs from the major party or the real party more
fundamentally than in size, merely. That is, the minor party is not a small-
er edition of a real party; it is not a party at all.”33

That our very concept of political party takes the contemporary major
party as its referent cannot but affect our reception of the nineteenth-centu-
ry third-party legacy. The logic goes something like this. If third parties are
not proper parties as we define them today, then their history has no bearing
on that of parties more generally. We may safely imagine the two-party sys-
tem as we know it to be a constant because however third parties once func-
tioned, they operated outside its parameters. When we follow this logic,
however, we make the mistake of extrapolating the characteristics of parties,
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the two-party system, and third parties from the shape they have taken in
twentieth-century United States.

To be sure, today’s third political parties do seem to belong to an altogeth-
er different species than their major party counterparts. They do not contest
elections to win. They neither build party organizations nor hold conventions
nor mount comprehensive slates of candidates. If their ballot line commands
voters, it is rarely out of party loyalty or conviction; rather, it draws protest
votes for the outsider candidacy of a celebrity, wealthy, eccentric, or fugitive
establishment politician. The point is that nineteenth-century third parties
bore little resemblance to their contemporary counterparts. Back then, third
parties were proper parties. They held nominating conventions, ran complete
slates of candidates, built broad-based support at the grass roots, and persist-
ed for more than one electoral cycle. Most significant, they had a strikingly
different relationship to the dominant parties because these parties, too, dif-
fered from those of the present. In the nineteenth century the “major” parties
were not majority parties as they are today. From about 1870 onward neither
the Democratic nor Republican Party “consistently attracted a majority of the
voters.”34 Instead, they depended on third parties to deliver the winning mar-
gin.35 Contemporary electoral politics may have emboldened Schattschneider
to claim that third parties are not parties even in name. The nineteenth-cen-
tury electoral system would have forced him to admit that these parties did
share the name with their more established counterparts—and a good deal
more. They shared candidates, voters, and victories.

What explains the differences between nineteenth- and twentieth-centu-
ry third political parties? The fierce partisanship of the electorate had some-
thing to do with it. For voters who had their party loyalties forged by the
Civil War, party was a religion both symbolically—because of the lives sacri-
ficed in that conflict—and literally, as party leaders rhetorically joined party
identification to ethnic and religious identity.36 Party switching between the
dominant parties was rare; this made third parties an important pressure
valve. A third-party vote allowed citizens to send a chastening message to an
incumbent without having to defect from one established party to the other.

Electoral rules also account for these differences; fusion, in particular,
opened up options for parties and voters that do not exist today. When fu-
sion was legal, citizens could cast a protest vote without “wasting” a ballot or
contributing indirectly to the victory of their least favorite establishment
party candidate. The fusion ballot signified organized dissent from within
the ranks of the dominant party. The elimination of fusion candidacies con-
tributed to the decline of institutionalized third parties “and with them the
more complex party system they helped to sustain.”37
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To understand the difference fusion made, it is necessary to know some-
thing about how citizens cast ballots in the nineteenth century. Voting was
done by party ticket rather than by the Australian “official” or “common” bal-
lot that we use today, which lists the nominees of all the parties on a single bal-
lot that is published by the state and marked in secret. Under the party ticket
system, states did not produce ballots or regulate them as they do now. Instead,
each party printed its own ballot, usually on distinctively colored paper, and
each ballot listed only that party’s slate of candidates. There were no access re-
strictions under this system; elections were open to any party that could afford
to print a ticket and pay operatives to distribute it at the polls. As each ballot
was effectively a straight party ticket, this system precluded split ticket voting.
It also obviated the need to mark, punch, or alter the ballot in any way to sig-
nify voter intent. Voters simply accepted a ticket (or were bribed or intimidat-
ed into doing so) and deposited it into the ballot box in full view of onlookers.

The party ticket system made fusion candidacies easy to execute because
fusing organizations merely listed the same slate on their separate party tick-
ets, with or without the consent of the fused party. In a Populist-Democrat-
ic fusion, for example, the members of both parties would have cast identi-
cal (or nearly identical) ballots, but—this detail was crucial—these ballots
were printed and distributed by different parties. Consequently, fusion can-
didacies sometimes took place without the knowledge of the voters (who
could not see, because the party tickets were separate, which candidates were
running for a rival party). The discrete tickets assured the third party an “au-
tonomous identity during the balloting”38 while enabling its members to cast
a protest vote that could count.

It is difficult to know how many fusion candidacies occurred, or how
many victories resulted from fusion alliances, because official reports of state
and federal elections often credited fusion victories to a single sponsor, usu-
ally the dominant-party partner to the alliance.39 Even when fusion candida-
cies were recorded, there is no way to tell how they came about. Did one of
the dominant parties sign onto a third-party slate? Or was the third party an
unwilling partner to the effort by a dominant party to capitalize on its con-
stituency? It was not unheard of for dominant parties to impose a fusion on
a nonconsenting third party by appropriating their slate for its own ticket.
These involuntary fusions were a particular concern in the West and South
where third parties were popular enough to displace the second major party.

Despite the patchiness of the historical record, it is possible to make some
claims about the practice of fusion and its importance to third parties. Fu-
sion candidacies were widespread from about 1850 to 1900. In 1870 there
were 250 such candidacies in congressional and gubernatorial races in more
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than twenty states.40 This was neither a local phenomenon nor a short-lived,
purely state-level practice, as some have contended. In 1890 210 fusions oc-
curred in thirty states.41 In addition to congressional and gubernatorial
races, they occurred in presidential elections as well as in state legislative and
local contests. Although there were only three presidential fusion candida-
cies of any significance, fusion was used in governor’s races at least fifty-one
times across twenty-four states.42 In the 1850s the Free Soil Party allied with
both the Whigs and the Republicans to elect governors in Iowa, New York,
and Wisconsin.43 In the 1870s and 1880s Greenback-Democrat alliances pro-
duced fusion governors (who were credited to the Democrats) in Maine,
Massachusetts and Michigan. Similarly, in the 1890s, Populist-Democrat fu-
sions elected governors in the Midwest and West. Only in Kansas were Pop-
ulist-Democrat gubernatorial victories credited to the Populists, in the cases
of Governors Lewelling (1892) and Leedy (1896).44

What made electoral fusion so attractive during this period? To begin
with, closely contested elections made it strategically significant for both
dominant and third parties. Votes cast on the third-party line could some-
times win elections, often “spoil” them, and—thanks to fusion—secure the
win for a dominant-party candidate. This made fusion candidacies much
more than a parasitic benefit for third parties who sought to attach them-
selves to establishment nominees. Dominant-party candidates actively
sought out alliances with third parties. Wherever these parties commanded
significant popular support, a fusion candidacy was often as critical to the
survival of the dominant party as it was to the challenger. In the 1890s the
Kansas Democratic Party fused on the Populist ballot, accepting the third
party’s nominees wholesale so as not to lose its position as the second major
party.45 Even in Michigan and Wisconsin, where the People’s Party polled
considerably less than it did in Kansas (under 5 percent of the vote), its sep-
arate party line still held “the balance of power in the closely contested elec-
torate; when delivered to Democratic candidates through fusion . . . it suf-
ficed to bring about the only Republican losses on the state ticket.”46 These
elections taught Democrats a simple message: fuse or lose.

In the nineteenth century, third parties and “major” parties not only re-
sembled each other structurally; they actually depended on each other. As a
result, voters from the mid- to the late-nineteenth century did not regard a
third-party ballot as a wasted ballot: it was a force that enabled dissenters to
swing the “balance of power.”47 Dissenters wielded power, in part, because
elections then were more closely contested than they are today. But they
could not have done it without recourse to fusion, a nominating strategy that
is no longer available.
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The point of this history is that as much as we may think that two-party
duopoly is the default setting of this electoral system, it is not. Because of the
oddities of the nineteenth century ballot, fusion candidacies were the
given—they had to be legislated out of existence. This belies the notion that
single-member districts/plurality elections are sufficient in themselves to
“condemn [third parties] to a position of unimportance,” as prominent
party scholars have maintained.48 Whereas our first-past-the-post arrange-
ment has certainly limited the capacities of third parties, it does not lock
them out of the electoral arena as a matter of course.

The Deinstitutionalization of
Third-Party Opposition

The electoral successes of the nineteenth-century third parties, together with
their distinctive organizational form, came to an end at the turn of the cen-
tury. I take their decline, together with the legislation that helped precipitate
it, as reason to argue that the two-party system as we know it is a late-nine-
teenth-century invention. It is an effect of reforms that both cleaned up the
electoral process and transformed the American state. Against this con-
tention it could be argued that the decline of third parties was part of a weak-
ening of political parties more generally. Although there would be some
truth to this objection, it must be recognized that this period of reform did
not affect all political parties equally. Even though the party generally lost
ground as an institution, the dominant parties were fortified in specific ways.

The late Populist through the Progressive era was a “watershed” for Amer-
ican political development. As Stephen Skowronek has argued, it was a peri-
od of state building that transformed a “fragmented institutional structure”
whose integrity derived from the “routines” of courts and parties into a more
centralized government by “national administrative apparatus.”49 This trans-
formation was achieved at great cost to political parties.

Party politics in the nineteenth century was a potent site of powers, some
literal, others symbolic. Parties were self-governing. They orchestrated elec-
tions, controlled the production and distribution of ballots, and managed
voter access to the polls. They also governed the lives and livelihoods of their
constituents by providing social services and distributing patronage. But po-
litical parties not only governed wards and neighborhoods, they also invest-
ed the local with a sense of place. Through such forms of civic entertainment
as neighborhood rallies, marching companies, and campaign clubs the par-
ties created local identity and imbued local politics with military intensity.50
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That politics back then was a thoroughly masculine domain contributed
in no small measure to its appeal. Much like sport today, it was erotically
charged. Campaigns and elections were a site for rituals of cooperation and
competition through which “males [acted] to enhance the status of males.”51

To put it simply: politics paid. It paid in cash, in jobs, and in what might be
termed the “wages” of manhood, those occasional affirmations of heroic po-
tency that are no less urgent than these more tangible public goods.52

Turn-of-the-century reform curtailed these manifold powers. Patronage
and electoral reform was in every respect an assault on party prerogatives.
Professionalizing the civil service, enacting voter registration and ballot ac-
cess requirements, adopting the Australian ballot, deciding nominations by
direct primary, providing for initiative, referendum, and recall, and amend-
ing the Constitution to provide for direct election of United States senators
made elections something to regulate and put the state in charge of doing
so. State building further attenuated party power, first, by transposing so-
cial welfare from a constituent service into an administrative task and, sec-
ond, by relocating political power away from local governments where “po-
litical parties had been strongest” to the national bureaucracy.53 Writing
immediately in the wake of this transformation, Herbert Croly observed
that “by popularizing the mechanism of partisan government the state has
thrust a sword into the vitals of its former master.”54 In a similar vein, con-
temporary historian Paula Baker argues that state building effected the “do-
mestication of politics,” not only stripping the parties of their patronage but
also taming their intensity by converting high-stakes competition into ad-
ministrative routine.55

State building also demoted elections from a direct pathway to power to
just one among many arenas of contest. In the new administrative order “leg-
islatures, administrative agencies, and public opinion were established as
competing foci of American politics.”56 This new pluralism no longer “pre-
sumed a highly mobilized democratic polity.”57 Instead, it fostered interest-
based forms of political organizing that were addressed not to the mass elec-
torate but to bureaucratic elites.58 No longer crucial, the muscular local party
organizations that had formerly spurred voters to the polls began to atrophy.
Mass electoral participation declined, in turn. Some have attributed this de-
cline to reforms that, while implemented to discourage “corrupt voters,”
proved incidentally to “[price] out of the system those who simply did not
have the motivation to take such action [register to vote].”59 This interpreta-
tion rests on far too voluntarist a theory of mobilization. State-building pro-
duced a new administrative order that neither depended upon “labor-inten-
sive electioneering practices” nor subsidized them; consequently, as Mark
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Kornbluh has argued, it is not that participation simply declined but, rather,
that state expansion precipitated “the demobilization of the mass electorate.”60

The election of 1896 only exacerbated these institutional and legal changes.
A realignment of the balance of power between the dominant parties, 1896
transformed the highly competitive party system of the late nineteenth centu-
ry into a sectional order that gave Republicans a one-party stronghold in the
North and West and granted conservative Democrats dominion over the
South.61 Both parties enjoyed such wide margins of victory within their sec-
tors that party opposition of all kinds was suppressed. With neither party fac-
ing a credible threat of exit, party organization deteriorated. The result, in-
tones Walter Dean Burnham, was that “democracy . . . was effectively placed
out of commission—at least as far as two-party competition was concerned—
in more than half the states.”62

The turn of the century was a watershed for American political develop-
ment. It was also the End of American Party Politics. Never again would
party politics be so compelling to voters, nor so central to government. The
political implications of this change have been hotly debated. Burnham has
denounced this period for transforming the most “thoroughly democra-
tized” political system “of any in the world” into an antiparty, antipopulist,
corporate business “oligarchy.”63 Jerrold G. Rusk welcomed it for putting an
end to stuffing the ballot box, intimidating voters, and mobilizing citizens by
their prejudices, and marking the beginning for a “new pluralist politics in
which groups learned to bargain, compromise, and get along with one an-
other.”64 No longer would voters’ participation in politics be motivated by
an uncompromising intensity, for the new pluralist politics was accompanied
by a switch to an “advertising campaign style” in which the “mass drilling of
people to vote their party identification” would give way to “politicians at-
tempt[ing] to educate the people on the issues.”65

Notice that this debate puts the fate of democracy either in the hands of
“two-party competition” (Burnham) or in the dawn of pluralism (Rusk).
Third political parties fall out of the picture altogether. To write them back
in is to discover a qualification to the end-of-parties thesis. Administrative
expansion was not a zero-sum game for the dominant parties. Whereas re-
form curtailed dominant-party prerogatives, especially over the ballot and
patronage, it also lent them an institutional legitimacy they had previously
lacked. Parties began the century as private associations and political insur-
gents; they finished it as “public utilities” accepted by law to provide a val-
ued political function, and even enjoying a kind of monopoly on its provi-
sion.66 They came to enjoy this status primarily with the advent of the
Australian ballot, a regulatory innovation that the parties received as a
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mixed blessing—even though they had fought for its adoption. As Peter H.
Argersinger has noted, ballot reform brought political parties within the
compass of the state by generating an unprecedented field of regulation, “for
by providing official ballots at public expense in place of party ballots pri-
vately distributed, the Australian system gave the state the authority and re-
sponsibility for regulating nominations, campaign procedures, and other
party activities.”67

Certainly, the new ballot enabled the state to exercise unprecedented con-
trol over formerly party functions. But it also brought unforseen benefits to
the dominant parties. First, political parties enjoyed new integrity as “the new
rules strengthened central party organizations.” Mark Kornbluh explains
that even as it weakened them relative to interest groups and bureaucracies,
reform meant that “the major parties no longer had to contend with [the]
intra party rivalries” that had cropped up under party ticket voting. The Aus-
tralian ballot system, which required that a single ballot be provided by the
state, thereby “produced a single ‘official’ party candidate for each office,” an
outcome that could not be guaranteed “when the parties themselves printed
the ballot.”68

Second, the new ballot occasioned new opportunities to fix the competi-
tion. Argersinger notes, “those who controlled the state thus gained the
power to structure the system in their own behalf, to frustrate or weaken
their opponents, in a manner that would have astounded their predecessors
and that was not only effective but by definition legal.”69 Whereas the dom-
inant parties exploited this opening to gain the upper hand on each other,
they also joined forces to shut third parties out of the electoral arena. Ballot
access was a bipartisan benefit that the dominant parties used to frustrate
their third-party opponents.

As I have noted, there were no formal access restrictions under the party
ticket system. Elections were open to all parties that could afford to print and
distribute a ticket. To act as a party was to qualify as one. The Australian bal-
lot made party fitness a matter for the states to decide. Predictably, major
party–dominated legislatures settled that question in their own favor. They
granted themselves automatic ballot status, while requiring new and “minor”
parties to prove their qualifications by petition. Ballot access requirements
are a double burden to alternative parties; already less well financed, they
must deplete their scarce resources just getting to the starting line.

The point is that if electoral reform did weaken the parties’ power over
campaigns, elections, and patronage, it proved to have unforseen compensa-
tory benefits for the dominant parties. Where third parties were concerned,
ballot law—especially ballot access regulation and antifusion statutes—im-
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posed all the constraints but canceled out the compensations. Scholars who
bemoan (or celebrate) the decline of parties generally overlook the fact that
this transformation did not affect all parties in the same way. The dominant
parties were merely displaced from the center of the governing apparatus. By
contrast, third political parties were thoroughly deinstitutionalized.

To appreciate the significance of this change, it is necessary to remember
that nineteenth-century voters did not chart their political universe in terms
of the differences between one party and the other. Before the Civil War abo-
litionists were not looking to the Whigs to promote their cause but organiz-
ing the Liberty and Free Soil Parties. Discontented southerners did not vote
Democratic but formed the Constitutional Union and Southern Democrat-
ic Parties. From the 1870s to the 1890s, dissidents in the largely Republican
West were backing Alliancemen, the Greenbackers, and, ultimately, the Peo-
ple’s Party. Turn-of-the-century reform brought an end to what Peter H.
Argersinger calls a “major characteristic of late-nineteenth-century poli-
tics—the importance and even existence of significant third parties.”70 Even
as it sapped mass party organization, this period served to fortify the domi-
nant parties by imposing unprecedented and virtually insurmountable ob-
stacles to third-party competition. In short order this transformation served
to lock third parties out of the electoral arena, thereby consolidating the two-
party system as we know it: an electoral duopoly.

Antifusion Law as Turn-of-the-Century
Power Play

The two-party system is a century-old institution. Even as it passes for a nec-
essary and original feature of United States democracy, it is no inheritance of
the founding but an effect of political struggles over ballots, voting, and elec-
tions. The politics of turn-of-the-century reform has been much debated by
historians, political scientists, and sociologists who, as the Burnham-Rusk
debate exemplifies, have tended to cast it either as oligarchic conspiracy or
public-spirited pluralism. The trouble is that reform was effected by proce-
dural transformation whose partisan consequences are difficult to grasp in
such terms. The debate has assumed that power is property to be fought for
and possessed—either hoarded (the oligarchy) or shared (pluralism)—by
particular social groupings.

It is not always the case that where there is power there will be specifiable
group interests, or even manifest struggle. Instead, as James Ferguson has re-
marked in a different context, “the outcomes of planned social interventions
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can end up coming together into powerful constellations of control that were
never intended and in some cases never recognized, but are all the more ef-
fective for being ‘subjectless.’ ”71 The turn-of-the-century transformation of
the electoral process was a planned social intervention that produced such a
constellation of control, without being planned in advance. It did mark, as
Lawrence Goodwyn has contended, “the political consolidation of industri-
al culture.”72 As a “political” consolidation, however, it was effected by ex-
ploiting the mechanisms of a democratic political process. There was no con-
spiracy; as a “reconstruction of the institutional order of electoral politics”
that profoundly altered the conditions of party competition, it may be best
understood as a power play.73

In hockey a power play is an opportunity that is opened up to shift the
momentum of the game when a player, charged with a penalty, is removed
to the penalty box.74 The penalty leaves the teams unevenly matched for a
specified period (or until there is a score). Whereas the shorthanded team
tries to “kill” the penalty, the advantaged team does its best to exploit its su-
perior numbers. If this were all there was to it, the power play would be all
power and no play—a contest where only numbers matter and one side has
a simple numerical advantage. For the duration of the penalty, however, the
shorthanded team has one offsetting privilege. It is exempt from a rule that
ordinarily governs play: it may “ice” the puck (shoot it across the center line
to the other end of the rink) and thereby kill time to reduce the chance that
the other team will capitalize on its one-man advantage.

The beauty of the power play is that it is a game within the game, occa-
sioned by a penalty that transforms the structure and strategies of regular
play. It can be termed “subjectless” because, even though the players have
everything to do with the power play—they must adapt their strategies to
take advantage of it—the power play is not theirs to initiate. The team with
the edge in numbers battles for primacy over an opponent that enjoys a
slight edge because they can ice the puck.75 The penalty initiates a hard-
fought contest. More so than in football or basketball—where a penalty stops
play, compensation is assessed off the clock, and the offended team gains an
advantage that is theirs to lose (free yardage in football or a free throw in bas-
ketball)—a penalty puts the advantage up for grabs in hockey: the teams play
it out. The power play, then, is a structural opportunity for a momentum
shift in which strategy continues to matter.76

The analogy between hockey and politics is useful in this context because
it offers a way to think about power as a matter of strategy and tactics rather
than as a calculable property of a group or class. It also dramatizes the dif-
ference between a set-up, where the outcome of a contest is fixed in advance,
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and a structural transformation that puts relations of power in play. Finally,
it serves as a potent reminder of the politics of the two-party system. No sim-
ple consequence of single-member districting and plurality rule, this
arrangement is a political creation—but not a political conspiracy. During
this turn-of-the-century period, as Peter H. Argersinger has maintained,
electoral procedure was “contested terrain in [a] political war of maneuver:
While the Populists fought to remove structural limits, major parties count-
er-attacked to restrict and disrupt third parties, the Populists in particular.”77

What is distinctive about a war of maneuver is that the antagonists are not
necessarily fixed (by class, for example, or by gender) and the strategies un-
fold not by design but as opportunities present themselves.

What occasioned this transformation? It was the instability of the
nineteenth-century American state, which at once fostered social protest and
frustrated radical social reform. Stephen Skowronek has argued that the
United States government of the nineteenth century was no centralized
state but, rather, an “ingenious framework” that derived integrity and co-
herence from the “routines” of courts and parties.78 Whereas parties pro-
fessionalized contests for public office and helped to standardize govern-
mental procedure, the court acted as a “surrogate” administration and
provided “the chief source of economic surveillance” in the “public inter-
est.”79 This “ingenious framework” began to break down in the decades fol-
lowing Reconstruction, when there emerged an “impasse” in the relations
between the governing apparatus and the emerging industrial economy.80

This impasse resulted, on the one hand, from increasing popular suspi-
cion of a governmental apparatus run by party machines. This was
matched, on the other hand, by rising citizen protest against unregulated
markets in land and agricultural commodities, against deflationary credit
policies, and against arbitrary and extortionist railroad charges. It was a dis-
tinctive feature of late nineteenth-century politics that agrarian and social-
ist critics of industrial capitalism made democratic elections a powerful
weapon of protest. Difficult as it is to imagine today, when the leading po-
litical parties are powered by corporate wealth, radical insurgencies in the
1880s and 1890s found organized expression at the ballot box through third-
party candidacies. Their ventures yielded sufficient votes for Gilded Age
elites to fear that social dissidents would use “popular electoral mobiliza-
tion” to stage a revolution against capital entirely by the democratic
process.81 If the electoral process was open to radical opposition, the “radi-
cally deconcentrated” apparatus of courts and parties frustrated wholesale
structural reform because it had been organized to provide a “regional focus
for governmental action.”82
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Skowronek contends that the deficiencies of this apparatus forged a Pop-
ulist-elite coalition for reform.83 Regardless whether their objective was to
challenge corporate monopolies or to coordinate commerce in “an interde-
pendent industrial society,” all the parties to this coalition needed to chasten
the party machines and required a national administrative apparatus to exe-
cute change.84 State building offered a “bureaucratic remedy” to which a
range of competing interests could be joined because it held out “a dual po-
tential for promoting the further development of the private economy and
providing new rights and guarantees to the average citizen.”85 As such,
Skowronek argues that it appealed “to all who were fearful of socialists and
agrarian radicals but were, at the same time, uncomfortable with making
stark choices between support for industrial capitalism and support for
democracy.”86 Because electoral procedure was at once a foundation of party
power and its most prominent pathology, it would be a prime target for re-
form—with the ballot at the bull’s eye.

It is not difficult to see why electoral reformers would target party ticket
voting. Printed and distributed by parties, that ticket was a virtual currency
of corruption. Unhindered by voter registration, ballot access requirements,
or effective controls on patronage, parties were free to buy votes, sell influ-
ence, and populate government offices with their powerful supporters.87 Bad
as it was, however, it would be too easy to dismiss party ticket voting as sim-
ply corrupt and to applaud ballot reform as a good government initiative.
The party ticket was no simple instrument of corruption, any more than the
official ballot was a straightforward mechanism of reform. Party ticket vot-
ing emerged not by intent to subvert a democratic process but, on the con-
trary, to supply a mechanism for popular election where the design of the
founders necessarily failed. The party ticket effected a juncture between the
mass public and its representatives that the Constitution aimed to inhibit.
That document left the conduct of elections to the states. It made no provi-
sion for ballots because its authors never imagined that elections would be
decided by popular vote. For republican government—which was to be de-
liberate, dispassionate, and once removed from the people—to proceed by
popular will would have seemed like an oxymoron. The party ticket is char-
acteristic of the regime of courts and parties: it is an instance where parties
stepped in to standardize procedure for a vital governmental function whose
omission was a legacy of the antiparty republic.

The shift from the party ticket system to the Australian ballot, though ar-
cane, was the flashpoint at which the ostensibly nonpartisan projects of state
building and good government reform intersected with the popular struggle
to challenge monopoly capitalism. Because party power depended on con-
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trolling the electoral process, transferring that prerogative to state govern-
ments augmented administrative capacity at the direct expense of party or-
ganization. Weakening party organization proved a boon—anticipated or
wholly unexpected, depending on who tells the story—for those who wished
to quell agrarian and working-class insurgency: the new procedures turned
out to be a disproportionate burden on rural, lower-income, and less-edu-
cated voters. Voter registration in particular imposed “informal barriers
[that] tended to exclude those who were less educated and less self-confi-
dent, and in any case were often administered so as to secure that effect.”88

At the same time as registration made it more onerous for such citizens to
participate, thereby raising the cost to parties of mobilizing the vote, civil
service reform dissipated the resources that “local party organizations, espe-
cially in the big cities, [had used] to enlist working- and lower-class voters.”89

Ballot access restrictions that imposed disproportionate burdens on third
political parties compounded these effects by depriving agrarian radicals of
their principal vehicle for electoral insurgency.

Ballot access is one provision that contemporary party scholars have stud-
ied as a strategy in a war of maneuver by looking for patterns in the ways that
states imposed restrictions on third-party electoral participation.90 Regula-
tion of ballot access, then, was no simple consequence of ballot reform but a
highly politicized tactic in a war of maneuver.

It is odd that most scholars have overlooked the place of antifusion legis-
lation in this war, for antifusion law was no less a burden on third-party or-
ganizing than were ballot access restrictions. Moreover, it was specifically
targeted at states where Republican majorities were threatened by Democrat-
Populist fusions.91 Peter H. Argersinger has deemed antifusion legislation
“the most widespread attempt to use election machinery for partisan pur-
poses” to occur during the 1890s.92 He contends that the statutes “involved a
conscious effort to shape the political arena by disrupting opposition parties,
revising traditional campaign and voting practices, and ensuring Republican
hegemony—all under the mild cover of procedural reform.”93 By contrast to
ballot access thresholds, which were designed to frustrate third parties, the
dominant parties did not set out to stamp out fusion; only later did they rec-
ognize that the new ballot format afforded them an opportunity to do so.
This lag time makes antifusion law the perfect illustration of a power play, a
structural opportunity to shift the balance of power that cannot be planned
in advance.

Ballot reform brought fusion under attack because the Australian format,
on which the candidates of all qualified parties would be listed in common,
raised a question that never needed to come up under the party ticket sys-
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tem: How would states list a jointly sponsored candidacy on the common
ballot? Republican-dominated legislatures answered this question in a way
that eliminated the threat of potent Democrat-Populist fusions. They con-
trived to pass statutes that either prohibited the practice in name or pro-
scribed it indirectly by prohibiting multiple listings of a single candidate.
What makes this story interesting is that whereas Republican legislatures
pushed for antifusion legislation to thwart the Democrats, it proved over
time to benefit both “major” parties equally. It contributed to creating a du-
opolistic two-party system that would accord its second-place major party a
“monopoly” on political opposition.94

Although it seems mundane, the question of ballot listing was crucial to
determining whether fusion would survive the new ballot format: the com-
mon ballot made it clear for the first time that a fusion vote was (at least in-
directly) a vote for the candidate of a rival party. This was not the case under
the party ticket system, where parties issued separate ballots and voters
cast—and so, saw—only one. Under that system a lifelong Republican who
had joined the Populist cause in the West (and who would never have con-
sidered casting a Democratic ballot) could vote for the Democratic slate
“without explicitly acknowledging [the] shared behavior or its signifi-
cance.”95 Many voters must have cast ballots without knowing who was run-
ning for rival parties; consequently, they may have supported fusion candi-
dacies without even knowing it. The common ballot would put an end to the
fiction of autonomy. It made the fusion partnership visible and hence trou-
bling to citizens in a way that it had never been before.

Given the intense partisanship of the nineteenth century electorate, the
shift to the Australian ballot might have been enough to kill the practice of
fusion. But rather than let it die on its own, Republican legislators took steps
to choke it off. They prohibited a candidate’s name from appearing more
than once on the ballot, or with more than one ballot line, thereby denying
separate ballot lines to the various fusing parties. The restriction meant that
a voter could support a fusion alliance only if he were willing to cast his vote
on an alien party’s line.96

As Argersinger tells it, antifusion statutes were an especially pointed illus-
tration of the way that ballot reform became a dominant party–third party
battleground. The story begins in Oregon in 1892, where Republican legisla-
tors first discovered the power that ballot reform had given them to manip-
ulate electoral outcomes.97 Republicans enacted the first antifusion provision
by passing a statute that prohibited a candidate’s name from appearing more
than once on the ballot. The new law still permitted parties to fuse, but it de-
nied them separate listings—and this made all the difference. If the Aus-
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tralian or common ballot format made fusion alliances plain to see, because
voters could finally compare the slates of the competing parties, the prohibi-
tion against double-listing put it in the starkest terms: voting for a fusion
candidate necessitated voting on a rival party line.

It is not surprising that the law was immediately contested; it is surpris-
ing, however, that the protests came not from the Populists but from the na-
tional Democratic party, which had planned a partial fusion with the Peo-
ple’s Party in the presidential race.98 This first test of postreform fusion
proved to be particularly interesting. Due to an ambiguity in the new law,
the Democrats managed to go ahead with the fusion, and to have their fu-
sion candidate (a Populist presidential elector named Pierce) listed twice on
the ballot—in Democratically controlled counties only.99 In those counties
the Australian format came as close as possible to replicating the party tick-
et system. By listing each party’s candidates in separate columns, and listing
Pierce under both the Democrat and the Populist column, the ballot design
represented fusion candidates as discrete choices, thereby making it possible
to cast a fusion vote without crossing over into the column of a rival party.
By contrast, in Republican-controlled counties Pierce’s name appeared only
in the Populist column, where he was listed with a dual party affiliation as a
Populist-Democrat.

If the adoption of the Australian ballot raised the question whether fusion
would survive the shift to the common ballot format, the Oregon vote—with
its two ballots—provided a test of that question. As Argersinger observes, it
was also a demonstration of the “effect of ballot format in shaping electoral
outcomes and disrupting fusion coalitions.”100 On the Democratic-designed
ballots, where both Populists and Democrats could vote for Pierce without
crossing party lines, Pierce received near unanimous support from Populist
voters and 92 percent of the Democratic vote. On the Republican-designed
ballots, where Pierce was listed in the Populist column but identified as a
Populist-Democrat, 9 percent of the Populists defected. The defections were
even higher among Democrats. This is not surprising because the ballot de-
sign made it plain that they were voting for a Populist elector (because it list-
ed Pierce in the Populist column while labeling him a Populist-Democrat).
In the end Republicans won a majority of the electoral votes; the combined
forces of the Populists and Democrats would have defeated them.

Events unfolded similarly in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. Re-
publican legislators discovered that the new ballot format made it possible for
them to outlaw fusion indirectly, through seemingly innocuous prescriptions
regarding ballot design. This strategy was, as Argersinger has argued, an ex-
emplary maneuver: the prohibition of double-listing was an “institutional
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change . . . purposely designed to exploit the observed behavioral patterns in
the political culture” that had explicit partisan effects without being overtly
partisan.101 The Republicans who initiated these changes acted not on “some
abstract or disinterested impulse toward ‘reform’ ” but in the knowledge that
the intensely partisan voters of the time would not support fusion candidates
if it meant casting a ballot on what they would have seen as a rival party
line.102 Whereas under these circumstances Democrat-Populist fusions would
certainly depress vote totals, separate Democratic and Populist candidacies
would split the opposition. Either way, Republican victory was guaranteed.103

Under the new regulations parties could still make alliances, but now the
members of the unlisted sponsor or sponsors would have to cross party lines
to cast a ballot. Consequently, even a successful fusion would be a short-term
victory for the unlisted party or parties. Because whatever votes they had
drawn could not be counted, fusing parties would lose their right to a place
on the ballot and have to petition for access next time around. In order to
back a winner, as one contemporary judge described it, the third party would
have to “ ‘surrender your existence as a party and lose your right of repre-
sentation upon the official ballot in the future.’ ”104 The new laws forced
third parties to run candidates with no chance of winning simply to defend
their ballot lines. By denying those ballot lines any possibility of effecting
electoral outcomes, the laws emptied fusion of meaning. Faced with the no-
win circumstance of casting a ballot for a candidate who was sure to lose or
voting “as members of another party,” many third-party supporters chose
not to vote at all.105

After 1896 state-level Populist parties collapsed. Populist activists, and
many of the historians who have told their stories, have blamed this col-
lapse on fusion—not on antifusion statutes but on the practice of fusion it-
self. This charge makes a significant counterargument to the premise of this
chapter that antifusion law helped legislate fusion out of existence. To an-
swer that charge requires a few details about what made fusion so contro-
versial in its time.

Many scholars maintain that fusion divided the Populists against them-
selves. No sooner had the party become an electoral force than its members
divided, with “fusionists” pitting themselves against the misleadingly named
“midroaders” who were adamantly opposed to its practice. On the one hand,
the midroaders argued that fusion made the People’s Party a party like any
other: “Cooperation with either [major party] would mean the . . . adoption
of the sordid practices of voter manipulation for offices and spoils that Pop-
ulists believed they had abandoned [when they cast off] their former parti-
san allegiances.”106 Indeed, interpreted in the worst possible light, fusion was
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a particularly egregious form of horse trading, one that involved a bartering
not of votes (as on the floor of the legislature) but of actual voters by lending
the party’s line and constituency to a rival party candidate. Often concluded
without the knowledge of the rank and file (and concealed from them by
party ticket voting), fusion betrayed “the original Populist demands that the
people should participate directly in political decisions.”107

The midroaders not only opposed fusion on principle but for selling out
the party’s practical goals as well. All too often fusion victories proved to se-
cure short-term electoral success at the cost of broad social transformation.
Because the People’s Party did not have a critical mass in the legislature, its
victorious candidates found themselves without the means to impose the
party’s “will or principles on their campaign allies.”108 The Populists found
themselves used on election day and betrayed immediately thereafter. Some-
times they even betrayed themselves, capitulating when “Democratic partic-
ipants in the coalition expected patronage as their reward” and selling out
their own rank and file.109 Argersinger quotes one “despondent Populist”
who observed in 1897, “We were successful at the polls but defeated in the
legislative halls.”110 One year earlier the ill-fated Populist nomination of
William Jennings Bryan evoked even stronger sentiments. Ignatius Donnel-
ly put it this way: “The Democracy [i.e., the Democratic party] raped our
convention while our own leaders held the struggling victim.”111 North Car-
olina Populist Tom Watson was even more adamant.112 Following the elec-
tion, he protested, “Our party, as a party does not exist any more. Fusion has
well nigh killed it.”113

Most subsequent historians have embraced this view. They have made
fusion a litmus test of Populist radicalism and an exemplar of the tension
between movement integrity and party politics that strains any radical
group that pursues electoral power in the struggle for social change.114 I
think it is a mistake to cast the question in such stark terms. Fusion is a
strategy. Its existence helped third political parties to survive in a winner-
take-all electoral arena and thereby made the electoral process more sensi-
tive than it is today to social and ideological change. As Mark Kornbluh has
noted, eliminating this strategy not only “undermined the existence of
minor parties and deprived the major parties of a key strategic option,” it
also “limited the responsiveness of the party system to changing political cir-
cumstances.”115 To pose fusion as something to be either “for” or “against”
is to posit a pure space of choice beyond the structural and commonsense
constraints of this single-member plurality system.116 Given that, at present,
third parties in the United States have no choice but to compete against the
established parties on disadvantageous terms, the more fruitful question is,
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Under what conditions does fusion offset those disadvantages, and when
does it exacerbate them?

This question will be difficult to consider if we romanticize third parties,
expecting them to be a principled, unified, and ideologically pure alternative
to their establishment counterparts. On the contrary, it is precisely the
strength of the nineteenth-century third parties that they resembled the
dominant political parties of that century, factions and all. That said, third
political parties need to be realistic about what fusion can bring them. Fu-
sion will not establish a party over night (over election night, to be precise).
In the nineteenth century fusions occurred most frequently under condi-
tions when the third party had a competitive advantage in the electoral
process because it had displaced the second major party, or because it could
command the wining margin in a closely contested election. It was a strate-
gy for party building but not for party starting. Fusion can provide an organ-
ized third party with a ballot line and a reasonable assurance of a percentage
of the vote. For that percentage to carry with it any possibility of a voice in
the democratic process, the party must be large enough and sufficiently dis-
ciplined to pose the threat of exit. It must be able to impress upon the part-
ner party what it stands to lose should those votes go elsewhere—either to
the rival establishment party or to a third party “spoiler” next time.117 Fusion
votes on a third-party ballot line will be empty votes unless the party already
has a well-developed grassroots organization. But even a strong third party
must be strategic about the races in which it chooses to fuse. It can expect a
return on the ballot line only where it selects close contests, or contests for
state-level office where its votes can likely provide the margin of victory. In
presidential politics, fusion is almost always a self-defeating strategy because
even if the votes cast on the third-party ballot line are decisive, the scale of
the office is far too great to imagine that the third party would wield signifi-
cant influence over policy making.

Although it was a controversial strategy, fusion enabled nineteenth-century
third parties to survive as parties—to have a place on the ballot, to influence
electoral outcomes, to put dissenting views into the public arena—even
though they could not have beaten out either of the two dominant parties.
Antifusion laws did more than stop the practice of multiple-party nomina-
tion. They made this electoral system less responsive to organized opposition
and “increasingly inflexible” in the face of ideological shifts.118 This helped
create the no-win situation that plagues today’s third-party voter. And it re-
defined our electoral common sense so that voters take that no-win situation
for granted as an inherent pitfall (or even a virtue) of a “two-party system.”
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Nowadays it may seem quite obvious why candidates ought not run on
more than one ballot line at a time; in the nineteenth century it was equally
obvious why they should do so. Fusion flourished in the nineteenth century
not because it was permitted but because it was possible and not prohibited.
It was, in other words, the default setting of an electoral system where citi-
zens voted by party ticket. Antifusion legislation changed this default setting.
As Argersinger has remarked, with the successful passage of the first antifu-
sion provision in 1893 “the law became so widely adopted in other states—
and so useful politically to the dominant party—that its provisions came to
be seen as logically necessary and unexceptionable. But in the 1890s the law was
a source of great controversy and its implementation fundamentally changed
the existing political process.”119 The Michigan Populist whom I quoted in
the opening pages of this chapter sought to underscore the magnitude of the
proposed change when he mocked the antifusion proposition as a “ ‘law pro-
viding for the extinction and effacement of all parties but the Democratic
and Republican.’ ”120 Today, it is all but impossible to hear the sarcasm that
this statement must have carried in the past. For the nineteenth-century
third party is so long extinct, and today’s voter so accustomed to choice be-
tween “the Democratic and Republican,” that the effects of antifusion law
have come to seem self-evident.

With fusion so far behind us, it is easy to mistake third-party failure for
an immutable feature of United States elections and thereby to efface the
politics of our two-party system. This chapter has sought to bring out that
politics by narrating the two-party system as a turn-of-the-century power
play. I have argued that antifusion legislation helped to create the two-party
system as we know it in this one respect: the prohibition of fusion helped to
reconfigure a winner-take-all system that counted the third party vote under
certain conditions into one that redefined that vote as a ballot wasted.

Claims about the politics of this period have proven controversial be-
cause many reforms, the Australian ballot in particular, had the support of
the very third-party activists who would discover only later that it worked to
their disadvantage. Even the dominant-party political actors probably did
not appreciate the full implications of what they were doing. Whereas Re-
publican legislatures initiated the movement to ban fusion in order to secure
their edge over the Democrats, antifusion legislation proved to benefit both
establishment parties in the end. When fusion was legal there had been mul-
tiple-party competition in the United States—plurality rule and single-
member districting notwithstanding. Its prohibition helped to transform a
system of volatile competition between two closely matched dominant par-
ties into an arrangement that guaranteed such wide margins of victory that
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third parties would never again pose an electoral threat. Antifusion statutes,
then, helped entrench the “two-party system” as we know it: an electoral du-
opoly that locks out competition from alternative parties, mobilizes less
than half of the electorate, and emphasizes national parties and elections
over state and local organizations.

This argument stands in stark contrast to that of many party scholars.
Whereas they date the United States two-party system to the 1840s, I maintain
that this arrangement did not exist until it achieved its defining characteristic:
locking out third party competition. If this contention holds, then there is a
further irony. No sooner had this defining capacity emerged at the turn of the
century than the very term two-party system became an anachronism. For the
administrative expansion that fixed two-party duopoly in place also displaced
party competition as the central mechanism of conflict organization.

To be precise, then, the two-party system as we think we know it has
never existed. Throughout the nineteenth century, when competition be-
tween the national parties largely determined control of the government,
this was not a two-party system, as we are accustomed to use that term, be-
cause a vote for a third party could—under certain circumstances—be sig-
nificantly more than a protest. By the time the wasted vote maxim actually
held true, this was no longer a party system because electoral competition
was no longer its definitive feature. It had become a pluralist system, where
party organizing was just one of many competing pathways to power. Why
do we take the two-party system so for granted as a simple fact? The next
chapter explores that question.
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Contemporary United States voters accept constraints on the “value of the
vote” that would have appalled their nineteenth-century predecessors. We
take it as a matter of course that a third-party vote is wasted, accepting it as
axiomatic that third-party failure is a side effect of winner-take-all elections.
To the voting citizens of the late nineteenth century, this was a political
fact—a contingent effect of the turn-of-the-century political struggles that
redefined the parameters of voter participation.

In chapter 2 I used the practice of fusion and the story of its prohibition
to challenge the two-party doctrine, that complex of belief that sustains elec-
toral duopoly as original, immutable, and necessary to democracy. Drawing
on the work of historian Peter H. Argersinger and institutionalists such as
Steven Skowronek and Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, I detailed
how ballot and voting reform helped to redefine the electoral system of the
late nineteenth century into the two-party duopoly of today. Whereas that
chapter aimed to disclose the politics of the formation of two-party duopoly,
this chapter takes a different tack. I trace the lineage of the two-party system
through twentieth-century American government and political party text-
books in order to disclose the politics of the terms by which this institution-
al formation is known and spoken about.

The two-party system is more than a name for a thing. A concept that we
invoke casually, as if it did no more than name a feature of our reality, it
forms the very fields to which it seems only to refer. The linchpin for a com-
plex of observed facts regarding the inevitability of third-party failure, and
deep-seated beliefs about the superior accountability and stability of two-
party democracies, it serves both to orient action and to organize a field of
knowledge. In short, the two-party system is a catchphrase.

I borrow this term catchphrase from party historian Ronald P. Formisano,
who noted more than twenty years ago how scholars inevitably rely on
“catchphrases and catchwords” to set the terms for what can be known, ex-
plained, and acted upon within their disciplines.1 This makes any field of
knowledge, in some respects, a “shared illusion.” It is constituted not by
common objects of inquiry but by “unresearched hypotheses” that orient ac-
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tion and speculation because they become “almost imperceptibly . . . imbed-
ded in the conventional wisdom.”2 Formisano found this to be especially
true in the field of party scholarship, which had converged on terms such as
party, “ ‘party system,’ ‘democratization,’ or the ‘decline of deference’ ” that
were generating error and ideology where scholarship claimed to be.3 This
chapter adds the two-party system to Formisano’s list and undertakes a ge-
nealogical analysis to discern when—in the field of American government
and politics textbooks—it came to be an object of knowledge.

This analysis is integral to the argument of this book because the opera-
tion of the two-party system as catchphrase plays a role in third-party fail-
ure. That journalists, citizens, and college textbooks use this term as a syn-
onym for the United States electoral system reaffirms the two-party doctrine
as an everyday certainty, a belief system that we trust not because we could
make a case for it if it were challenged but merely because it comes so read-
ily to hand. This chapter aims not to debunk this concept, for it is no simple
falsehood, but to hold the political science discipline accountable for its part
in producing it.

I do not imagine that party scholars invented the two-party system, nor do
I charge them with having crafted their work to inculcate its doctrine. On the
contrary, few self-respecting party scholars would embrace the two-party
doctrine if you put it to them tenet by tenet. As for originality, they would tell
you that the framers despised parties. Regarding immutability, they would as-
sure you that single-member districting and plurality-win elections do not
produce two-partyism as a matter of course (for, as I will argue, no one takes
Duverger’s Law to be a law except perhaps Duverger himself). And if you
asked them whether the two-party system made the difference between
democracy and totalitarianism, they would tell you—as Frank J. Sorauf al-
ready has—that party scholars’ unconsidered “preference” for “a two-party
system” is a cold war artifact.4 If scholars had fixated on “two-party systems,”
Sorauf contended (with evident sarcasm), it was not because they were or
should be normative but because their “infrequent occurrence . . . made them
seem, like precious stones, the more valuable for their rarity.”5 Twenty years
later Sorauf continued in this skeptical vein, noting that with the “new chan-
nels of political information and activity” that education and affluence have
made possible, “the democracy of the mass political parties . . . is not neces-
sarily democracy’s pure or final realization.”6

Party scholars are no less skeptical about the very “concept” of “the
American two-party system” than they are about its doctrine.7 Austin Ran-
ney and Wilmoore Kendall have protested that it has no place in a proper
science of politics. To begin with, anyone who undertook to gather data on
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the two-party system would find that there is not one “single over-all party
system in this country” but fifty separate ones, as the Constitution leaves it
to each state to determine—within limits—ballot design, ballot access, and
campaign finance regulations.8 And even if it were possible to generalize
about the party system, two-party competition is hardly the feature these
separate systems have in common. Up until the 1970s there were regions of
the United States—such as the Solid South—where the second major party
was so weak as to make it more like a one-party than a two-party system.
That we imagine our democracy to be exceptional for its two-party com-
petition is an ideological effect, the product of what Sorauf called Ameri-
cans’ tendency to forgive “their own one-party systems” and to overlook
the fact that “single-party systems within democracies, such as the Con-
gress Party in India or the Mexican party of Revolutionary Institutions
(P.R.I.), bear much in common with the Democratic Party of the Ameri-
can Solid South.”9

One might object that such claims may be technically true, but the simple
fact remains: at the national level—unquestionably the most important one
in our increasingly centralized system—two parties monopolize control of
the presidency and the Congress. From any voter’s perspective, and, more
important, from any candidate’s perspective, this is a two-party system. Such
an objection reproduces the very commonsense understandings I am at-
tempting to call into question and exemplifies the predisposition to forgive
ourselves our one-party regions that so exercised Sorauf. It is simply the case,
as Giovanni Sartori has observed, that “two-party system” and “electoral du-
opoly” are “by no means the same.”10 To qualify as a two-party system it is
not enough that the dominant parties lock third-party competitors out of
public office; they must be genuinely competitive with each other. Certainly,
the United States has enjoyed a “two-party format” from its parties’ incep-
tion because its third parties do not prevent its major parties from govern-
ing alone.11 Nevertheless, it is not a two-party system because in a majority
of the states, and a majority of elections, victory for just one of the two dom-
inant parties is decided in advance. Thus two-party systems have been a rar-
ity in this country, and “predominant-party systems” the norm.12

This is the puzzle. At least as far as the leading party scholars are con-
cerned, the two-party system is not real in any straightforward empirical
sense. And yet it has palpable effects on the way we speak about our electoral
system and on the way we vote within it. It remains meaningful to refer to
the two-party system, to define “rational” votes in its terms, to speculate
about its “causes,” to bemoan its shortcomings, to subject it to reform, and
to debate the ethical and practical consequences of our interventions. More-
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over, open to the “political parties” chapter of virtually any introductory text
written in the past half-century. Not only will you find the two-party system
defined (as if it were a proper object of political knowledge), you will also see
it characterized in ways that elide the important distinction between two-
party system and electoral duopoly. The two-party system is an electoral
arrangement in which

1. the dominant parties “monopolize power, while the minor parties
use . . . elections as an occasion for subsidiary political agitation that
does not lead to power”;13

2. “two parties dominate”;14

3. “only two parties [have] any chance of winning nationally.”15

It is worth noting that these definitions identify the characteristic feature of
two-partyism in negative terms. It is defined not by what it achieves (i.e.,
competitiveness) but rather in terms of the one thing that it manages to ex-
clude: alternate party challengers.

In the face of such criticisms we might well wonder why scholars have not
followed Ranney and Kendall’s injunction to “abandon” this concept alto-
gether.16 On this point a passage from Frank J. Sorauf’s influential textbook
proves revealing. Sorauf asks “how is it . . . that we refer so glibly to the
American two-party system” when it is neither conceptually precise nor em-
pirically valid.17 Dissecting the catchphrase word by word, he rejects party
system on the grounds that interest-group competition is at least as impor-
tant to the democratic process as party activity, two-party system for
“gloss[ing] over the issue of how unevenly [political] competitiveness is
spread over the states and localities of the nation,” and two-party system be-
cause interparty competition is but one of the many “relationships and in-
teractions” that comprise the political system, as that word is properly un-
derstood.18 It is significant that, although he distrusts it, Sorauf resigns
himself to using this vocabulary anyway. He writes that “so ingrained in both
everyday use and in the scholarly literature is this concept of the party sys-
tem that one has little choice but to work within its terms.”19

This concession testifies to the discursive power of the two-party system.
It demonstrates the power of habitually used words to form the facts to
which they seem to refer—and to make such formations seem not just real
but necessary and incontestable. As such, it also lays bare what I call the em-
pirical paradox of the two-party system: we may speak of the two-party sys-
tem but we cannot know it. Or, as one colleague put it to me, “Everybody
talks about the two-party system but nobody really studies it.”20
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These remarks are the jumping-off point for this chapter. I contend that
the two-party system is more than a term of reference. It is a synonym for the
United States political system and an organizing principle for textbook
knowledge of electoral democracy. This is what makes it a catchphrase, in
Ronald P. Formisano’s sense of the term. No proper object of inquiry, it is
one of several “unresearched hypotheses” that orient action and speculation
not because they are established in fact but because they have become “al-
most imperceptibly . . . imbedded in the conventional wisdom.”21 The pur-
pose of this chapter is to trace how two-party system took hold as a catch-
phrase. How did it come to be an obligatory term of reference for the United
States electoral system? How did it come to frame the delivery of informa-
tion about that system? How did it come to be understood as necessary to
democratic development? And how did it come to be the norm against which
other democratic regimes would be compared?

This analysis complements the previous chapter’s historical reexamina-
tion of the origins of two-party competition by historicizing the very con-
cept of the two-party system. Such an analysis is crucial to the project of this
book because it enables me to press beyond the commonsense understand-
ing that a third-party vote is wasted in a two-party system to ask when that
commonsense came to be. I will demonstrate that academic representations
of the United States electoral system have changed over time, that the ad-
vent of its representation as a two-party system fed the two-party doctrine,
and that such formulations as Duverger’s Law and Downs’s proposition re-
garding “rational voting” have helped the two-party system be taken for
granted as an object of study. I do not propose that the two-party system is
a consequence of misplaced beliefs, nor do I contend that if we want to
overcome it we need only choose another set. Rather, I take its career in the
field of party scholarship to help illustrate that what we say has empirical ef-
fects on what we believe to be real and normative effects on what we imag-
ine to be possible.

Party Discipline

In 1922 noted progressive reformer and party scholar Charles E. Merriam
observed:

Although the party system is one of the characteristic features of Amer-
ican public life, it is a singular fact that no systematic description or
discussion of the party developed until one hundred years after the sys-
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tem had been established. The critical study of the party and its phi-
losophy is practically the creation of the twentieth century.22

Why had parties so long “eluded careful and systematic analysis”?23 One rea-
son was that it was not until the twentieth century that there occurred “the
general development of the systematic study of politics.”24 Universities
began to detach the study of government and political economy from that of
history, sociology, and anthropology in the 1890s, about the same time state
legislatures enacted the ballot and civil service reforms that brought political
parties within the compass of the emergent state administration.25 By 1903
the new field had sufficient momentum to found the American Political Sci-
ence Association. Within the first two decades of the twentieth century po-
litical science departments formed in all the major state universities.

Even with the advent of political science as field of study, academics were
initially reluctant to turn their attention to the study of parties. Parties lay be-
yond the purview of the new science of politics because its earliest “practition-
ers tended to have constitutional, legal, and philosophical interests that ex-
cluded the study of political behavior and of less formal political institutions
than those of the governmental structure itself.” Not yet regarded “as institu-
tional elements in a democratic system,” because they had enjoyed no consti-
tutional mandate and still had no legal place in the governmental process, par-
ties were neither “entirely legitimate” as political institutions nor as objects of
knowledge.26 Once the states began to regulate party activity, however, it
would not take long for them to be perceived as legitimate in both domains.

The 1920s saw a surge of academic interest in political parties and
marked the publication of the first round of party textbooks.27 Merriam ar-
gued that academics were moved to study parties “by the same general in-
fluences which brought about the insurgent and progressive movements in
the first decade of the century.”28 Whereas Merriam did no more than call
attention to the coincidence between party regulation and party scholar-
ship, I suggest that the two were mutually legitimating. The institutional-
ization of political parties that made them respectable objects of academic
inquiry relied in turn upon objective scholarly opinion to render that in-
stitutionalization legitimate.

What is interesting about the first party and politics textbooks is that the
two-party system did not take pride of place in them. Writing in the wake of
the institutionalization of political parties at the turn of the century, these
scholars were much more concerned to account for what E. M. Sait called the
“peculiar importance” of political parties as publicly regulated private asso-
ciations. Their task was to justify the turn-of-the-century extension of state
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regulatory power to parties and to legitimate the parties’ appropriation of
state functions in turn.

Party scholars in the 1920s, then, were principally concerned with legiti-
macy—that of party activity, on the one hand, and its regulation by the state,
on the other. The party institution, although unsanctioned by the Constitu-
tion, had become an “unofficial” or “double” government that conscripted
citizens into the electoral process and worked the machinery of the state.29 It
was also, having been previously “unknown to law,” now “overlaid by statu-
tory prescriptions and mechanically articulated with the government.”30

This regulatory overlay was what most distinguished the American party sys-
tem and most troubled these scholars who were writing barely two decades
after the reforms that had brought political parties within the compass of the
state. As Sait put it:

Here, in the last generation, a development has taken place which finds
an analogy nowhere else. American parties have ceased to be voluntary
associations like the trade unions or the good government clubs or the
churches. They have lost the right freely to determine how candidates
shall be nominated and platforms framed, even who shall belong to the
party and who shall lead it. The state legislatures have regulated their
structure and functions in great detail.31

Merriam summed it up: “Nowhere has the power of party organization been
greater than in the United States and nowhere has there been a more vigor-
ous attempt to restrict and control the party organization than here.”32

If the two-party system in these works was not yet a regulatory fiction, nei-
ther had it taken hold as a catchphrase. Two early scholars, James Bryce (1891)
and Henry Jones Ford (1898), did not even use the term. Although the phrase
does appear in Charles E. Merriam’s The American Party System (1922), a lead-
ing text of the 1920s, it is only one of several ways that Merriam had of speak-
ing about what he also called the “dual form,” the “bi-party plan,” and the “bi-
party system.”33 He did not use the phrase “party system” as a synonym for
“the two-party system” (as mid-century scholars would do). Nor did he make
two-party competition a definitive characteristic of the American polity by
representing the American party system as a two-party system in the way that
later scholars would do. On the contrary, Merriam gave this characteristic lit-
tle more than passing mention—and then only late in the book.

Thus although the phrase had some currency during this period, it was
not yet an obligatory referent for United States electoral system. Neither was
it the norm against which other democratic regimes would be compared.34
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Scholars like Merriam, Ford, and Bryce certainly remarked upon the preem-
inence of the “two great parties.”35 And their work even prepared the way for
the more celebratory aspects of the two-party doctrine, because they did tend
to accord party dualism an originary footing in American society and tem-
perament. They did not yet applaud party dualism, as later scholars would
do, but merely remarked upon it.36

Charles E. Merriam is a good example of a scholar who took note of the
binary tendencies of the United States electoral system without being caught
up in the habit of using the term. Merriam presented it as a simple matter of
fact that “on the Continent parties are organized upon a multi-party basis in-
stead of the bi-party basis which has been common in England and the Unit-
ed States.”37 Merriam felt no compunction to warn that European parties
were prone to instability and fragmentation, nor did he pass judgment on
the relative merits of the two models. He mentioned only that the parties in
the “bi-party system” are not class parties, and consequently that they were
“less homogeneous than in the multi-party system where the party repre-
sents fairly definite class or economic interests.”38 In contrast to the pattern
that would emerge in the mid-century textbooks, Merriam did not propose
a theory of bi-partyism. He did not think it was a phenomenon that called
for explanatory exertion. Nor did he set up bi-party and multiparty systems
as binary opposites. On the contrary, he suggested that the two might com-
plement each other, proposing that proportional representation “might find
a place even in a two-party system,” particularly in city elections, “as a means
of obtaining fairer representation as between a majority and minority.”39 Al-
though he linked multipartyism to proportional voting, he could not decide
whether adopting proportional representation would “have the effect of de-
veloping multi-party system in place of the bi-party plan,” or whether “pro-
portional representation is . . . the consequence [rather] than the cause of
multi-party groupings.”40

These scholars drew comparisons between the political parties of the
United States and those of Europe. It is striking, however, that the opposi-
tion between multiparty and two-party systems did not set its terms. Instead
it turned on the matter of the proper relationship between party organiza-
tion and power of the state. These scholars called attention to the precarious
legitimacy of the turn-of-the-century party reforms and of party activity; this
peculiar combination made the United States parties at once more regulated
than their European counterparts and at the same time more central to the
lives of its citizens.

This is not to say that the two-party doctrine was absent from this first
wave of party scholarship, only that it was not yet hegemonic. E. M. Sait was
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an early cheerleader for two-party competition and stands out as an exception
in this regard. By contrast to Merriam, who accorded two-party competition
only passing mention and presented the distinction between the party systems
of the United States and Europe as a matter of fact, Sait both devoted a dis-
crete subsection to the two-party system and lent these differences a norma-
tive charge. Sait endorsed each tenet of the two-party doctrine. He promoted
originality with the claim that “it is not altogether fanciful to trace the lineage
of the existing major parties back to the time of the fathers,”41 immutability
by emphasizing “the very persistence of the major parties” and the “failure of
successive efforts to displace them,” and reserved his greatest enthusiasm for
the tenet of democratic progress. According to Sait, the two-party system fos-
tered democracy by distilling competing interests and policies into a single
choice between clear alternatives and by facilitating compromise so that these
alternatives were “likely to reflect the average point of view.”42 Then, as now,
scholars embraced a version of the “wasted vote” maxim. As Sait put it,
“Though the minor parties are many, their supporters are few; and the chief
reason why they command so few votes is that, from practical considerations,
perhaps from a mere sense of the futility of wasting votes on hopeless causes,
Americans concentrate on the two major parties.”43 As to the voters in Britain
and in the United States who agreed to concentrate their votes on one of the
two major parties, Sait contended that they should be praised for their polit-
ical “aptitude” and “practical bent,” which he attributed to “a prolonged ex-
perience with popular government.”44

In the earliest writings on political parties, and even in the first decades of
party scholarship, the “two-party system” had not yet taken hold as a catch-
phrase. Although the term had some currency during this period, it was not
yet an obligatory reference for the United States political system. More im-
portant, even though the tenets of the two-party doctrine had begun to
emerge, two-partyism was not yet the standard against which all democratic
electoral systems would be measured. Most important, these scholars could
not imagine a two-party system functioning without third parties. To nine-
teenth-century scholars and voters alike, third parties were to be taken seri-
ously as oppositional forces that raised urgent issues and promoted policies
that were too controversial for the established parties to handle.

Party Patriotism

Between the first party textbooks of the 1920s and the mid-century textbooks
in the “celebratory tradition” of political parties, there occurred a significant
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shift in scholarly representations of the two-party system. For an illustration
of this change, we need look no farther than the dramatic opening pages of
the third edition of Merriam’s The American Party System. The new intro-
ductory chapter, authored by Harold Foote Gosnell (who joined as Merri-
am’s coauthor in 1929), opens with a flourish, quoting a 1939 article from Liv-
ing Age magazine called “As Nazi Tourists See Us”:

“Make the World Safe for Democracy.” This is what the American
doughboys were told they were fighting for in 1917 and 1918. . . . Four-
teen years after the Versailles Treaty, Germany abandoned the demo-
cratic form of government. Has something gone wrong with the world
we “made safe for Democracy”? Democracy, screams Hitler, is a “mon-
strosity of filth.” Nazi German tourists who come to the United States
find the American democracy “cumbersome, despicable” . . .

“It can’t happen here,” say self-satisfied Americans. But a political
scientist comments, “it is later than you think.”45

Did Gosnell think that the complacency of the “self-satisfied Americans”
was warranted? Yes and no. He crafted the chapter to impress on them what
it was that separated American democracy from the failed democracies of
Europe. This was, simply, “political parties of the American type”; one of the
“outstanding characteristics” of that type was, of course, “that it is a two-
party system, in contrast to the multiple-party systems which are found in
the democratic countries of Continental Europe.”46

Gosnell answered the implied question of his dramatic opening—Could it
happen here?—in the concluding pages of his chapter. He offered fulsome
praise for the “American two-party system,” which he claimed had fostered
a trust in “parliamentary methods,” and “constitutional consensus” that
Germany lacked.47 Once a minor feature meriting only passing mention, the
two-party system had been promoted to the front of the textbook and come
to be celebrated as the bulwark of democracy in America.

No doubt, this transformation reflects the vagaries of coauthorship.
There is no more persuasive testimony to the oft-proclaimed death of the
author than the transformations that occur over multiple editions of a col-
lege textbook. As an established textbook ages, it is common to enlist a part-
ner (often a junior scholar) to bring it up to date. The revisions tend to be
done piecemeal. Rather than working new arguments and literatures
through the volume, they are tacked on in ways that proliferate internal con-
tradictions.48 In the case of The American Party System, there is no way to
know whether C. E. Merriam had changed his mind about the significance
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of what he had once called the “biparty plan.” And this question is irrelevant
in any case; textbook revisions register changing historical contexts and
changing scholarly problematics.

The early party writings and first party textbooks were produced in the
context of progressive reform, when patronage abuses loomed large in schol-
ars’ and citizens’ perceptions of parties. Party scholars were frequently in-
volved in the progressive movement, either as intellectual advisers or, in the
case of Charles E. Merriam, active practitioners. Epstein has argued that
whereas early political scientists’ hostility toward parties has been exaggerat-
ed the “entanglement of political science with reform” in these early years
did produce a degree of caution and suspicion toward political parties. This
suspicion scholars would abandon—briefly—at mid-century.49

The 1950s and 1960s were the heyday of party scholarship in the United
States. Parties were “the subject almost of a subdiscipline within the profes-
sion,” with more political scientists declaring a specialization in parties and
elections than in any other field except international relations and the Amer-
ican Political Science Review publishing more articles on parties (specifically
between 1958 and 1969) than on any other single process or institution.50

During that time, United States party scholars wrote as if the study of polit-
ical parties began and ended with America.51 The confidence in Anglo-
American party forms derived, on the one hand, from the fact that by the
mid-1930s multipartyism was firmly associated with fascism in Italy and
Germany.52 Whereas two-partyism could be celebrated negatively, in con-
trast to those regimes, it could also be positively vindicated by association
with the New Deal, which was a triumph of policy engineering that made it
“easier to be enthusiastic about the performance of parties and the rest of
the American political system . . . than in either earlier or later years.”53 New
Deal confidence together with cold war certainties elevated the two-party
system to a catchphrase.

Simply put, the two-party system had become an obligatory term of ref-
erence. Scholars referred interchangeably to the two-party system, the Amer-
ican system, or simply the party system. And they began to represent it as the
distinguishing feature of American politics. E. E. Schattschneider held
“American politics [to be] dominated and distinguished by the two-party sys-
tem,” which he called its “most conspicuous and perhaps . . . most impor-
tant fact.”54 The Committee on Political Parties of the American Political
Science Association declared it a “fact” that “the two-party system is part of
the American political tradition.”55 And Government by the People, the lead-
ing American government textbook of this time, declared that “the vital fea-
ture of our party system is that it is a two-party system.”56
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Schattschneider and other scholars of this period no longer troubled
themselves with the question of legitimacy that had produced the 1920s pre-
occupation with the “peculiar importance” of parties. By the 1950s few text-
books saw fit to mention that political parties had once produced their own
ballots. If state regulation of party activities was presumed legitimate, so were
parties and two-party competition. That parties lacked constitutional sanc-
tion no longer troubled scholars. Parties and the two-party pattern were es-
tablished by their longevity. E. E. Schattschneider (undoubtedly their most
ardent promoter) represented the “American major parties” as venerable
elders who “deserve to be treated with great respect . . . for their age if for no
other reason.”57

The transformation of party scholarship during the postwar period oc-
curred in response to contradictory imperatives. On the one hand was the ac-
ademic imperative of behavioralism, which signaled the emergence of a new
commitment to a “scientific outlook” on the study of politics.58 A “protest
movement within political science,” it was led by “revolutionary sectarians . .
. who shared a strong sense of dissatisfaction with the achievements of con-
ventional political science,” especially its scholasticist preoccupation with tex-
tual analysis.59 Not a research method, although the term was sometimes used
that way, behavioralism was something more like a term of art employed to
proclaim political scientists’ aspiration to bring to the study of political be-
havior the rigor and predictive capacity of the modern empirical sciences.60

This ideal presupposed that human behavior exhibits “discoverable unifor-
mities” that can be tested empirically by survey research methods and ex-
plained—perhaps predicted—by rational choice and systems theories.61 By
these methods the behavioralists aimed, in David Easton’s words, to lead “po-
litical analysis away from ‘common sense’ to ‘scientific’ sense.”62

The ethos of behavioralism animated party scholarship in many ways. Up
until the 1940s it was typical for parties to be studied descriptively and “as ac-
tors in American history rather than as institutional elements in a democrat-
ic system.”63 During the postwar period, scholars made a new commitment
to precision in defining the fundamental terms of inquiry. Maurice Duverg-
er conveyed a pervasive view of this time when he underscored the impor-
tance of “methodical classification,” insisting that the discipline “will make
no true progress so long as its investigations are scattered and individual,
empirical rather than scientific.”64 Party scholars were also “among the first
to expand and refine the empirical methods and newer statistical analysis
that American political science now takes for granted.”65 Finally, scholars
who had previously merely presumed there to be a necessary relationship be-
tween democracy and two-partyism began to render this presupposition ex-
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plicit and couch it in scientific form. They undertook to specify the version
of democracy that they understood parties to serve and to search for system-
atic regularities to justify the association.66 Ironically, it was during this pe-
riod that scholars formulated the tenets of the two-party doctrine and sought
to formalize them.

How could the attachment to two-partyism intensify at a time when po-
litical scientists had initiated a revolution against common sense? It was mo-
tivated, in part, by the political imperative that emerged alongside behav-
ioralism and in competition with it: to vindicate mass democracy in the wake
of totalitarianism. Two-partyism presented itself as an answer to this imper-
ative. Both a fundamental difference that insulated the United States against
the instability and extremism of the mass regimes of Europe and a simple po-
litical fact, the two-party system stood at the intersection of a changing con-
ception of political science as a discipline and a postwar confidence in the
achievements of American democracy. It was taken up at once as an occasion
for optimism and a site for the practice of political science as science.

To be sure, behavioral analysis should have worked to discredit belief in
the two-party system. And for scholars like Frank Sorauf, it did exactly that.
Remember, however, that behavioralism was more than an approach or
method. It was also a movement that popularized new ways of speaking
about political phenomena. As these ways of speaking crept into the vocab-
ularies of scholars and journalists who did not share its methodological as-
pirations, the effect was paradoxical. Behavioral method aimed to test our
nationalist attachments to such institutions as two-partyism; behavioral dis-
course proved to legitimate them wherever it enabled the expression of party
patriotism in dispassionate terms. As Sorauf observed, in a masterstroke of
Socratic irony,

American scholars of government and political parties have not hesi-
tated to show their preference for a two-party system. It has seemed,
almost as a matter of logic, more compatible with democracy’s need for
majorities, responsible opposition and alternatives, and stability and
structure in the political dialogue. Just as a simple matter of association,
two-partyism has accompanied two of the most enduring of the
democracies, Great Britain and the United States. Multi-partyism, on
the other hand, has plagued some of democracy’s most awesome fail-
ures, those of Weimar Germany and interwar France. . . . This rela-
tionship between democracy and the viable two-party system has been
clear enough to send political scientists scurrying in search of the causes
and conditions of the two-party system.67
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The very term system played a critical role in this transmutation of value
into fact.

A term of art in cybernetics, system connotes a social world that is orderly,
integrated, and self-regulating. The “idea of a political system,” according to
David Easton, who appropriated the term for political science, assumes “that
the study of political life . . . constitutes a distinctive theoretical field.”68 He
called the political system an “analytical tool designed to identify those inte-
grally related aspects of concrete social activity that can be called political.”69 Is
the political system a theoretical construct or an empirical field? Frederick
Dolan has remarked that Easton used the term both ways, as a “metaphor” to
enable behavioral analysis and as “an actually existing thing, an ‘adaptive, self-
regulating, and self-transforming system of behavior’ ” to establish behavioral-
ism as the master form of political analysis.70 In the context of behavioralism,
the ambiguity in the term system had the powerful ideological effect of consti-
tuting value-laden political phenomena as value-neutral objects of inquiry.

When scholars took up the two-party system as a catchphrase (however
mistakenly, in the view of Sorauf or Ranney and Kendall) they inherited this
ambiguity between word and thing, together with its ideological effect. It
helped them represent work that entrenched the two-party doctrine as if it
made a break from the vague speculations and national chauvinism that bi-
ased the scholarship of the past. In their 1952 textbook Burns and Peltason in-
voked Gilbert and Sullivan (a “high” cultural reference that would never be
allowed into a 1990s textbook) to mock earlier explanations for two-partyism:

Why do we have a two-party system? Nobody knows for sure. Jeffer-
son thought that men naturally divided into whigs and tories. Lord
Bryce said they inevitably split into nationalists and states-righters.
Some have said that “advanced Anglo-Saxon peoples” sensibly adopt-
ed tidy political systems; perhaps the sentry in Iolanthe was mocking
them when he sang:

Now let’s rejoice
that Nature wisely does contrive

That every boy and every gal
That’s born into the world alive

Is either a little Liberal
Or else a little Conservative.71

Their point, of course, was as ironic as the lyric itself: whatever else it may
be, the two-party system is surely no natural (nor naturally superior) po-
litical formation.
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Schattschneider also went out of his way to discredit those who had ex-
plained the two-party system as “a mark of the ‘political maturity’ of Anglo-
American peoples.” He countered, “We are reasonably certain that definite
circumstances, easily identified, make this system inevitable in the United
States regardless of the personal preferences of individual critics.”72 What
was this definite circumstance? The “American election system.”73

Schattschneider argued that the invincibility of the major parties was “the di-
rect consequence” of the constitutional prescription for single-member dis-
tricts and plurality voting.74 Anticipating Duverger’s Law (although he self-
consciously refrained from expressing it “with the precision of a
mathematical formula”), E. E. Schattschneider explained the tendency of a
single-member district electoral system to “exaggerate the victory of the
strongest party and to discriminate radically against lesser parties,” especial-
ly against “the third, fourth, and fifth parties,” whose chances of victory it ex-
tinguishes “altogether.”75 As a consequence of this structural framework,
Schattschneider contended that “the gap between the second major party
and the greatest minor party is enormous and insurmountable; no minor
party in American history has ever become a major party, and no major
party has ever become a minor party.”76

Schattschneider obviously departs from the chauvinism of some earlier
writers. But there is a second departure here, one that makes possible a far
more insidious form of chauvinism. In contrast to earlier writers, for whom
it was clear that the bi-party pattern was a relatively recent legislative effect,
Schattschneider took the politics out of the two-party system. He represent-
ed the “monopoly of power by the major parties” as a structural inevitability
that had nothing whatsoever to do with politics and culture.77 What’s more,
he represented the two-party system as self-creating, as an arrangement that
could remain legitimate altogether without third-party activity.

Mid-century party scholars did not discover the two-party system, nor
were they suddenly converted to the two-party doctrine. As I have shown,
these were present in the study of political parties from the beginning. What
did happen at mid-century, however, was that the two-party system was repo-
sitioned in the field. No longer can scholars give this arrangement only pass-
ing mention, postpone it to the end of a chapter or monograph on parties, or
contrast it against the multiparty systems of Europe in a casual or matter-of-
fact way. They are compelled to represent it as a synonym for American
democracy. It had taken hold as a catchphrase. Surprisingly, given the ideo-
logical power of this association, the two-party system also proves to lend it-
self to the disciplinary transformation that occurred at this time: it fostered a
science of politics that wanted to look and sound like a positive science.
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Political Parties and the Science of Politics

In 1954 something momentous occurred in the career of the two-party system
as a catchphrase: the birth of Duverger’s Law.78 This proposition, that “the sim-
ple-majority single-ballot system favours the two-party system,” was formulated
by French sociologist Maurice Duverger in Political Parties, the study that he
wrote in order to shift the field of party scholarship from studying the “social
composition of parties,” and their “doctrines” to structural analysis of the “na-
ture of [party] organization,” and “their place in the state.”79 In the opening
pages of the second volume Duverger turned his attention to the subject mat-
ter that would make his name a household word (at least in the households of
American political scientists): the relationship between electoral systems and
“the number of parties.”80 Duverger proposed to study a contrast that was con-
sidered to be “of much less importance” than that between “the multi-party
and the single-party systems,” and that had understandably been “neglected”
by the field. This was the contrast between “the two-party and multi-party sys-
tems.”81 In the United States today, where we have grown accustomed to chart
significant differences in terms of the multiparty/two-party distinction, it is
surprising to learn that the multiparty/single-party distinction was once the
“commonplace” and that scholars once understood it to divide West from
East, democracy from totalitarianism. Moreover, it is ironic to read this claim
in the work of the theorist who is renowned for having focused so much at-
tention on the multiparty/two-party contrast.

Duverger’s Law was a momentous event in the career of the two-party
system as a catchphrase because it brought two-party systems into the fore-
front and it constituted the two-party system as a problem for political sci-
entists as scientists to explain. As V. O. Key skeptically observed in 1952, “the
‘causes’ of the dualism of the American party structure . . . ranks as a favorite
question for political speculation.”82 Duverger’s Law elevated this favorite
question in two ways. He focused attention on the role of electoral rules in
producing two-partyism as opposed to the more easily discredited (because
obviously chauvinist) political culture and national character. In so doing,
Duverger provided United States political scientists with an empirically
testable proposition on which to practice “normal science,” just as the disci-
pline—in the throes of the behavioral “revolution”—sought to establish it-
self as a proper (read positive) science.83

Duverger’s Law proved to be ideally suited to this enterprise not because
it was, as Duverger claimed, “a true sociological law.”84 The significance of
this proposition was, as William Riker would later put it, that it enabled
knowledge to be “accumulated” in the field of political science.85 It did not
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matter whether it was accurate, or even whether it qualified as a law (as op-
posed to a mere empirical observation). Duverger’s Law caught on in the
1950s because it was a scientific-sounding proposition; true or not, it was a
testable hypothesis that appealed to political scientists who aspired to prac-
tice their craft as positive scientists.

Even in its very name Duverger’s Law mimics positive science; it appears,
like an axiom of physics, to be called after the scientist who discovered it. In
fact, as William H. Riker has observed, Duverger did not originate the propo-
sition that bears his name. Since the 1880s politicians and scholars had main-
tained that single-member districting tended to produce two-party competi-
tion. Whereas the proposition that would be called Duverger’s Law was part of
the working knowledge of nineteenth-century English political practitioners,
they did not speak of it as an axiom.86 Riker emphasizes that it was not Du-
verger’s contribution to discover this proposition but to take up a “common-
place” and “assert it as a law.”87 We remember him because he “was the first to
dare to claim it was a law. The memorial honors, therefore, a trait of character
as much as a scientific breakthrough.”88 What Riker terms “character,” I would
call a turn of phrase, and add that the memorial testifies that it is not just what
we say but how we say it that has consequences for what we take to be real. In
short, Duverger’s achievement was discursive: he contributed a scientific-
sounding proposition to party scholars at a time when they aspired to practice
their craft as positive scientists, and thereby formed an object for that practice.

Duverger’s Law was as much an emblem of the movement to render the
study of politics a positive science as it was a substantive contribution to
knowledge about the dynamics of the two-party system. This is the central the-
sis of the remarkable 1982 essay by William H. Riker from which I have been
quoting, “The Two-Party System and Duverger’s Law: An Essay on the Histo-
ry of Political Science.” Riker wrote the essay in order to demonstrate that po-
litical science could indeed be practiced as Kuhn’s “normal science.”89 He
chronicles “a particular series of reformulations called Duverger’s law” with the

intention . . . to demonstrate that a history [of political science] does
exist. . . . I am not undertaking this demonstration out of chauvinism,
merely to claim for students of politics the name and privilege of sci-
entists, but rather to show that the accumulation of knowledge is pos-
sible even when dealing with such fragile and transitory phenomena as
political institutions. This is also why I deal with Duverger’s law, a not
very well accepted proposition dealing with institutions of only the last
two hundred years. If it is demonstrated that knowledge has accumu-
lated, even in this not yet satisfactorily formulated “law” about an
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ephemeral institution, then I will have demonstrated at least the possi-
bility of the accumulation of knowledge about politics.90

I quote Riker at length here because his work so beautifully illustrates the no-
tion of “party discipline” that frames this chapter. It is not that parties are the
sole focus of political science but rather that the two-party system has been
a highly charged object of inquiry, one that has assisted the project of disci-
pline formation in moments of crisis.

This is clear from the principal objective of Riker’s essay, which was not
to prove Duverger’s Law but to use it as a call to arms. In Riker’s hands the
history of Duverger’s Law becomes a parable for giving succor to those re-
searchers who, in “despair” of producing “scientific generalizations” about
politics, were in danger of succumbing to “the movement toward phenome-
nology and hermeneutics and other efforts to turn political science into a
belles-lettristic study.”91 A classic manifesto, it calls upon political scientists
to recognize themselves as participating in the “accumulation of knowledge
in the form of more or less verifiable propositions about the natural world”
and narrates the development of Duverger’s Law in such a way as to give
them reason to take up the call.92 With all due respect to Riker, it is no small
irony that a formal theorist (whose usual stock-in-trade is game theory and
regression analyses) would write a manifesto—an explicitly normative dec-
laration—on behalf of positive science; Riker took up the practice of what he
called “belles lettres, criticism, and philosophic speculation” in order to close
ranks against it.93 But there is more here than irony.

Duverger’s Law advanced the career of the two-party system as a catch-
phrase by taking what had been an object of speculation and making it an
object of scientific inquiry. Duverger could not make the two-party system
exist in fact, of course (despite his own belief that two-party systems were
grounded on “natural political dualism”).94 He did succeed, however, in
lending it credibility as a catchphrase—that is, something for everyone to
talk about and no one to really study—by causing it to exist in theory.

His work also reaffirmed the two-party doctrine. When Duverger’s Law is
stated, as it typically is, as an unqualified fact, it makes two-party competi-
tion a historically constant feature of the United States electoral system. This
puts two-party competition beyond politics, so that it seems to be both im-
pervious to political challenge and innocent of partisan content. It also rep-
resents third-party failure as inevitable by virtue of the “mechanical” ten-
dency for winner-take-all systems to overrepresent the majority party and
the corresponding “psychological” tendency of voters to “realize that their
votes are wasted if they continue to give them to the third party.”95
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The publication in 1957 of Anthony Downs’s Economic Theory of Democ-
racy had a similar effect that further bolstered the two-party system as a
catchphrase.96 Downs’s book, which he described “as a study of political ra-
tionality from an economic point of view,” took a very different approach to
the study of parties than Duverger’s. Nonetheless, it put forward a similar
picture of two-partyism as an extrapolitical tendency due not to the electoral
structure of winner-take-all but rather to “the logical structure of the voting
act.”97 Downs’s economic model proceeded from two assumptions. First, he
posited an instrumentally rational voter who casts a ballot “for the party he
believes will provide him with a higher utility income than any other party
during the coming election period.”98 Second, he stipulated that elections are
to be regarded “solely as means of selecting governments” and that rational
behavior with respect to voting is defined exclusively in terms of that end:

A rational voter first decides what party he believes will benefit him
most; then he tries to estimate whether this party has any chance of
winning. He does this because his vote should be expended as part of a
selection process, not as an expression of preference. Hence even if he
prefers party A, he is “wasting” his vote on A if it has no chance of win-
ning because very few other voters prefer it to B or C. The relevant
choice in this case is between B and C. Since a vote for A is not useful in
the actual process of selection, casting it is irrational.99

Downs further entrenched the two-party system by stripping it of historical
and cultural specificity. Not only did he claim to have identified “the logical
structure of the voting act” as if it were constant over time and place, he ex-
trapolated this logic from the conditions that governed voting in the mid-
twentieth century without acknowledging their specificity. Downs’s “econom-
ic logic” recast the tenet of immutability from a historical fact to a game
theoretic proposition. In turn, he could make the tenet of democratic progress
seem value-neutral; by establishing the “rationality” of major party voting,
Downs reaffirmed two-party voting as the index of progress toward an appar-
ently objective measure of superiority. Any citizen who accepted the premises
of “rational voting,” that voters are instrumentally rational and that elections
are means for selecting governments, would not bother voting for a third
party; likewise, any candidate who accepts those premises would never run on
a third-party ballot line.100 One could now single out the two-party system as
evidence of “political maturity” without risking the charge of chauvinism.

A centerpiece of Downs’s economic theory was an argument that had the
potential to undermine the very premise that voting is an instrumentally ra-
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tional act. This began from his observation that elections are costly for vot-
ers and parties alike. Downs argued that whereas citizens aim to spend their
ballot on the party that will best represent their interests, parties aim to win
control of government by expending as little capital (from campaign prom-
ises to money spent on publicity and turn out) as possible. In a perfect world
of cost-free information, these aims would not conflict. But the real world of
electoral politics is one “beclouded by uncertainty.”101 And a winner-take-all
system gives parties an incentive to turn uncertainty into electoral advantage.
By contrast to a proportional representation system, where parties stand to
gain by distinguishing themselves from each other because they do not need
to capture a majority, winner-take-all “forces both parties to be much less
than perfectly clear about what they stand for,” which raises the cost of in-
formation-gathering for the average voter.102 In short, there is a conflict be-
tween party rationality and voter rationality in a two-party system. In such
systems “rational behavior by political parties tends to discourage rational
behavior by voters.”103 Put differently, if the citizen’s objective is to maxi-
mize influence and minimize wasted expense, in a two-party system it is ir-
rational to vote at all.

Had Downs stopped there, he would have dropped a bombshell on the “cel-
ebratory tradition” that held democracy to be “unthinkable” without political
parties and lauded the two-party system for making “elections meaningful and
even exciting to millions of voters who know how to choose between a few al-
ternatives but not among a bewildering variety of men and platforms.”104 Even
his own project would be untenable. For if citizens vote in spite of the fact that
it is demonstrably inefficient and ineffective, then perhaps they cast their bal-
lots with something more than “utility income” in mind; perhaps elections are
something more than “means of selecting governments” and political ration-
ality does not lend itself to study from an “economic point of view” after all.
Downs recuperated the fundamental premise of his project by displacing the
irrationality of voting onto multiple-party systems, and onto third-party vot-
ing within a two-party system.

Downs argued that rational voting is much more complicated in a multi-
party system, where the governing coalition forms after the election, because
it depends on calculating how other voters are most likely to cast their bal-
lots, and on being able to predict how the governing coalition will take shape,
knowing which parties will most likely enter it and what they will be willing
to compromise to hold it together.105 Under such conditions, a vote for a
party is not a vote for a government. According to Downs’s model then,
which stipulated that elections should be understood as means of selecting
governments, rational voting is precluded by definition. Multiparty systems
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cannot guarantee accountability, responsiveness, and representation because
voters have no way to anticipate the coalition-building phase. We are left
with the two-party system as a fallback.

But within the two-party system, of course, the proportion of “wasted”
votes is much higher. How to recuperate its rationality? Downs’s solution
was to displace the charge of vote wasting onto third parties by emphasizing
that a vote for a third party candidate is an act of support for someone who
“has no chance of winning.” By this turn of argument, Downs both presup-
poses that the value of the vote derives exclusively from the competitiveness
of the candidate and forestalls the conclusion that it may be equally a waste
to cast a vote for a dominant-party candidate whenever that candidate is as-
sured of winning (which is often the case in today’s two-party system, with
its pronounced incumbency advantage) or represents “the lesser of two
evils,” as voters so often put it.

Downs leaves us with a theory of rational voting that is purely negative.
That is, rationality is assured not by what two-party voting accomplishes—
e.g., provide for popular sovereignty—but by what it does not do, which is
waste a vote. The bottom line is that voters in a two-party system can always
vote for a winning candidate, even if they cannot always cast a ballot for a
candidate who most nearly represents their views.

Downs’s “rational voting” principle was taken up and tested by behavioral-
ist political scientists just as Duverger’s Law had been. Like Duverger’s Law, it
proved to be more influential for the fact that it could be put into play as a fal-
sifiable hypothesis than for any substantive insight it could yield. And, as was
also the case with Duverger’s Law, the fact that rational voting existed only in
theory did nothing to diminish its powerful discursive effects. Thus, Downs
achieved for the wasted vote maxim what Duverger achieved for politicians’
intuitive appreciation of the strategic effects of electoral rules; his “rational vot-
ing” reformulated a commonplace notion as a legitimate hypothesis.

Together, Downs and Duverger offer new insights into the workings of
party discipline. Both represent the two-party system as a system—extrapoliti-
cal, ahistorical, and strategically constant. The effect of their work is to lend
credibility to that aspect of the behavioralist turn that called for a shift from his-
torical analysis and normative theory to abstract modeling. By answering the
call to produce testable generalizations about political behavior, they promot-
ed systematic thinking about politics at the expense of theoretically informed
historical inquiry. Both fund the empirical paradox of the two-party system by
constructing elaborate formulas that perpetuate the life of this construct in the-
ory—regardless whether it can be operationalized in empirical investigation.
Over the course of the twentieth century the catchphrase two-party system
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has emerged in United States political practice and scholarship as the pre-
dominant way of ordering and speaking about mass political consent—the
elusive, ephemeral, and risky form of human agency that is taken to distin-
guish this political system as a democratic system. Although we take it for
granted today, it was not a catchphrase prior to the turn of the century. It be-
came common currency only after the turn-of-the-century reforms that
brought parties, campaigns, voting, and elections within the compass of the
state, discouraged third parties, and stabilized two-party competition. At
mid-century the two-party system enjoyed a brief tenure in party scholarship
as a virtually sacred object. It allowed citizens to reassure themselves that
mass democracy would work, and political scientists to practice the methods
they hoped would unify the field. Few party scholars today would maintain
that the health of democracy depends either on the parties or on two-party
competition; interest groups have displaced political parties as the focal
point of both the discipline and the democratic process.

The two-party system retains its popular currency, nonetheless. This may
testify to the fact that behavioralist ways of speaking about politics have
proven to be more tenacious than behavioralist methods of studying it. As
Dolan has put it, the “jargon” of behavioralism—“a rhetoric in which partic-
ular political associations are treated as ‘systems’ with varying degrees of ‘sta-
bility’—has become firmly entrenched in the metaphysical language of jour-
nalists,” not to mention that of politicians and Supreme Court Justices.106

One purpose of this chapter has been to demonstrate the interplay between
political institutions and disciplinary knowledge formation. I have shown how
the academic study of politics helped at its outset to affirm the legitimacy of
political parties and confirm the two-party system as a touchstone for com-
mon sense. In turn, I have also demonstrated how the academic discipline of
politics was contingent, in part, upon the institutionalization of parties at the
turn of the century, which helped to provide the social stability that such a
modern academic discipline would require in order to practice a particular
kind of science. To be sure, political scientists did not invent the two-party sys-
tem. But, in taking it up as a catchphrase, they have helped to naturalize it as
an organizing frame for the way that United States citizens think about their
own democracy, and for the prescriptions they make to others.

As the institution that the Supreme Court could praise for—to borrow
from the Timmons ruling—bringing “stability” to elections and “integrity” to
ballots, the two-party system is both a catchphrase and a commonsense pa-
rameter of United States electoral politics. As such, it has had material effects
on the practice of political science and on the practice of democratic citizen-
ship. It has participated in defining what political scientists have at once con-
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tested and accepted as an object of knowledge and what journalists, politi-
cians, and voters in the United States take to be real constraints on elections.
As such, the two-party system can be said to have disciplined voting. It has
“given epistemic shape” to mass democratic agency by positing major party
voting as legitimate, rational, and calculable behavior and as a criticizable
phenomenon.107 At the same time, it has marginalized other forms of institu-
tionalized opposition (such as community organizing and protest) and other
forms of voting (such as fusion or stand-alone third party candidacies) by
rendering them inefficient, incomprehensible, or patently illegitimate.

The interconnection between state regulation of political parties and the
formation of political science as an autonomous field exemplifies the dis-
tinctively modern linkage between the organization of knowledge produc-
tion and the organization of social institutions. This is “discipline” as Michel
Foucault uses the term, a “positive” power that does not rely on a monopoly
over the legitimate uses of force.108 In contrast to corporal punishment or
statutory fines, prohibitionary forms of power that must emanate from a
sovereign in order to be legitimate, discipline is a process rather than an act
or injunction. It forms objects of knowledge, designates canons of relevance,
institutionalizes techniques and methods of investigation, and recognizes
those who may speak, know, and act with authority.109 This is to say that dis-
ciplinary power is productive. The division of academic fields of study is one
site for its production. Discipline in Foucault’s sense calls our attention to
the “continuity between the internal organization of knowledge production at
the level of academic disciplines and the institutional structure of society.”110

The two-party system has been an exceptionally potent transfer point be-
tween the organization of the academic study of politics and the social or-
ganization of mass political participation. The turn-of-the century ballot and
civil service reforms, which helped to precipitate two-party duopoly into
being, helped to stabilize electoral contests by frustrating third-party compe-
tition and suppressing the participation of those who chose third parties as
their vehicle. Reform at once stabilized the electoral system and rendered po-
litical behavior amenable to systematic analysis. For whereas the two-party
system was an effect of the regulation of parties by the state, that regulation
in turn provided some of the requisite conditions for the formation of polit-
ical science understood as a field in its own right. At its outset, then, politi-
cal science was a party discipline; the two-party system, though no inheri-
tance of the American founding, was intimately bound up with the founding
of a new scholarly regime.111

It should be clear that in calling political science a “party discipline” I do
not mean to suggest that the field has devoted itself exclusively to the study
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of parties, nor that it originated in order to do so. Party discipline, as I un-
derstand it, is on the one hand a complex of regulatory acts that tamed the
corrupt and competitive electoral system of the late nineteenth century and,
on the other hand, the field of knowledge whose formation was made possi-
ble by those acts of regulation. The institutionalization of parties at the turn
of the century supplied the routinization and control of political behavior
that the modern academic disciplines (especially the human sciences) re-
quire in order to produce “objective knowledge about agents.”112 It is to this
linkage between knowledge production and the productivity of power that I
mean to call attention when I call political science a “party discipline.”

To point to this interplay between knowledge and power is not to conflate
the two, as some have charged. Rather, it is to propose that if the modern aca-
demic disciplines (especially the human sciences) are to fulfill their promise to
produce generalizable propositions, they “require a level of social stability that
derives from institutions capable of providing the requisite controls.” Cultur-
al theorist John Mowitt puts it this way, “That we know has a great deal to do
with what we know, and this has everything to do with the general social func-
tion of power.”113 The two-party system, like the military, the hospital, the ed-
ucation system, and the law, forms bridges between social power and academ-
ic knowledge. Like each of these, it orders human behavior so as to render it
amenable to such characteristically modern forms of analysis as statistics and
quantitative analysis. As such, it is what Mowitt calls a “regulative fiction.”114

This is neither to say that it is a chimera nor that it somehow defrauds citizens
of their capacity to act. Rather, it is an academic construct with material effects.
Conjoining the organization of academic knowledge production to the order-
ing of mass society, it “really works to orient research within a particular field
[that] may actually lead to [practical political] interventions.”115

Many third-party scholars, proponents of proportional representation,
and third-party advocates emphasize the institutional obstacles to third-
party organizing. I emphasize how this catchphrase is an obstacle, too, not to
deny the importance of other institutional factors but rather to underscore
how the very terms in which we have come to speak about this system ren-
der us less likely to question it. As a catchphrase the two-party system is both
an organizing frame for the practice of political analysis and a commonsense
parameter of United States electoral politics. It has powerful normative ef-
fects on what the citizens of this polity imagine to be possible. Specifically, it
leaves neither room nor need for third-party activity. As I will explore in the
next chapter, it not only writes fusion out of the narrative of United States
party history but also renders its strategic advantages inconceivable.
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The history of democratic government is virtually synonymous with the history

of parties. When the countries of eastern Europe gained their freedom a few years

ago, one of their first steps toward democracy was the legalization of parties.

When the US was founded two centuries ago, the formation of parties was also a

first step toward the erection of its democracy. In case after case, democracies have

found that they cannot do without parties and for the simplest of reasons: it is the

competition between parties that gives popular majorities a chance to determine how

they will be governed.

—Thomas E. Patterson, The American Democracy (emphasis added)

The alternating of power and influence between the two major parties is one of

the most important elements in American politics. Party competition is the bat-

tle between Democrats and Republicans for the control of public offices. Without

this competition there would be no choice, and without choice there would be

no democracy.

—George C. Edwards II, Martin P. Wattenberg, and Robert L. Lineberry,

Government in America (emphasis added)

We often refer to the United States as a nation with a “two-party system.” By this

we mean that in the United States the Democratic and Republican parties compete

for office and power. Most Americans believe that party competition contributes to

the health of the democratic process. Certainly, we are more than just a bit suspi-

cious of those nations that claim to be ruled by their people but do not tolerate

the existence of opposing parties.

—Theodore J. Lowi and Benjamin Ginsberg, American Government:

Freedom and Power (emphasis added)

Although we have been focusing on major parties, we must not lose sight of all the

exotic third parties in American history: abolitionists, populists, antiliquor, Bull

Moose, Communist, the Citizens’ Party of 1980, and John Anderson’s

Independent party. Third parties are described by some scholars as “a response to

major party failure,” but the crucial aspect about third parties is how often they

charge into the national political arena and how they never win.

—James MacGregor Burns, J. W. Peltason, and Thomas E. Cronin,

Government by the People (emphasis added)

Chapter 4

The Two-Party System and the Ideology of Process



Imagine a politico from the 1890s—let’s call him Ignatius—enrolling in a
1990s “Introduction to American Government” class. Ignatius would be the
kind of student that every teacher hopes for, one who reads the newspaper,
works on election campaigns, and likes to talk about politics. When the class
reached its week on political parties, it would have surprised Ignatius to see
such praise for the two-party system. To begin with, the very currency of this
phrase would have sounded odd because, as we have seen, in Ignatius’s time
the two-party system was not yet the obligatory term of reference that it is
today. It would be stranger still to see two-partyism affirmed as a “tradition-
ally” American pattern1 and have it dated to the “rivalry . . . between Thomas
Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton.”2 Strangest of all would be the confident
assumption that democracy is the purpose and direction of the American ex-
periment, and that competition “between the two major parties” is what
keeps this experiment on course.3 No respectable party analyst of the late
nineteenth century would have so happily labeled the United States of Amer-
ica a democracy, nor accepted party competition as contributing to its
“health.”4 To praise the “formation of parties [as] a first step toward the
erection of democracy”—that would have been unheard of.5

Albert Stickney, a turn-of-the-century journalist and party critic, exempli-
fies the distance between party scholarship then and now. Stickney main-
tained that parties had no part in any of the founding moments of the Amer-
ican republic: “We went through the war of the Revolution without parties.
Some men were royalists, others were rebels; but there were no organizations
that could be called parties.”6 As Stickney saw it, parties played no role in
forming the Constitution, contributed nothing to the “great work” of organ-
izing a government, and took no part in building up a treasury; it “was, in fact,
almost entirely due to the absence of parties and party contests that men, in
the thirty years from 1770 to 1800, were able to carry out any one of the points
of policy . . . [that were] necessary to accomplish the freedom of the colonies
and the formation of the new national government.7 Stickney even went so far
as to doubt whether the nation “would ever have had an existence” had par-
ties come into being “within the first twelve years of our national history.”8

Stickney’s claims are debatable. The groups he cites might with good rea-
son be called precursors to parties, if not parties proper. And this is precise-
ly my point: Albert Stickney (and others) represented party politics differ-
ently than contemporary textbooks do. Whereas textbook authors today go
out of their way to mention an inherent national propensity for a two-party
system, the leading voices of Ignatius’s time were equally adamant that the
institution had no constitutional warrant. Coming from a time when the
dominant parties had yet to establish their monopoly on electoral power,
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and when textbooks had yet to applaud them, an Ignatius would see some-
thing in today’s party textbooks that a contemporary reader would be
primed to overlook: textbook histories lend two-party politics an original
status and timeless permanence by glossing over the partisan struggles that
brought this arrangement into being.

This chapter continues my analysis of the two-party system as a catch-
phrase, this time shifting from its empirical effects on what we take to be real
to its normative effects on what we imagine to be possible. I contend that when
introductory and even advanced-level political science texts depict two-party
competition as a motor of democracy, they write third political parties out of
its history. They also script the two-party system into a narrative of advance-
ment over time that imputes to United States party history what sociologist
William H. Sewell has called a “teleological temporality,” a sense of time as lin-
ear, moving ineluctably forward toward an outcome that was “foreordained by
the necessity built into [an arrangement] from the moment of its creation.”9

To be sure, such linear, progressive views of the United States party system
have their critics among leading party scholars. William Nisbet Chambers
identifies the “notion of continuity” as a “simplistic account,” one characteris-
tic of “an older historiography” to which “no reputable student” subscribes
today.10 Theodore Lowi has emphasized the break that occurred in party his-
tory around 1840, once the party system was institutionalized. He contends
that institutionalization “was accompanied by a change in the direction of party
function from liberal to conservative, from innovation to consolidation, or from
[promoting] change to a resistance to change.”11

Lowi’s argument refutes the belief that the parties are democratic entre-
preneurs, together with the sense of time as continuous forward movement.
Party scholars have even accepted it as a “general hypothesis.”12 Nonetheless,
as the passages I cited at the outset of this chapter attest, there remains in cir-
culation what Chambers would call a “simplistic” and outdated view that
connects political parties to democratic progress. Chambers has remarked
that “older conceptualizations die hard, particularly in the popular mind.”13

I would add that they die hard in the judicial mind—as evidenced by the
Timmons decision—and even in the minds of political scientists as well.

How better to debunk the myth of parties as agents of progress than to tell
the story of the maneuvers by which third political parties were forced out of
the United States electoral system? That story, because it features a break in
the history of the party system, helps to make the case against continuity.
Even such critics as Chambers and Lowi fail to do so. In fact, Lowi effective-
ly scripts this episode out of his account of the parties’ conservative turn by
dating that shift to 1840. There are many scholars who would consider the
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turn of the century to be an equally significant breaking-point for the Unit-
ed States party system and who would count the forced extinction of third
political parties as a contributing factor to its growing conservatism. For ex-
ample, political historian Alex Keyssar, who makes a point of emphasizing
that neither of the two major parties has “an unblemished record of em-
bracing democratic principles,” singles out the late nineteenth century as a
time when the two collaborated to reduce turn out by passing “laws designed
to keep citizens from the polls and to prevent popular dissident parties from
effectively contesting elections.”14 Scholars who gloss over these antidemoc-
ratic initiatives miss an opportunity to dismantle an outmoded historiogra-
phy; they even help to perpetuate a “simplistic” faith in the permanence of
the two-party system as we know it, together with the corroborating fiction
of inevitable third-party failure.

Such beliefs, and the teleological temporalities that underlie them, are not
just outmoded; they also have normative effects. Lawrence Goodwyn has ar-
gued that they are critical to forming the culture of resignation on which in-
dustrial democracies depend to persuade their populations “to define all
conceivable political activity within the limits of existing custom.”15 By fos-
tering an inchoate sense of advancement, teleology produces a “condescen-
sion toward the past” that discredits the expansive democratic vision of
movements like the Populists.16 It also casts suspicion on protest movements
in the present.

I contend that textbook accounts that write third political parties out of
party history have participated centrally in producing this culture of resig-
nation. Textbook histories that represent democracy as the truth of this elec-
toral system and celebrate two-party competition as its motor force have
limited what United States citizens expect from electoral democracy. They
make third-party failure seem inevitable, and such oppositional strategies as
fusion inconceivable. Whereas chapter 3 focused principally on what schol-
ars have said about the two-party system, this one takes on the more difficult
task of analyzing what they have failed to say about third political parties. My
assumption is that textbooks generate resignation as much by the episodes
they leave out as by those they choose to celebrate.

Textbook Time

How should we interpret the fact that today’s textbooks omit most of what
an Ignatius would count as the most controversial battles of his time—ballot
reform, voter registration, and even fusion? Any textbook publisher would
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explain that there is no great scandal in this, especially where fusion is con-
cerned. A short-lived, regionally specific practice that has been out of use for
more than one hundred years, it is hardly textbook worthy. Moreover, as fu-
sion ended with the party ticket system, it could only seem obscure to a voter
who knew no other instrument than the Australian ballot. There is very lit-
tle to be gained by making it accessible. Except in New York, there is no prac-
tical context for a twentieth-century citizen to put it to use. Fusion was not
written out of party history; on the contrary, it was appropriately forgotten.

Such arguments are irrefutable on one level. Esoteric historical episodes
have no place in the American government textbook of today, which has de-
veloped elaborate strategies for efficient information delivery. Fifty years ago
even introductory textbooks were dense with copy; shaped like books, they
relied on little more than an occasional political cartoon to break up the
page. Now they are like magazines. Designed to appeal to students who are
not readers in their spare time but internet surfers and television watchers,
the contemporary textbook does more with pictures than it does with words.
Publishers rely on full-color photos, charts, graphs, and trivia quizzes—all
gimmicks to keep a student moving from one page to the next (when it is as-
sumed that the force of prose alone will not do). Historical narration loses
the most by this format. Relegated to sidebars as supplementary to the facts
at hand, it is at most optional reading.

If introductory-level textbooks can be forgiven for forgetting fusion, why
is it that even advanced-level party textbooks and specialized studies of third
parties fail to feature it in much detail? As for the story of the struggle by
which it was outlawed, Peter H. Argersinger has remarked that party schol-
ars have not regarded it as a struggle at all but as one among many “struc-
tural modifications [that are] essentially apolitical or nonpartisan.”17 A lead-
ing work on third parties mentions fusion only in passing as a Populist
strategy that created strife within that party.18 Another specialized third-
party study relegates fusion to a footnote, calling it—accurately but parsi-
moniously—a nominating strategy that gives third parties “a role, but a pe-
culiarly auxiliary one” in influencing a major party’s choice of candidate.19

An analyst of voter turn out mentions fusion as a local strategy, limited to
“certain states and certain elections,” whose prohibition had little effect on
the definitive trends of the twentieth-century electoral system.20 An influen-
tial advanced-level party textbook dismisses fusion as a “classic instance” of
“quirks in local election laws” that give third parties an electoral foothold
unwarranted by their own numbers.21

Of the various political scientists who analyze third-party politics today,
only Daniel Mazmanian takes care to explain how fusion enables third par-
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ties to beat the “wasted vote” maxim and to detail its mechanics and con-
temporary use. But even he does not mention its history. And in choosing to
refer to fusion as the “modified two-party system,” Mazmanian represents
the strategy within the terms of the very system that it once challenged.22

My concern is with the normative effects of such omissions. Would
scholars be so certain about the insignificance of fusion, and the irrelevance
of third parties generally, if it were not for the two-party system? As a catch-
phrase this construct helps party scholars determine what counts as rele-
vant and important, just as it helps journalists determine what is newswor-
thy. It is not that the fusion story was suppressed (that would make it a
hidden or covert event and suggest the presence of a conspiracy or cover-
up); authors simply judged it inconsequential. This was no conspiracy, only
a lapse of historical imagination. But it was a telling lapse, for it would have
taken a narrative exertion to make fusion interesting. Fusion’s import is
simply inconceivable to any scholar who takes the two-party system for
granted as a fact of United States politics, a sign of progress toward democ-
racy. The fusion story both contravenes textbook narratives of party histo-
ry and debunks what Thomas Kuhn has called their “unhistorical stereo-
type” of time.23

Although he is better known for the concepts paradigm, scientific revolu-
tion, and incommensurability, concepts establishing that facts follow from
theories and cannot be used to test them, Thomas Kuhn deserves renown as
an astute critic of the conventions of textbook writing. Specifically, Kuhn up-
braided physics textbooks for representing the history of science teleologi-
cally, as a process of “development-by-accumulation.”24 Kuhn argued that
this misrepresents how knowledge advances, which is not by accumulation
but discontinuously. He argued that the history of science is punctuated by
the scientific revolutions (or paradigm shifts) that interrupt the course of re-
search in a field to redefine its “legitimate problems and methods.”25 Kuhn
emphasized that these revolutions make so complete a break with what pre-
ceded them that it is as if “the proponents of competing paradigms practice
their trades in different worlds.”26 Textbooks gloss over these disjunctures.
They represent “the scientists of earlier ages . . . as having worked upon the
same set of fixed problems and in accordance with the same set of fixed
canons that the most recent revolution in scientific theory and method has
made seem scientific,” thereby inscribing the norms of the present into the
very “technical structure of the text.”27 For this mode of representation,
which effectively writes the history of a discipline “backward” to fix and val-
idate the present, Kuhn called them “pedagogic vehicles for the perpetuation
of normal science.”28
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Kuhn’s observations hold just as true for textbooks in political science as
they do for those in physics. The introductory American government text-
book writes party history backward whenever it calls “the two-party system”
original, accepts it as inevitable, or celebrates it as state-of-the-art technolo-
gy for mass democracy. Such representations are pedagogical vehicles for
perpetuating what we might call normal citizenship. This is not to say that
textbooks aim to brainwash the public, to produce “docile” voters who carry
on the party identifications of their parents. On the contrary, today’s intro-
ductory textbook presents a wide range of political activity as legitimate,
from peaceful protest, to letter writing, to lobbying, to campaign contribu-
tions. At the same time, however, texts present the history of the ballot and
party system as if it had been uneventful. By failing to hand down the story
of fusion (and other alternative practices such as proportional representation
and cumulative voting), they help to socialize students into the practice of
citizenship according to the reigning paradigm, which holds the two-party
system to be unbeatable (if not altogether desirable) and guarantees that a
third-party ballot is a ballot wasted.

To accept this paradigm is, in Kuhn’s terms, to perpetuate an “unhistori-
cal stereotype” that writes the breaks, or events, out of party history. I use the
term event here in the sense that some historians, sociologists, and anthro-
pologists have defined it, as a rare occurrence, an act or incident that alters
the “going order of things.”29 To speak of an event is never simply to claim
that “something happened.” It is also to assert a counterfactual judgment
about a phenomenon; it is to affirm that had this “x” not occurred, a now es-
tablished pattern of relationships could or would have been otherwise. Al-
though an event can be regarded empirically as an occurrence, it is not re-
ducible to an empirical register because eventfulness turns not only on what
happens but also on the significance that attaches (or fails to attach) to it in
a particular historical context.

For this reason Marshall Sahlins has argued that a judgment regarding
eventfulness is both empirical and “anthropological.”30 Recognizing an event
involves, besides discerning the facts of the matter, “a work of cultural signi-
fication” to interpret an incident as meaningful and consequential in a his-
torically and culturally specific context.31 The capacity to interpret “a ‘some-
thing-happened’ as an event, as well as [to identify] its specific historic
consequences, must depend on the structure in place”32 That is, judgments
about eventfulness are inevitably guided by notions of salience that take their
measure from the present. Consequently, it is possible that what one gener-
ation considered an event may be altogether overlooked by another. Un-
eventfulness, then, is not an intrinsic property of the past but an interpretive
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effect that carries normative consequences. Those incidents we write off as
uneventful, even more than those we memorialize as events, foster resigna-
tion toward the present.

I find the concept uneventfulness useful because it helps me explain what
I mean by asserting that fusion has been written out of party histories. Con-
sider: when the contemporary textbook narrates the history of political par-
ties in the United States in terms of the development of the two-party sys-
tem, it is telling a story that renders fusion a nonevent. Granted, it is difficult
to see fusion bans as altering an electoral paradigm if we imagine the state-
sponsored ballot and single-party nominations to have been with us from
the start. It is more difficult still if we accept third-party failure as a foregone
conclusion. In short, if we treat today’s two-party system as “simply or nec-
essarily the continuation of a given historical trajectory,” then it will be dif-
ficult to conceive antifusion law as anything worth noting: it made a trivial
contribution to something that would have occurred anyway.33

It should be evident from the arguments of previous chapters that judg-
ments that fusion was insignificant, quaint, and bizarre are effects of what
the electoral “structure in place” today counts as eventful. Fusion did make
a difference within the highly decentralized state structure of the nineteenth
century; consequently, from the vantage point of players within that regime,
its prohibition was eventful. There were regions of this country where elec-
toral fusions figured centrally in party strategy. Dominant parties maneu-
vered their ballots to capitalize on third-party constituencies. Third parties,
in turn, timed their nominating conventions to gain maximal independence
from, and leverage over, the dominant parties. Certainly, the fusion bans
themselves did not cause two-party duopoly, nor were they solely responsi-
ble for the precipitous decline in the numbers of significant third parties that
have featured in twentieth-century electoral politics. Nonetheless, banning
the practice extended state regulation into a previously lawless domain of
competition and strategy. Its prohibition was consequential for the turn-of-
the-century augmentation of state capacity and hence eventful in a way that
is difficult to discern if we take state regulation of parties for granted, narrate
party history as the history of the two-party system, and assume that third-
party efforts are bound to fail.

My point is that uneventful historical narration has helped to reproduce
the two-party system as a catchphrase and has thereby promoted resignation
to the present limits of electoral democracy. This begs a further question:
what explains scholars’ practice of uneventful narration? Are we to assume
that they are inherently predisposed toward the status quo? Not exactly. I
contend that uneventful narration is a practice of American exceptionalism.
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I turn now to explicate that ideology and to explore its history and relation-
ship to American political science.

American exceptionalism connotes a patriotism that no proper scientist
would own up to. Herbert Croly once described it as the national myth that
figures America “in the imagination of its citizens as the Land of Promise”—
a place where time brings material and moral advancement.34 At once self-
congratulatory and normative, exceptionalism assigns United States institu-
tions a “vanguard role in world history.”35 It is, as Dorothy Ross has aptly
described it, a “world of mirrors in which the generic and the American, the
ideal and the real, come together.”36 Notwithstanding protests to the con-
trary, Ross maintains that it is also the “national ideology” to which “Amer-
ican social science owes its distinctive character.”37 Ross argues that, from
their beginnings as academic disciplines in the 1850s, politics, economics,
and law have “consistently constructed models of the world that embody the
values and follow the logic of . . . exceptionalism.”38

Does Ross charge that social science, since its inception, has rallied to
promote the ideals and institutions of American liberal democracy? This
would be the case if exceptionalism were a simple formula from which to de-
rive political certainties. Ross corrects this stereotype of exceptionalism, to-
gether with the stereotype of social science that follows from it. She empha-
sizes that exceptionalism has been contested over time, and that, far from
promoting complacency toward all things American, it hosted a “continuing
quarrel with history,” one in which “liberal market values” contended
against “Protestant and republican ambivalence toward capitalist develop-
ment and historical change.”39 As Ross tells the story, America’s “promise”
was not the founding premise of exceptionalism but its central problem.

I contend that eventfulness figured centrally in resolving this problem.
The very notion of an event, of an occurrence that would alter the order of
things, conflicted profoundly with the early exceptionalists’ belief in Ameri-
can perfection. In its first iteration, in the early nineteenth century, excep-
tionalism was teleological and profoundly unhistorical. The early exception-
alists prided themselves on inhabiting a nation without the class conflict,
violence, and the social strife that was the motor force of change in the Old
World. Believing that America stood “at the westernmost culmination of Eu-
ropean history,” they envisioned America’s progress in static terms as “a
quantitative multiplication and elaboration of its founding institutions, not
a process of qualitative change.”40

The nineteenth century brought democratization, civil war, emancipa-
tion, industrialization, and urbanization, undeniably qualitative changes
that marked the irruption of eventfulness into exceptionalist time. This pre-
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sented twentieth-century social scientists with a challenge: how to reconcile
these events with the nation’s faith in “the promise of American life”? They
had not only to contend with the violent departure from America’s agrarian
republican beginnings but also with the rupture of that unhistorical sense of
time that had imagined progress happening without change. Scholars need-
ed to come to terms at once with these particular events and with eventful-
ness itself as the possibility of qualitative change. Social scientists met this
challenge with two revisions of exceptionalist doctrine, producing an excep-
tionalism of progress at the turn of the century and an exceptionalism of
process in the wake of World War I. Both of these, in different ways, evaded
the challenge of the event.

Progress exceptionalism simply hitched itself “to the great engines of
modern progress: the capitalist market, social diversification, democracy,
and scientific knowledge.”41 The idea, according to Herbert Croly, who was
one of its architects, was to recognize that the American “national Promise”
was not “an inexorable national destiny” but a political responsibility to be
undertaken as “a conscious national purpose.”42 Realizing this purpose
called for active participation from citizens as well as from political scientists,
who were to shift from normative prescriptions about the proper founda-
tions of politics to empirical analysis of institutions as history made them.
This was “historical realism”; it brought “the study of political parties, ad-
ministration, and city government, the black sheep of American politics,”
within the compass of the discipline.43 Historical realism was evidence of a
break from the early exceptionalists, who had feared change, to a liberal his-
toricism that saw time as a “progressive historical force.”44 By contrast to
their predecessors, these Progressive-era revisionists welcomed eventfulness
insofar as they welcomed change. Nonetheless, they domesticated the event
by scripting change as progress. Theirs was a first formula for writing histo-
ry according to the “unhistorical stereotype” that appropriates the past to
justify the present.

Progress exceptionalism did not last long. The First World War demon-
strated how easily the “great engines” of modernity could be put to use in
mechanized warfare and how popular democracy could betray the promise
of reasoned self-government. This prompted a second revision of exception-
alism whereby the liberal humanist orientation toward progress ceded to a
scientistic orientation toward “natural process.”45 This was a radical revision.
Whereas progress exceptionalism had conceived of history as a succession of
events to which human intentions and meanings are significant (if not de-
terminative), process exceptionalism rendered history as flow, “a process of
continuous, qualitative change, moved and ordered by forces that lay within
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itself.”46 The idea was that history could now be studied like nature, “as a se-
ries of ordered changes working toward some result.”47 That result was no
longer, as progress exceptionalists like Croly had defined it, a “conscious na-
tional purpose”; it was merely the outcome of anonymous, contingent
processes. The beauty of process exceptionalism (at least for social scientists
who were increasingly committed to value neutrality) was that it affirmed
humans’ capacity to study order in history but let them off the hook for orig-
inating it. Events and eventfulness have no place in the conception of
process; it imagines time as a continuum and scripts change as a moment in
a sequence.48

Progress and process exceptionalism help to illuminate the cultural con-
text within which American government textbooks are written and to ex-
plain how third political parties are written out of them. If, as Ross argues,
social scientists have constructed models of the world that embody the val-
ues and historical logic of American exceptionalism, then I contend that, for
political scientists, “the two-party system” has been one such model. Russell
Hanson has made a similar claim. Invoking progress exceptionalism, he ob-
serves that party scholars plot the story of political parties as a “history of the
advance of democracy in America.”49 Hanson’s observation holds true for
mid-century party scholarship, and for many introductory-level textbooks.
As I have noted, however, more recent party scholarship eschews progress,
denouncing “our party system today [as] a laggard in political development
on both the national and state levels.”50 Even though party scholars have
long ceased to regard the major parties as agents of progress, I contend that
contemporary party scholarship persists in an exceptionalist frame by virtue
of their attachment to process—an ideologically charged notion that is all the
more powerful by virtue of seeming not to be one.

Taking instruction from Ross’s nuanced treatment of exceptionalism as
a site of contest over the meaning of progress, I demonstrate how party
scholarship became a terrain on which the contending republican and lib-
eral versions of American national identity did battle. Contests over the le-
gitimacy and proper place of political parties were caught up in struggles
to reconcile the faith in America’s unique destiny with the fact of its de-
parture from the political, economic, and social conditions that were to
have guaranteed it. They were also caught up in the battles between histor-
ical and scientistic conceptions of social science. Third political parties
took a beating in these disputes. Once held up as a corrective to the dom-
inant parties’ tendencies toward corruption, by mid-century they would be
repositioned on the one hand as simply ineffectual and on the other hand
as potentially threatening.
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For the remainder of this chapter I set changing twentieth-century repre-
sentations of political parties in the context of the disputes about the limits
and possibilities of popular government that were so central to defining both
American national identity and the scope and methods of American politi-
cal science. My main concern is to show that representations of third parties
have changed over time with changes in beliefs about what made American
popular government unique, what it should achieve, and how political sci-
entists—as scientists—could best study it. Scholars have not always regarded
third parties as they do today, as “exotic” failures51 that have “an uncanny
ability to divert our attention from the routines of America electoral poli-
tics.”52 This view is an effect of the exceptionalist turn to process, which not
only shunted third parties to the margins of political science as a discipline
but linked “the two-party system” to a truncated conception of democracy.

Progress Exceptionalism and Responsible
Popular Government

Third political parties figured centrally in the early Progressives’ vision of
American democracy. Breaking with what Herbert Croly pointedly termed
the “formulas consecrated in the sacred American writings,” these scholars
proposed a new vision that joined a republican concern for public interests
with a democratic ideal of popular self-determination.53 This was “responsi-
ble popular government,” which Frank J. Goodnow described as “a system
of government in which decisions as to political conduct are the result of the
conscious deliberations of the people.”54 In place of a system of checks and
balances that was “calculated to thwart the popular will,” responsible popu-
lar government called for citizen action to be paired with political central-
ization.55 Citizens would “stand and vote together for what they think is
paramount.”56 That vote would empower the state to take “any action,
which, in the opinion of a decisive majority of the people, is demanded by
the public welfare.”57

Political parties complemented this new, popular vision of republican
government in ways that they could not complement the elite republicanism
of the founders. Following the work of Henry Jones Ford, the early Progres-
sives recognized “party organization” as an “extra-constitutional means”
that filled a void in a republican architecture of the founding.58 The founders
had made no provision for linking the people to its representatives and had
even sought to thwart the formation and expression of public purposes. Fol-
lowing Ford, Frank J. Goodnow sought emphatically to legitimate the party
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system, which he described as an “extra-legal” institution that has “come to
supplement—we must say indeed to amend—the Constitution.”59 Whereas
Ford and Goodnow were correct in emphasizing the need for party organi-
zation, the party machines and party bosses could hardly be praised for their
responsiveness to popular demand. This was where third political parties
would come in. Their role in “responsible popular government” was to act
as watchdogs over the party machines. When bosses used the dominant par-
ties to put their own interests ahead of the public good, third parties could
right their course by “enabling a considerable body of political opinion to
find rational expression at the ballot-box.”60

James Albert Woodburn, whose prominent party textbook was first pub-
lished in 1903, made a forceful distinction between the dominant party ma-
chines and “third party agitations” which he praised as “positive and aggres-
sive forces” that could reassure citizens “that party history, after all, is not
entirely machine made.”61 Woodburn not only praises third parties for
“doing a great service in enabling voters to stand up for their opinions,” he
actually denounces as “absurd” and “illogical” the “idea that men must vote
with one of the two parties”:

It leads citizens to vote for men whom they do not trust, and to sub-
scribe to principles in which they do not believe. It is often an obstacle
to healthy political education and development. It tends to induce men
to subordinate their real convictions for the mere idle purpose of ral-
lying under a traditional party name to carry an election. . . . to go with
a party which the voter thinks is fundamentally wrong or is headed en-
tirely in the wrong direction, merely because the other party is worse,
is not calculated to make for wholesome politics or for the ultimate
benefit of the country.62

Although Woodburn expressed it with uncommon eloquence, the belief that
responsible popular government rested not on “the two parties” but on third
parties was not an uncommon position at the time.

In this, and in many other respects, the Progressives’ perspective on third
political parties stands in stark contrast to that of the present. For example,
if political analysts today caution citizens that third parties promise more
than the two-party system will permit them to deliver, Progressive-era ana-
lysts warned that “the significance and effectiveness of the third party move-
ments is underestimated by the casual observer.”63 Leading party scholar and
reformer Charles E. Merriam credited such parties with having scored “no-
table” electoral victories: “From 1896 to 1916 there were chosen by the minor
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parties some six Governors, 116 Senators and Representatives; and 1,761
members of the various state legislatures. In addition to this many members
of city and county and town officials were elected by the independent or
minor groups.”64 He also praised them as “advance guards of new issues,”
singling out the Free Soilers for playing “a very important, some would say
the major role in the slavery struggle,” the Greenbackers and Populists for
advancing currency reform, and the Progressive party for fostering gains to-
ward women’s suffrage and “various issues of social and industrial justice,
notably that of child labor.”65 Even E. M. Sait, though an early enthusiast for
the two-party doctrine, could agree that the “potential usefulness” of third
political parties was not open to dispute.66

Actually, Sait went farther than endorsing the instrumental value of third
parties. He suggested that the dominant parties depended for their very le-
gitimacy on a symbiotic relationship to minor party insurgencies because,
without them, the established parties tend to fall behind the times. For ex-
ample, Sait observed that the dominant parties had “aroused much critical
comment” by their silence “on the highly controversial subjects of prohibi-
tion and woman suffrage” and that “such momentous changes as were em-
bodied in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Amendments . . . [took] place
without [their] intervention.”67 He argued that minor parties, acting as
strategic adjuncts to the dominant parties, could quiet those criticisms.
Whereas the major parties would choose their issues “as a merchant replen-
ishes his stock,” sticking with the policies that are a proven sell with the vot-
ers, they would rely on third-party movements would test market new ideas,
moving the major parties forward when they found a good one.68

Renowned party critic Moisei Ostrogorski put the failure of the major
parties even more forcefully. In a sarcastic aside to those who thought it a
virtue to model the American system after the “two great parties” of Britain,
he remarked, “There seems to be no inkling that the great parties are like the
proverbial Roland’s mare, which possessed every good quality, but had the
misfortune to be dead.”69 What had killed the major parties was what Os-
trogorski called “political formalism.”70 A tendency of the dominant parties
in a two-party system, formalism occurs when parties become “stereotyped”
organizations, digging their heels into outworn “political principles and
ideas” for fear of losing their base.71 Ostrogorski argued that it was thanks
only to the interventions of those third parties—at least those that managed
to tap into a suppressed issue cleavage of genuine import—that the dominant
parties were ever forced to bring their “endless prevarications” to a halt.72

It is interesting that Ostrogorski is infamous today for advocating the
abolition of parties, because that was not the thrust of his argument.73 He did
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call for reforms such as proportional representation that would make it eas-
ier for third parties to do their work. In the broader context of his argument,
this was opposition not to parties generally but to electoral duopoly in par-
ticular. David R. Mayhew has observed that Ostrogorski’s reputation as a
party critic is undeserved, testifying to the “American political science com-
munity’s firmly held belief that American parties somehow or other must be
functional.”74 It also highlights the tendency of that community to conflate
parties, the two-party system, and democracy.

What stands out in the work of scholars such as Merriam, Sait, and Os-
trogorski is their insistence that two-party competition is structurally flawed.
None could imagine the major parties achieving popular government as “ra-
tional” government without the periodic intervention of third parties.75 They
understood third-party insurgencies to be integral not only to the smooth
functioning of the two-party structure but also to its legitimacy. And they ac-
knowledged fusion as a third-party strategy. Charles Merriam noted that
many third-party victories were secured by means “of various types of fu-
sions between independents and regulars.”76 James Bryce explained that the
strategy gave third parties a means to influence the major parties’ choice of
nominees, observing that it “helps to keep a minor party going, and gives to
its vote a practical result otherwise unattainable.”77 It is noteworthy that
Merriam and Bryce treat fusion as a simple matter of fact. Although its exis-
tence neither excited nor worried them, its absence might well have. Where-
as Bryce wrote in advance of the assault on fusion, Merriam wrote directly in
its wake, too soon to see the consequences antifusion legislation would have
for the kinds of third parties he admired. They might well have counted an-
tifusion legislation as an event, had they anticipated its impact.

These scholars offer an alternative vantage point on our own time. They
did not take it for granted that third parties waste votes and they emphati-
cally did not consider the two-party system to be sufficient guarantee of
competitive elections, nor of responsible popular government. Consequent-
ly, they might well regard the absence of third parties in our time as a setback
to democracy rather than an advance.

Process Exceptionalism and Process Democracy

In the post–New Deal, post-WWII period scholars’ expectations for democ-
racy changed, as did their expectations about the role of political parties in
producing it. E. E. Schattschneider, in 1942, published Party Government, a
classic work “devoted to the thesis that the political parties created democ-
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racy and that modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of the par-
ties.”78 As Schattschneider tells it, political parties single-handedly piloted
the nation into modernity. They were “political entrepreneurs” that “got the
law of the franchise liberalized,” “presid[ed] over the transformation of the
government of the United States from a small experiment in republicanism
to the most powerful regime on earth,” and made it “vastly more liberal and
democratic than it was in 1789.”79 Robert MacIver echoed that “where par-
ties flourish we have in effect passed from a pre-democratic mode of repre-
sentative government to a genuinely democratic one.”80 Even Ranney and
Kendall emphasize that party development promoted the development of
democracy in the nation and in the party organization at once. They describe
each step in party development as a step “toward democracy and away from
absolutism,” “each subsequent step toward democracy . . . result[ing] in . . .
a corresponding change in party organization.”81

These passages construct a blatantly teleological model of party history
that imagines time moving forward toward emancipation and casts parties as
its agents. This was the height of exceptionalism as an ideology that cele-
brated the idiosyncratically American two-party system as a generically dem-
ocratic form. As such, it makes a remarkable change from the disposition of
Progressive-era scholars, who had so much to say about the structural fail-
ings of two-party competition.

But it is important to recognize that this approval for the form of two-
party democracy was not accompanied by complacency toward its practice.
There was real disagreement regarding what democracy could be, what par-
ties could or should contribute to it, and how political scientists as scientists
could position themselves both to study parties and foster democratic polit-
ical forms. The postwar period is distinct, then, both for an exceptionalist
consensus regarding the exemplary status of American political parties and
for impassioned argumentation that linked together the future of parties, the
future of American democracy, and the future of American political science.
Although third political parties were not seen as crucial to any of these de-
bates, they were crucially repositioned by them.

At the confluence of these concerns about parties, democracy, and the
discipline stood the 1950 report of the Committee on Political Parties of the
American Political Science Association, Toward a More Responsible Two-
Party System. This document, which was meant as an expert blueprint for
party reform, turned out to do much more to focus academic debates about
the future of the discipline than it did to guide political debates about the fu-
ture of the parties.82 The dispute between the authors of the report and their
critics has frequently been cast as a contest between normative and empiri-
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cal approaches to party scholarship. I maintain that it staged a confrontation
between contending versions of American exceptionalism and that this con-
frontation is interesting for two reasons. First, it illustrates how the discourse
of “process” works to disavow ideology at the same time as it perpetuates ex-
ceptionalist ideas. Second, it reveals a sea change in the evaluation of third
parties. Whereas party scholars of the early Progressive era considered them
integral to two-party democracy, most mid-century party scholars (with one
important exception) counted their absence as a sign of American political
health and maturity.

Can democracy survive without strong parties at its core? This was the
central question of the “responsible parties” debate, to which the APSA
Committee on Political Parties answered an emphatic “No!” The commit-
tee argued that America’s “big tent” parties jeopardized the integrity of
popular government because they were unprincipled, opportunistic, and
decentralized. Absent reform, its members predicted that citizens would
lose faith in voting and that the power to speak for “the people” would con-
centrate in an increasingly demagogic (and potentially authoritarian) pres-
idency. They proposed to remake the parties after a British parliamentary
model of responsible party government. This called for parties to be delib-
erative, organized around “well-considered programs,” capable of marshal-
ing “widespread public support” behind a clearly articulated conception of
the public good, and sufficiently disciplined to enact a coherent program
once in office.83 This was, as David Ricci has noted, “a throwback to the
days when liberals had routinely believed in the postulates of rationality and
responsible government.”84

Critics objected that those postulates were discredited by the history of
parties in the twentieth-century United States and, moreover, that even the
British parties did not live up to the committee’s romanticized vision of re-
sponsible government. They countered with a vision of democracy and con-
ception of political parties they claimed to derive from observing the United
States parties in practice. Contrary to the committee’s wish that the parties
would articulate a unifying national purpose, these self-proclaimed empiri-
cal theorists put competition—not doctrine—at the core of popular govern-
ment. Theirs was a “process theory of democracy”85 that called upon the
party organization only to “achieve a working alliance of interests and bring
support to leaders who desire both to control the government and to toler-
ate a loyal opposition.”86 If the committee worried that United States politi-
cal parties functioned as “mere brokers between different groups and inter-
ests,” its critics found this to be perfectly appropriate.87 Parties that aimed to
discipline their members and to define themselves by a cohesive doctrine
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would not be an asset but an impediment to this alliance-building process.
In fact, to E. Pendleton Herring, whose work inspired the critics’ response,
the absence of “responsible” parties would not have been a flaw but a virtue,
for it is only in “totalitarian” states where “the more natural social and eco-
nomic ties of community have been broken” that solidarity needed to be im-
posed by a strong party from above.88

Running alongside the contest between these rival visions of party organ-
ization, and intensifying it, was a dispute between apparently radically dif-
ferent conceptions of the practice of political science. Whereas the commit-
tee has been almost unanimously denounced for answering a call for
practical advice with a normative vision (and a romantic and anachronistic
one at that), its critics have been allowed to claim the mantle of science for
themselves.89 They were credited with producing an “empirical” theory that
premised its expectations for democracy on its actual practice despite the fact
that this theory was shot through with ideological commitments. It em-
braced liberalism, with its trust in party competition, and pluralism, with its
confidence in the fluidity of group membership. If these ideologies have ever
seemed neutral, it would not have been in 1942 when, as Jeffrey C. Isaac has
observed, popular government raised the specter of totalitarianism. At that
time liberal pluralism was by no means the real-world description that it
claimed to be but rather a “prescription about the only kind of halfway decent
politics that might, it was believed, avoid the evils of totalitarianism.”90 In
passing off their own normative vision as simple fact, the committee’s critics
achieved what Isaac terms an empirical “subterfuge.”91 I suggest that an ex-
ceptionalist conception of process assisted this maneuver.

Mid-century critics of responsible parties disavowed the Progressive-era
faith that the American people could function as a public, conscious and de-
liberative. If popular government were to produce democracy in America (as
opposed to fascism) it would be thanks to process alone. Competition, be-
tween political parties and among interest groups, would assure the stability
and continuity of party government and safeguard the people against ideo-
logical extremism. This was the genius of process, which, unlike progress,
lacks overt enthusiasm for things American: it could enable mid-century so-
cial scientists to perpetuate exceptionalism while appearing to have left ide-
ology behind.

Thus far, I have argued for seeing the committee and its critics as partners
in exceptionalism rather than as opponents on either side of the norma-
tive/empirical divide. Nowhere is their kinship more clearly borne out than
in their treatment of third political parties. Both the committee and its crit-
ics rely on third political parties to mark the difference between American
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democracy and the unstable popular governments of Europe. They represent
the absence of third political parties as testimony to the superiority of Unit-
ed States democracy.

Given their concern to reform every other aspect of the party system, it
is noteworthy that the committee enthusiastically accepted the two-party
system as a parameter of debate. Members were unabashed in declaring that
in speaking generally of “the parties . . . we mean throughout our report the
two major parties.”92 From its title to its concluding sentences, the report
invoked the “two-party system” and the “American two-party system” as its
object.93 No document from this period is more adamant about the “fact”
that “the two-party system is part of the American political tradition,” a
“fundamental” prerequisite of political accountability, and so “strongly
rooted” in both tradition and “public preference . . . that consideration of
other possibilities”—such as adopting proportional representation instead
of or alongside party reform—“seems entirely academic.”94 It was not that
they “consider[ed] third or minor parties undesirable or ineffectual within
their limited orbit”; they judged them relatively inconsequential for having
left no “lasting imprint upon [either] the two-party system [or] the basic
processes of American government.”95 What is striking about these state-
ments is the conviction that the two-party system is self-sufficient. It puts
the mid-century proponents of responsible government significantly at
odds with their Progressive-era predecessors, who could not imagine the
major parties performing responsibly without the intervention of third po-
litical parties.

By contrast, their pluralist critics did not celebrate the two-party system;
they did, however, cheer the absence of third political parties as proof of a
healthy group process. As they saw it, third parties would come and go;
their going should be read as proof of major party success at “harmonizing
and adjusting the economic and social forces of their communities.”96 Con-
versely, “the rise of a third party to any position of influence would be a
portent of serious rigidities in our political system. It would not indicate a
movement to be frowned upon but would suggest rather that our party
leaders had failed in their [conciliatory] task.”97 Ranney and Kendall put it
even more plainly, writing that the absence of “strongly supported and
long-lasting minor parties” should be read as proof “that our party system,
and the pluralistic politico-governmental system it animates, are succeed-
ing more than ever in the past in making people feel [that it is worthwhile
not to leave the political mainstream].”98 Historian Richard Hofstadter
summed up the celebratory view when he famously wrote that “third par-
ties are like bees: once they have stung, they die.”99 Hofstadter, Herring,
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and others took it as a sign of a healthy liberal democracy that though it
would permit its bees a periodic sting, they were never more than gadflies
on the rump of the polity.

I have shown how American exeptionalism survives on both sides of the
responsible parties debate. To be sure, neither the committee members nor
their critics endorse an overtly ideological temporality of progress; they
manage to fuel a condescension toward the past that nonetheless encourages
resignation toward two-party politics. Whereas the committee lost sight of
the role that third political parties were once expected to play in responsible
government, its critics celebrated their failures as testimony to the success of
the consensus-building group process. It would not do to close this discus-
sion without mentioning the work of V. O. Key, a mid-century party schol-
ar who stands out both for valuing third political parties and for breaking
with the textbook stereotypes that write them out of United States party his-
tory. What accounts for Key’s unorthodox perspective? He was a critic of
both “progress” and “process” whose pathbreaking theory of “critical elec-
tions” amounts to a profound challenge to exceptionalism (although he
would not use the term).100

A “critical election” is an electoral event. It is a hotly contested election
that effects so “sharp and durable” a realignment of partisan alliance as to
change the balance of power between the dominant parties.101 Critical elec-
tions have been accompanied by institutional reform that redefines the very
practice of electoral democracy, such as the shift from the caucus to the con-
vention, from restricted to universal white male suffrage, from the party tick-
et to the secret ballot, and from multiple-party to single-party nominations.
These events do more than shift voters from one party to the other; they alter
the terms of electoral competition. So different are the political alliances,
electoral rules, and voting behavior in the wake of a critical election that
scholars conceive the intervening periods as distinct party systems.102

Critical elections theory mounts a thoroughgoing challenge to textbook
histories of the United States party system. First, it reveals that what we think
of as a “system” is not one but rather many.103 Second, it reveals that the con-
tinuity of this country’s major political parties is deceptive. Each one has
been periodically remade by the electoral upheavals that have redefined their
issues and reorganized their constituencies. As Walter Dean Burnham has
put it, the major party organizations “on one level have undergone no basic
transformations since they achieved characteristic form in the 1840s”; this
continuity, however, “is only part of a larger dynamic or dialectical pro-
cess.”104 Third, it suggests that scholars may put too much stock in continu-
ity as the secret to the stability of democracy in the United States; it has de-
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pended as much or more on this dynamic or dialectical process as it has on
incremental, cumulative change.105

There are obvious affinities between this “critical elections” reconceptual-
ization of party history and Kuhn’s argument about scientific revolutions.
Just as a paradigm shift sets a new agenda for electoral research, electoral re-
alignments redefine the “broad boundaries of the politically possible.”106

These electoral events have made possible large-scale policy initiatives such
as the New Deal, which could not have been enacted even a few years earli-
er, and have redefined the trademark commitments of the dominant parties
and the voters who affiliate with them. Most important, critical elections de-
pend on third-party activity as a catalyst.

Key maintained that it was difficult to appreciate the significance of third
political parties if scholars insisted on reducing them to “miniatures of a
major party.”107 Like Merriam, he argued that they are not to be judged by
their longevity, nor by such quantitative measures as “whether this or that 3
per cent of the vote polled by a minor party constituted a balance of power
and swung the election in this or that state).”108 To dismiss third parties for
their slim showings at the polls was to assimilate them to a measure of suc-
cess appropriate to the dominant parties alone. Key urged scholars to appre-
ciate the difference between doctrinal third parties that were, paradoxically,
long-lived but insignificant and “transient third-party movements” (such as
Populism) that may “deeply affect the party system” not by taking office but
“by demonstrating the existence of a block of voters for whose support a
major party may bid.”109 For V. O. Key, third political parties are more than
“bees” who give the major parties a periodic sting. Instead, they are “integral
elements of the so-called two-party system [that] . . . spring from the center
of the political melee, and . . . affect the nature of the major parties and the
relationships between them as they cumbersomely make their way from elec-
tion to election.110 Like Sait and Merriam before him, then, Key emphasized
the symbiosis between the major and minor parties, even suggesting that this
interdependency ought to call our very terminology—“the so-called two-
party system”—into question.111

Key also stands alone among his colleagues in devoting space to fusion as
a legitimate third-party strategy. An early edition of his textbook explained
how Fiorello LaGuardia was elected mayor on four distinct ballot lines, due
to the “New York system of nominations [that] makes it possible for a mi-
nority party to fuse with a major party without losing its identity and also to
prove the dependence of the major candidate upon its support.”112 By 1952
he added a much more comprehensive explanation of the mechanics of the
strategy, emphasizing the importance of separate listings and separate tallies
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so that “minor-party leaders can . . . point to their party’s contribution to the
total vote of the victorious candidate, [and] . . . also demonstrate that if their
party had named its own candidate or endorsed the opposing candidate, the
outcome would probably have been different.”113 If this is fusion’s advantage
to third political parties, its benefit to voters is that it “circumvents the an-
cient dilemma of third parties—that if they nominate a candidate of their
own, they might thereby contribute to the defeat of the major-party candi-
date most nearly agreeing with their principles.”114 Key further elaborated
that New York politics was unique not only for permitting multiple nomi-
nations but for sustaining third parties as fusion parties. In contrast to La
Guardia’s time, when alternative candidates used multiple nominations to
secure public office, by the 1950s and 1960s New York’s third political parties
were content merely to influence elections. These parties existed as electoral
arms of organized labor. With their power base assured independently of the
party system, their leaders sought neither to challenge the dominant parties
nor to “win office themselves.”115

Key stands out for giving prominence to third political parties, for fea-
turing fusion, and, most important, for putting forward an account of party
history that challenges notable features of American exceptionalism. Al-
though Key did not set out to refute this ideology, his theory of critical elec-
tions rebuts the “unhistorical stereotype” of cumulative time that underlies
it. By contrast to both progress and process exceptionalism, which premise
stability on continuity and incremental change, Key emphasized disconti-
nuity, conflict, and abruption. His work also defies classification in terms of
the responsible parties debate and its attendant methodological contests. He
was a rigorous empirical scholar who relied on statistical and historical
analysis, an impassioned critic of one-party politics, and a student of dem-
ocracy who regarded both political parties and pressure groups as necessary
to popular government.

By 1964 scholars agreed on the need to make a more scientific approach
to the study of political parties. This would entail quantitative analysis, treat-
ing the party itself as “an organizational system,” and breaking with the
“semi-empirical strategy” of approaches that focused on the “statutory and
legal status” of parties at the expense of analyzing their political functions
and substituted “the narration of historical background, together with im-
pressionistic, uncontrolled observation and much anecdotal reference” for
the formulation and testing of generalizable propositions.116 It would also
entail putting the political parties in perspective as elements in the political
system, and not the most critical ones at that. In 1964 Samuel Eldersveld
noted with disdain the leading party scholars of the postwar period who “ac-
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cepted as incontrovertible truth that the historical development of democra-
cy would have been impossible without the concomitant appearance of po-
litical parties.”117 In 1980 Frank J. Sorauf dedicated his advanced-level party
text to defending the “proposition that the political parties have lost their
preeminent position as political organizations and that competing political
organizations now perform many of the activities traditionally regarded as
the parties’ exclusive prerogatives.”118 If the dominant parties lost their po-
sition of preeminence during this period, third parties fared even worse.

Frank J. Sorauf stated the case against third political parties most power-
fully in Political Parties in the American System, the 1964 precursor to his
widely read textbook. Writing as an advocate for what Sheldon Wolin, who
wrote the foreword to that volume, called the “new methods of the political
scientist,”119 Sorauf urged his colleagues toward greater precision in defining
their terms and toward the study of phenomena that could yield generaliz-
able propositions about mass political behavior. Sorauf objected to his col-
leagues’ disproportionate attention to third-party efforts, which he claimed
preoccupied them “to the almost total neglect of the major parties.” He
pointedly observed that the fascination with these movements was at odds
with the scientific aspirations of the discipline: it “seems to indicate that the
canons of relevance and importance have given way to a fascination with the
quaint and bizarre in American politics.”120 For Sorauf, it followed that prop-
er scientists should regard the study of third parties to be almost as quixotic
as the movements themselves.

This is American exceptionalism, even though Sorauf neither celebrates
the two-party system as proof of America’s progress nor holds it up as the
world’s most perfect democratic form. In praising party scholarship for hav-
ing outgrown its “preference for ‘hard-headed’ practical description and ac-
tivism and . . . suspicion of theoretical propositions,” Sorauf represents po-
litical science (not politics) as progressing incrementally toward more
comprehensive understanding.121 He insists that political scientists study
party process, focusing on “party structure,” and on “the ways in which par-
ties contest elections and organize political power,” at the expense of histor-
ical narration and analysis.122 The effect is to fix the “canons” of structure
and functionalism, thereby endorsing that which the most recent scientific
revolution had rendered credible.

Scholars’ orientation toward process promoted an ahistorical approach to
the study of political parties that reaffirms the two-party system as a timeless
truth of United States electoral politics—even among scholars who would
never celebrate it as a bulwark of democracy. The determination to study
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process, and to conceive process as, above all, conciliation and incremental
change, did more than any explicit affirmation of two-partyism to establish
third political parties as inconsequential to electoral democracy. It also car-
ried with it a preference for uneventfulness that produces resignation toward
the “process conception” of democracy, that vision which holds self-govern-
ment to work perfectly well without citizens. This is the normative effect of
the two-party system: in producing what we take to be real it also limits what
we imagine to be possible through the electoral process.

In chapters 3 and 4 I have emphasized how this term is contested in the
discipline. I have shown how it figures into competing conceptions of
democracy and emphasized the importance of events such as fusion for their
potential to call attention to the politics of its formation. If the two-party
process and the process conception of democracy discourage electoral par-
ticipation, what norms and institutions would promote it? Would fusion and
third parties have a role in fostering a more participatory electoral regime? I
turn to these questions in the next chapter.
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Decades ago, E. E. Schattschneider observed that political parties “occupy a
blind spot in the theory of democracy.”1 Blind spot was a good choice of
words, for it names at once an impossibility and a fantasy. The blind spot
marks an impossibility because it refers not to those things we just happen to
overlook but to that which we are precluded from seeing by the architecture
of the eye or by the design of the vehicles that we trust to move us forward.
Whereas a driver learns to correct for the blind spot and so is quite conscious
that there is a failure of vision built into the mechanics of driving, it is oth-
erwise with the eye itself. We never know where the eye fails, or even that it
fails, because the brain compensates by filling in what it imagines must be
there. That compensatory imagining, necessary as it is to seeing sensibly, is a
hazard when it comes to institution building.

In theories of democracy today, as in those of forty years ago, visions of
participatory democracy propel themselves forward through a dynamic of
blindness by design and compensatory fantasy. Citizen participation has be-
come the watchword for small-d democrats on both the right and left who
lament Americans’ declining civic commitment. It has become common-
place to argue that the United States is in the throes of a crisis of public life
that is, at base, a crisis of political participation. Academics have advanced
numerous proposals for bringing citizens back into politics. These include
James Fishkin’s “deliberative opinion poll,”2 Robert Dahl’s citizen-policy ex-
pert “minipopulus,”3 Benjamin Barber’s neighborhood assemblies and pub-
lic service programs,4 and Amitai Etzioni’s interactive televised electronic
town hall.5 These proposals have at least one feature in common. Nowhere
do their architects attend to the first question of political organizing: how
will you turn out the people? It is as if citizens who are uninspired by the cha-
rade of representative government would flock to the new age agora on the
strength of the infinitely more rewarding (albeit more time-consuming)
practice of citizenship it demands.

It is also noteworthy that political parties typically have no place in these
participatory visions. In stark contrast to enthusiasts like Schattschneider
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who celebrated parties as democratic “entrepreneurs,” today’s proponents
of deliberative and participatory democracy, schooled in the movement
politics of the 1960s, hold party politics to be opportunistic, bureaucratic,
and antithetical to citizenship.6 To Hannah Arendt, political parties quash
“action and participation in public affairs” by making politics the business
of “career” politicians and choosing leaders “according to standards and
criteria which are themselves profoundly unpolitical.”7 Continuing along
this vein, Benjamin Barber holds party politics to exemplify everything
about liberalism that is “deeply inimical to real democracy.” In his view they
have “consistently diminished rather than enhanced self-government.”8 As
for voting, Barber memorably (if scatalogically) compares it to “using a
public toilet: we wait in line with a crowd in order to close ourselves up in
a small compartment where we can relieve ourselves in solitude and in pri-
vacy of our burden, pull a lever, and then, yielding to the next in line, go
silently home.”9

If there is one thing to be learned from the presidential election of 2000, it
is that casting a measurable vote involves a good deal more than pulling a
lever. For a well-educated, efficacious middle-class citizen, voting may be so
straightforward a task as to be discharged like a biological function. For the
poor, for the elderly, and for those who cast ballots on antiquated machinery,
getting to the polls and registering a choice is not quite the reflex that Barber
makes it out to be. On the contrary, Barber’s analogy (which, admittedly, is a
caricature) represents as a norm what is, in fact, a privilege. Political parties,
whatever their shortcomings, are foremost among the associations that offset
that privilege. They subsidize the cost of voting by registering votes, dropping
campaign literature, door knocking and phone banking to increase turn out,
and driving voters to the polls. As Walter Dean Burnham once put it, “Polit-
ical parties, with all their well-known human and structural shortcomings, are
the only devices thus far invented by the wit of Western man which with some
effectiveness can generate countervailing collective power on behalf of the
many individually powerless against the relatively few who are individually—
or organizationally—powerful.”10

I contend that critics of liberalism who celebrate participation but shun
parties have a blind spot for the costs of political action, together with the
political labors by which they are offset. This blind spot legitimates their an-
tipathy toward political parties and gives rise to a compensatory fantasy of
spontaneous citizen action that, ironically, reproduces a core assumption of
the liberal individualism they set out to criticize. The assumption is that par-
ticipation is self-generated: whereas the liberal counts interest as the fount of
the will to act, the democrat seeks to cultivate civic mindedness in its place.
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By contrast to their Progressive-era predecessors, today’s architects of re-
sponsible public citizenship define political parties out of their field of vision
by discounting the labors they perform. This chapter aims to alter the sight
lines of contemporary democratic theory by taking the cost of action and the
labor of organizing seriously. Drawing upon the work of E. E. Schattschnei-
der, I propose an alternate diagnosis of the crisis of public life, which I argue
is not simply a crisis of participation but, more specifically, a crisis of demo-
bilization driven by the bias of the forms of political organizing that the pres-
ent conflict system prefers.

Scope of Conflict/Scope of Democracy

E. E. Schattschneider once wrote that “the role of the people in the political
system is determined largely by the conflict system, for it is conflict that in-
volves the people in politics and the nature of the conflict determines the na-
ture of the public involvement.”11 I have been critical of Schattschneider
throughout this book as an enthusiast for the two-party system. At the same
time, I am drawn to his writing because it lends itself to thinking about the
politics of institutions and procedures, about the ways that the putative
frameworks of politics order conflicts, and the ways that conflicts, in turn,
organize people into and out of politics. This is especially true of the phrase
conflict system. Although he never defined it precisely, Schattschneider used
this concept by turns to denote the principles (such as universal rights), gov-
erning mechanisms (such as markets and states), and modes of organizing
(political parties, social movements, interest groups) that set the context
within which some issues are more easily politicized than others. I hold this
term to make a significant intervention into debates about political partici-
pation and abstention, one whose implications for today’s crisis of public life
have been largely ignored. I propose to draw out those implications and
thereby reframe the crisis of public life to better comprehend the forms of
organizing that might ameliorate it.

Schattschneider called attention to the “conflict system” to criticize the
midcentury pluralists, whose marketplace model of politics insisted on the
neutrality of such institutions as parties and interest groups, and even plu-
ralist ideology itself.12 Schattschneider emphasized that institutions are not
indifferent to the groups that form and last or to those that are repeatedly
frustrated. This was his central insight: the capacity to mobilize certain forms
of opposition and participation is already institutionalized in any form of
political organization by its “bias in favor of the exploitation of some kinds
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of conflict and the suppression of others.”13 Moreover, institutional “frame-
works” are never politically neutral. They organize issues and people into
and out of politics by virtue of what Schattschneider called the “mobilization
of bias,” without which there can be no organization at all.14

These terms, conflict system and mobilization of bias, forcefully refuted the
pluralist fantasy that state power is open to any organized group that suc-
ceeds in winning either mass support or agency sponsorship. But they were
equally an indictment of what Schattschneider called “classical” theorists of
democracy, whom he accused of doing the “worst possible disservice . . . to
the democratic cause” when they posited a “self-generated impulse of people
to participate in the life of the political community.”15 Schattscheider coun-
tered that citizens do not participate in politics unless they are organized.
They form groups in answer to the call of conflict, and institutions shape that
call. Thus the classical democrat’s “disservice,” according to Schattschneider,
was to imagine that political participation is spontaneously generated at “the
grass roots.”16

Schattschneider rejects the naturalistic fiction of participation that ani-
mates both participatory and pluralist conceptions of democracy by empha-
sizing that citizen engagement is an effect of what a conflict system exploits.
As Schattschneider understands it, conflict never simply happens; it is,
rather, an effect of the bias toward certain forms of opposition and partici-
pation that is already institutionalized in the conflict system by the modes of
organizing it prefers. This bias may be as patently obvious as an explicit ide-
ology; it may be quietly written into the most innocuous procedural detail—
such as the configuration of a ballot. The point is that however participato-
ry it aspires to be, no institution treats “conflict impartially, [any more than]
football rules . . . treat all forms of violence with indiscriminate equality.”17

Just as football is a game of managed violence, politics is a game of managed
conflict in which political leadership aims to mobilize battles that reproduce
long-established cleavages and to tax those that might generate unconven-
tional alliances.

Thinking about the mobilization of bias calls forth a very different image
of the public than circulates in the work of many participatory and deliber-
ative democrats. In such work it is common to figure the public as a “space”
or a “realm,” as if it were a container that fills with citizens whenever a par-
ticularly compelling problem emerges. Schattschneider displaces this open
sphere with one crosscut by competing ideologies and policy preferences.
Mobilization is a strategy for identifying the issues or clusters of issues that
cleave it into unequal parts. Its object is not to unify the public, nor is it
even to carry a majority and win the battle. More important is to win the
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battle to stage the battle and thereby secure the capacity to define its “scope”
in your favor.18

E. E. Schattschneider compels us to look into the blind spot of contem-
porary democratic theory. He establishes that action costs. He shows that it
costs more for some groups than it does for others. And he argues that it is a
most “important strategy of politics” to manipulate the costs of political ac-
tion by affecting its scope.19 This is a distinctively political way of thinking
about institutions and procedures that opens up a novel perspective on the
crisis of public life, one that looks not to citizens but to conflict to explain the
pathologies of this democracy. If we are concerned to understand why citi-
zens do not vote, Schattschneider counsels us to analyze the conflict system,
to look at “the way in which the alternatives in American politics are defined,
the way in which issues get referred to the public, the scale of competition
and organization, and above all [at] what issues are developed.”20 For what
keeps nonvoters away from the polls is not that they are ignorant, nor that
they are content, nor even that they are unfulfilled by the kind of participa-
tion that voting affords. It is, rather, that they are demobilized by the forms
of political organizing that the present conflict system prefers.

Schattschneider helps us conceive of nonparticipation as an effect of mo-
bilization rather than as its antithesis; it is a pathology of the conflict system
that “reflects the suppression of the options and alternatives that reflect the
needs of the nonparticipants.”21 In 1998 a National Public Radio listener
echoed this view, explaining on a call-in to Talk of the Nation that nonvoters
abstain not just because they are “apathetic [or] throwing their vote away be-
cause . . . they have something else to do.” Some make a considered decision
to stay away from the polls “because [we] understand nobody’s really repre-
senting us anymore.”22 If this listener and his political science advocate are
correct, the problem of public life is not that liberal, privatized, individualis-
tic institutions have imposed obstacles to public participation; it is, rather,
that such institutions produce nonparticipation as an effect of the forms of or-
ganization they prefer.

Schattschneider’s reframing of our crisis of public life calls for a new way
of thinking about power that he himself touted as a “revolution in our
thinking about politics.”23 Contrary to what he called “the familiar simplis-
tic calculus based on the model of a tug of war,” Schattschneider proposed
to conceive of power not as a measurable property but as an “unstable rela-
tion” that extends beyond the parties to a conflict to its spectators.24 The in-
stabiliy of power follows from what Schattschneider deemed the “central
political fact in a free society”: the “contagiousness of conflict.”25 The prin-
ciple is that, in a free society, conflict is catching. In politics as in street fight-
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ing, sport, and theater, Schattschneider maintained that the “excitement of
the conflict communicates itself to a crowd”; the crowd figures centrally into
the calculus of power, in turn, because its participation changes the “balance
of the forces involved.”26

To accept this “central political fact” is to effect a shift from treating
power as leverage—defined as such by Robert Dahl who famously held
power to consist in “A’s capacity for acting in such a manner as to control
B’s responses”—to conceiving it as a process.27 This process works not ex-
clusively or even primarily by proscription but, rather, by communication. It
is crucial to note that communication, as Schattschneider defines it in the
context of the contagion principle of conflict, is not to be confused with
speech, dialogue, argumentation, or any other means by which humans
come to mutual understanding. Schattschneider’s conflict “communicates”
not like reason but more like a virus. To follow the contagion metaphor, it is
communicable (rather than communicative). Power consists as much in ex-
ploiting the contagious properties of conflict as it does in containing them.

For Schattschneider, as for many contemporary political theorists, power
is productive. It is at work not only in the struggle to win a conflict but also
in the struggle to determine the “scope of its contagion.”28 Contests over
scope sometimes happen concurrently with a fight over a substantive issue,
as a struggle to define it, which is framing, in scholarly terms, or spin control,
in common parlance. But it may also take the form of struggle over the “or-
ganization of politics.”29 This is struggle over the conflict system itself, over
such procedural provisions as same-day voter registration, public campaign
financing, and ballot access law that indirectly affect the matters that can be
fought publicly insofar as they either foster or constrain modes of organizing
that open the electoral arena to new participants. Although procedure rarely
seems political, procedural change inevitably effects “change in the scope of
conflict.” Even procedure “has a bias; it is partisan in nature.”30

Manipulating the scope of conflict has profound implications for that
most basic democratic principle of majority rule. For the narrower the scope
of a conflict, the less it takes to win. To understand this is also to understand
how it is possible for a conflict system to produce nonparticipation as one of
its principal effects. We should expect nonparticipation to increase wherev-
er the bias of a conflict system selects mobilizations that narrow the scope of
conflict, wherever its preferred procedures, forms of organizing, and sub-
stantive issues tend to stage conflicts among a minority of the public.

I have argued throughout this book for understanding the two-party sys-
tem as a conflict system that narrows the scope of conflict.31 I have contend-
ed that today’s two-party system, in contrast to its nineteenth-century con-
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figuration, demobilizes third-party opposition. I have also argued that this
demobilization is a legacy of electoral reforms that began at the turn of the
century and continued through the Progressive era. I turn now to examine
that legacy in greater detail.

Political Rationalization

Ours is a conflict system in which labor-intensive organizing has ceded to
technology-driven electioneering. Broad-based organizing strategies such as
door-to-door canvassing, neighborhood potlucks, and stump speeches to
low- and middle-income groups have given way to “a highly sophisticated
mix of detailed polling, focus groups, targeted direct mail, and television and
radio commercials precisely tailored in response to the flood of information
concerning public attitudes.”32 Political consultants use these techniques
(borrowed from consumer research) to test-market issues, find the niches
where they resonate, and then deploy ad campaigns in the markets where
they will bring the greatest returns at the polls. Meanwhile, establishment
candidates reserve their labor-intensive mobilization for the areas where it is
most likely to pay off, saving personal contact for “people who are known to
them, who are well placed in social networks, whose actions are effective, and
who are likely to act.”33 Small donors are drawn into the fray by fund-rais-
ing tactics (such as direct mail solicitations) that rely on fervent appeals that
mobilize uncompromising, single-issue constituencies. Even for state legisla-
tive races, candidates and parties are pressured to raise funds expediently and
to make them pay off at the polls.

In a system that sets a premium on the “capacity to mobilize money, not
people,” is it any wonder that a majority of the citizenry declines to vote?34

Any citizen can see that donations are more powerful than ballots, and that
politicians are more concerned to speak to the ideologically motivated sec-
tors that they can “hecto[r] into the voting booths” than to their more mod-
erate constituencies.35 In this respect it is revealing that the contemporary
crisis in participation, although widespread, is not universal. It is a selective
malady that is concentrated, like unemployment, illiteracy, malnutrition, in-
fant mortality, and other such conditions, among the poor and less well-ed-
ucated.36 These are the citizens who are least likely to be counted, as their
voting rates are the lowest, and are least likely to count, in the sense of war-
ranting a personal contact by an office seeker.37

Where did this conflict system come from? It is, in part, a legacy of the
institutional transformation that took place at the turn of the twentieth cen-
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tury. Few would dispute that the reforms of that period remade this nation’s
conflict system, and that the electoral system was a foremost vehicle in
transforming the principles, governing mechanisms, and modes of political
organizing that prevailed during the nineteenth century. As I have already
detailed, the reformers aimed to modernize the highly personalized regime
of courts and parties by putting a centralized bureaucratic administration in
its place. Whereas they did succeed in curtailing the power of the political
parties, they did not anticipate how much the new administration would
mimic the regime it succeeded. Grafted onto the decentralized regime of
“courts and parties,” the new state was no streamlined machine but, in
Stephen Skowronek’s words, “a hapless administrative giant . . . that could
spawn bureaucratic goods and services but that defied administrative con-
trol and direction.”38

This transformation had significant effects on political organizing. First,
as I have discussed in chapter 2, party organization weakened as party boss-
es lost control over the rewards (patronage, municipal services, and bribes)
they had used to mobilize their constituencies. Second, the explosion of new
government agencies proliferated access points to power, so that the new
state apparatus elicited new forms of organizing “where individuals fol-
low[ed] scripts of self-interested utility maximization” in place of the tribal-
ist group formations of the nineteenth century.39 These two changes dimin-
ished the significance of elections, as “the arena of political decision making
had shifted to one in which organized interests and their financial resources
counted, rather than ballots.”40 The irony is that these purported good gov-
ernment reforms had a devastating effect on electoral participation. Reform-
ers curtailed the power of the parties, extended the suffrage, and expanded
other formal political rights in the name of putting more power in the hands
of the people. Without strong parties to mobilize it, public participation de-
clined. Thus “democratic” reform proved to diminish the practice of citi-
zenship, especially by lower-income, less educated voters.

About fifty years later the emergence of new communications, survey re-
search, and transportation technologies accelerated the shift from a labor-in-
tensive party politics to a capital-intensive politics of interests.41 Although it
is tempting to blame television, the internet, and the notorious “soft money”
exemption of post-Watergate campaign finance reform for the turn to con-
sumer advertising strategies in electoral campaigns, the fact is that Madison
Avenue technologies took hold as they did by virtue of the context in which
they developed. This was a context defined by a new round of reforms that
aimed to further curtail party organization by weakening the influence of
local party leaders over the presidential nominating process, adopting rules
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to increase the proportion of minority delegates to conventions, and setting
strict limits on party-controlled campaign finance.42

Like those of the Progressive era, these reforms were intended to democ-
ratize the parties and make the electoral process more responsive to the peo-
ple. Also like those of the Progressive era, the new reforms had unexpected
effects on political participation. By diminishing the power of local party of-
ficials, reforms to delegate selection further decimated ward- and district-
level party organization. This, in turn, detached candidates from the mediat-
ing institutions (community organizations, labor unions, black and
progressive churches) that had connected them to their popular constituen-
cies.43 Even the political parties lost their grip on candidates, as changes to
the committee structure in Congress coupled with campaign finance reform
to encourage entrepreneurial relationships between office seekers and or-
ganized interests.44 In response to the tighter controls on party-sponsored
resources, there was an “explosion” of political action committees (PACs),
especially those sponsored by corporate, as opposed to union, interests.45

For a time, it looked as if capital-intensive organizing would displace the
political parties altogether. Rather than wither, however, the parties aban-
doned their traditional labor-intensive modes of organizing to look more
like PACs. The party of the late twentieth century is no longer a presence in
the “daily life of citizens” but a fund-raising machine “in service” to its can-
didates.46 It serves principally as a conduit for soft money, donations that the
parties are supposed to use for voter education, which come largely from a
“donor class” of extremely wealthy individuals.47

This transformation from labor-intensive to capital-intensive organizing
helps to account for how the conflict system produces nonparticipation as
one of its principal effects. Parties no longer need to put their principal en-
ergies into the mass mobilization efforts that were crucial to winning the
highly competitive contests of the late nineteenth century. In present-day
elections efficiency dominates what has fast become the business of vote get-
ting to an unprecedented degree. This means hunting funds among wealthy
individuals and corporate PACS and hunting voters at the extremes. This
amounts to a rationalization of the conflict system such that reforms that
might have enhanced the value of the vote proved to commodify it instead.

Rationalization is a loaded word. A synonym for efficiency, it is typically
identified with technological development, the differentiation of tasks, spe-
cialization of knowledge, and the preeminence of an instrumentality that
promotes economic profit at the expense of more humane ends. Walter
Dean Burnham has defined rationalization in just this way, and has cast it as
a turn-of-the-century legacy. Burnham charged that Progressive era reforms
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“rationaliz[ed] politics” by bringing elections “into harmony with procedur-
al electoral democracy and with the imperatives of the ‘corporate’ ideal,”
which aimed to replace “politics by administration.” The result was a defor-
mation of democracy, as “lateral conflicts and bargaining among equals”
were displaced onto “technocratic (and implicitly hierarchical) modes of
conflict adjustment.”48

Burnham’s vision of the Progressives is not without grounds. The re-
formers did seek a “bureaucratic remedy” for the antagonisms generated by
the pairing of industrial capitalism with liberal democracy.49 This remedy
may well have foreclosed movement toward a more socially egalitarian, po-
litically populist democracy. As Stephen Skowronek has observed, the new
administrative order “proved more serviceable for politically salient groups
in society, and it preempted all radical alternatives in political and economic
organization.”50 However, to blame the damage to democracy on bureaucra-
tization alone is to promote a caricature of rationalization that makes the
turn-of-the-century transformation difficult to understand; it also renders
the pathologies of contemporary democracy difficult to diagnose.

It is often assumed that rationalization went wrong by virtue of the au-
thoritarian strains inherent in bureaucracy and technology. I contend that its
pathologies have as much to do with a flawed conception of democracy as they
do with efficiency carried to an extreme.51 Turn-of-the century reformers
aimed not only to create a value-neutral bureaucracy; they sought to couple it
to a popular will that was unsullied by partisan interest. Whereas the nomi-
nating primary and direct election of senators were to give citizens more con-
trol over party decision making, initiative, referendum and recall gave them
the power to act in place of the legislature, and even to dissolve an elected
body. As I argued in chapter 4, they wanted “responsible popular govern-
ment,” which, to them, meant self-government without partisan motive.52

Consequently, at the same time as they pursued administrative expansion,
Progressive reformers also promoted political revitalization by explicitly di-
rect democratic means: popular election of senators, candidate selection by
nominating primary, initiative, referendum and recall, extension of the fran-
chise to women. Not since the 1820s had reformers stripped away so many of
the obstacles that our republican political framework maintained against
popular participation. And yet the result was not an increase in political par-
ticipation but a sharp, dramatic decline.

Both sides of reform—bureaucratization and promoting direct democra-
cy—were moves toward rationalization; it was not the rationalization of ef-
ficiency and instrumental thinking as the caricature holds, however. The re-
formers conceived of rationalization in such terms as Max Weber would
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later conceptualize it: a process involving efficiency and legitimacy.53 It in-
volved promoting industrial development in tandem with the development
of democratic institutions that would pair value-neutral bureaucratic ad-
ministration with direct popular decision making.

This aspiration succumbs to a different kind of rationalization, one
bound to an ideology that James Morone has called the “democratic wish”:
the ideal of self-government by “a single, united people, bound together by
a consensus over the public good which is discerned through direct citizen
participation in community settings.”54 Like the desire to settle political con-
flict by bureaucratic means, the democratic wish yearns for “choices un-
tainted by politics.”55 It aims not only to transpose “ideological conflicts into
matters of expertise and efficiency” but to purify them as well, by taking par-
ties out of the picture.56

The democratic wish does sabotage citizen participation but not quite as
the caricature of bureaucratic rationalization would have it. Even as it aimed
to open up the electoral process to popular control, reform began to shut
down forms of organizing that had mobilized disadvantaged populations
and to close off pathways for organized insurgency (such as fusion). In place
of these, reformers promoted an ideology of spontaneous participation.
Wishful thinking about direct democracy guided electoral reform that weak-
ened the dominant political parties and extinguished the institutionalized
third-party altogether. This left broad-based political opposition to be
sprouted from the grass roots—as if citizens could simply act in concert
without the laborious organizing that brings them together and motivates
them to do so.

In this kind of reform the Democratic Wish finds its counterpart in the Or-
ganizer’s Dream, a fantasy of spontaneous association that imagines, “If we
hold it, they will come.” The result is an idealization of popular self-govern-
ment that actually undermines broad political participation because it lends
legitimacy to efforts to dismantle the institutions—such as parties, unions, or
social movements—that mobilize and sustain citizen action. Progressive-era
reforms did indeed set the rationalization of the conflict system in motion;
this occurred not simply because they put too much trust in bureaucratic ef-
ficiency but also because they were animated by a fantasy of democracy that
is oblivious to the preconditions for mass political mobilization.

The contemporary conflict system is a twofold legacy from the past. It has
inherited from turn-of-the-century reforms a bias toward capital-intensive
electioneering, together with disincentives for labor-intensive organizing. It
has also inherited the organizer’s dream, which explains what I have called
its blind spot for the costs of political action. Whereas the consequences of
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this first inheritance are much debated under the guise of campaign finance
reform, controls on media advertisements, and more, those of the second are
typically overlooked. I turn next to their exploration.

The Party and the Public

The legacy of the organizer’s dream is especially pronounced in the work of
citizenship theorists who are influenced by the republican ideal of a public
realm or sphere. Idealizing the public as a locus of either free action or dis-
interested deliberation, these theorists tend to denigrate political parties for
engaging in bargaining and compromise and to forget any importance they
may have for the hard work of political mobilization. I propose to reconsid-
er the opposition between parties and publics. I contend that, if their relation
to power is properly understood, the idea of citizens acting in cooperation as
a public should not undermine but rather underscore the need for particular
kinds of party organization. To see why this is so, it is necessary to look
briefly at the two postwar normative political theorists, Hannah Arendt and
Jürgen Habermas, whose work has done the most to carry the ideal of the
public space or public realm into contemporary theories of citizenship.

For Arendt and Habermas, both critics of interest-group pluralism,
publics are alternatives to stalemated forms of political organization such as
mass parties and corporate lobbies.57 For Habermas (as for Dahl), the pub-
lic stands for the ideal of deliberative democratic self-government. This ideal
calls for principled collective decision making by procedures that enable pri-
vate persons to join together to discuss public issues or norms under the stip-
ulation that they set all strategy aside and agree to concede to no force other
than the better argument.58 In contrast, Arendt defines the public not as a
realm of debate but (like Barber and others) as a place of action that exists
“when people gather together and ‘act in concert,’ [and it] disappears the
moment they depart.”59 For an event to be public in Arendt’s terms does not
require that it involve deliberation. It needs, rather, to be “seen and heard by
everybody” who is or could be involved and to engage their plurality of con-
tending viewpoints.60 For Arendt, as for Schattschneider, public spectacle
generates a grassroots power that is not a capacity to be “possessed like
strength or applied like force” but rather a “potentiality in being together.”61

Insurgent speech and action that challenge state power—such as the Char-
ter 77 movement that helped to prepare the way for democratization in
Czechoslovakia, the Green movements in Europe and the United States, and
even block clubs or PTAs—exemplify the Arendtian public.62 So do cultural
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productions that test the limits of what is traditionally considered to be polit-
ical, the “die-ins” and “kiss-ins” staged by ACT-UP, performance art, films,
and such everyday resistances as straights refusing to marry or gays staging
elaborate weddings.63 For examples of the Habermasian ideal, we need look
no farther than the debates, town hall meetings, and internet voter informa-
tion services that have infiltrated the contemporary political campaign.

This is the strength and the paradox of publics: they are unauthorized in
the fullest sense of that term. Voluntary and self-selected, they cannot speak
for, allocate, sign on, or otherwise bind. They do not represent and they can-
not legislate. This does not make them impotent; on the contrary, it allows
them to be insurgent and surprising. It does mean, however, that they do
not—in themselves—wield democratic power. In fact, they are twice re-
moved from it.

When people gather together to deliberate or take action on a problem
they want to politicize—pesticides on fruit, drunk drivers, sexually explicit
lyrics—they have reformulated a private concern into a public opinion. Pub-
licity, the effect of gathering in common, carries a potential for power that
must gain influence in order to be realized. Influence can be bought, of
course, as the 1990s eruption of “issue advertising” into United States policy
making attests. But those who cannot buy influence must earn it, first by
striking a chord with a broader public, and then by winning the struggle to
define the terms in which this common problem is both posed to a national
audience, and resolved.64 Changing public opinion is difficult enough for an
already public figure (just remember how President Clinton’s universal
health care initiative devolved into a battle over choice of doctors and access
to technology). Even if a popular association should become an influential
public, it has won only half the battle: it must then convert its influence into
political power. This occurs only when popular opinion “passes through the
sluices of democratic procedure” (i.e., the policy-making process in Con-
gress) and from there “into legitimate lawmaking.”65 This passage from
opinion to law is difficult to effect without the resources to sustain mass pub-
lic organization and interest-group pressure.

Political parties once subsidized this passage in the United States. Today,
in multiparty systems, they still do. Publics rely on the “activity of political
parties and general elections” to convey insurgent views from the innovative
“periphery” to the routinized center of a democratic regime.66 Jürgen Haber-
mas has argued that third political parties are particularly important in this
regard, for it is their surprise showing at the polls that can enable an issue to
“make its way . . . [onto the] expanded platforms of ‘established’ parties, [or]
important court decisions” and thereby “into the core of the political system
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and there receive formal consideration.”67 The important thing to see here is
that whereas publics are not themselves institutions, political parties (third
or otherwise) are not themselves public spaces. Proponents of public partic-
ipation who denigrate third parties, together with political parties more gen-
erally, for being opportunistic, strategic, and even hierarchal are asking them
to be publics. In turn, when they celebrate publics for affording an ephemer-
al but potent vantage point on “the system” because they operate outside it,
they misunderstand democratic authority.

I dwell on this point to prompt a reconsideration of the antagonism that
proponents of participation have for political parties. This antagonism
stems, in part, from a more general antipathy toward institutions, one root-
ed in the belief that they inevitably compromise public associations. The fear
is that once such associations are drawn into the mechanisms of interest-
group liberalism, they become either the “target constituencies of politi-
cians” or the “supplicants of judges and bureaucrats.”68 Either way, they are
transfigured from sites of insurgency into objects of propaganda, pity, and
policing.69 Jeffrey Isaac contends that this “tension between meaningful par-
ticipation and strategic effectiveness is . . . built into” any participatory poli-
tics that aims to “irrigate the deserts of liberal democratic mass politics.”70

There can be no doubt that the tension between action and institutional-
ization is real. However, to imagine that insurgent publics are inevitably cor-
rupted by institutionalization is to forget E. E. Schattschneider’s important les-
son about power, that publics do not appear and disappear at random. That
some gain influence while others dissipate depends on the interests, ideologies,
and forms of organizing that a conflict system prefers. As Schattschneider em-
phasized, conflict systems solicit some participants and exclude others by the
very nature of organization, which is the “mobilization of bias.”71 Following
Schattschneider, I wonder whether the tension between participation and
strategic effectiveness is really endemic to “liberal democratic mass politics,” as
Isaac claims. Perhaps it is heightened in this mass liberal democracy today,
which has systematically dismantled the forms of organization that once
served to conduct the problems raised by oppositional publics from the pe-
riphery to the authoritative core of the political system.

Political parties would ideally be one of the “sluices” that would shuttle
movement opposition “from the periphery into the center of the political
system.”72 Indeed, they once were. During the late nineteenth century, when
there existed fewer obstacles to third-party competition, there was greater
reciprocity between movement politics and party politics. Free Soilers,
Greenbackers, and Populists all succeeded in communicating some of their
demands from the periphery to the center of the system. Could it be the two-
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party system as we know it, more than electoral politics per se, that frustrates
that passage today? Might electoral politics be a more fruitful option for po-
litical movements in a conflict system that neither discredited third-party ef-
forts as both fringe and futile, nor drove the dominant parties toward what
a few influential organized groups define as the political center?

In a cultural and institutional context defined by political rationaliza-
tion—efficient, technology-intensive campaigns coupled with the fantasy of
a self-organized, unified public—third political parties are easily dismissed
as agents of fragmentation, petty grievance, and political extremism. It is not
surprising to find them considered a liability to wishful democracy. They
might be an asset to a conception of democracy that valued the kind of op-
position the nineteenth-century third political party made possible.

The Centripetal Force of Two-Partyism

Opposition does not figure centrally in the work of contemporary citizen-
ship theorists. Instead, their various proposals for deliberative and associa-
tional publics exhibit a preoccupation with self-government that, as Ian
Shapiro has argued, overshadows an equally significant democratic “mile-
stone”: political opposition.73 Looking to such movements as the “nine-
teenth-century English Chartists and socialists” (not to mention the Free
Soilers, Farmers’ Alliance, and Populists), Shapiro emphasizes that struggles
“to abolish or limit . . . an unjust hierarchy” have been as crucial to the de-
velopment of democracy as the attempt “to foster participatory politics.”74

Drawing from this legacy, he contends that democracy must afford “oppor-
tunities for those affected by the operation of a collective practice [not only]
to participate in its governance [but also] to oppose its results when they are
so inclined.”75 Opposition is a crucial aspect of citizenship because there are
always forms of domination at work, even in advanced democratic polities.
Actually, it is in democracies that domination may be most insidious because
it is manifest not as overt force but in that which presents itself as a matter
of fact or necessity. Shapiro sees domination wherever “avoidable hierarchies
. . . masquerade as unavoidable ones; involuntary subordination is shrouded
in the language of agreement; unnecessary hierarchies are held to be essen-
tial to the pursuit of common goals; and fixed hierarchies are cloaked in
myths about their fluidity.”76 He recommends party competition, which en-
sures that the apparatus of government can change hands, as a means to re-
sist it. Surprisingly, he praises “two-party-dominated-plurality systems” for
producing “significant institutionalized opposition.”77
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Opposition can be difficult enough to spark and sustain under conditions
where power shows its face. How to foster it when power is so fully institu-
tionalized that it need not squelch dissent but rather stops at rendering it
merely inconvenient or inconceivable? The challenge here is to resist what
William E. Connolly calls the “pressures to normalization” that work to “de-
politicize consensual conventions that injure many.78 By “pressures to nor-
malization,” Connolly means the tendency over time for priorities, social re-
lations, and institutional arrangements that are contingent preferences to
become entrenched as natural, necessary, and incontestable conditions of
democratic governance. Connolly complicates the challenge of opposition.
Whereas Shapiro stops with the competitive party system, Connolly empha-
sizes the importance of cultivating an intellectual and popular culture to es-
trange us from beliefs that pass for natural, necessary, and normative.

In my view the two-party system would be a prime target for such intel-
lectual and cultural work, for it is precisely the kind of thing that Connolly
would deem “normalized” and that Shapiro should recognize as an “unjust
hierarchy.” A contingent political arrangement that masquerades as a neces-
sary hierarchy between minor and major parties, it bears all the signs of hav-
ing atrophied into a system of domination. Whereas the wasted-vote maxim
naturalizes this hierarchy, the two-party doctrine justifies the maxim by per-
petuating the belief that third-party failure is necessary, incontestable, and
requisite to stable and healthy democratic government. And by cloaking the
fact of one-party rule in the myth of electoral competitiveness, it holds out a
false promise of opposition.

The uniquely institutionalized third political parties of the nineteenth
century once afforded a means to challenge this unjust hierarchy and to con-
duct insurgent interests into authoritative democratic fora. I do not propose
to idealize them as sites of authentic citizen participation. On the contrary,
to recognize their contribution to electoral democracy it is imperative not to
romanticize the work they once did. Noteworthy neither for reasoned delib-
eration nor for rigorous commitment to principle, the third parties of the
nineteenth century did not change the modus operandi of the dominant par-
ties so much as they affected their strategies. They identified voting blocs that
could be moved from one party to the other. No doubt third-party move-
ments have championed significant reforms before dominant parties were
willing to touch them. But the Free Soilers certainly did not discover slavery,
nor was the People’s Party first to see agrarian unrest at the gold standard,
land speculation, and price gauging by the railroads. Instead, these third par-
ties demonstrated the power that contentious issues could have at the polls
by mobilizing constituencies whose capture could change the balance of
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power between the dominant parties. By putting problems in words that
moved people to act, they have “telegraphed” the “basic issue-clusters” for
the next electoral era.79

The rationalization of the contemporary conflict system, together with
social transformations beyond the bounds of the electoral system, rendered
that unique third-party form extinct. This precipitated a loss to democracy
many citizenship theorists cannot appreciate because they define all parties
out of their field of vision as impossibly bureaucratic and hierarchal. Ironi-
cally, in doing so they confirm assumptions that are a mainstay of the liber-
al pluralism they set out to criticize. Just like the party enthusiasts and the
basic American government textbook, they accept the major party as the
standard of parties generally, dismiss third political parties as insignificant,
and so reproduce the two-party norm.

I argue that the nineteenth-century third party has a place in a conception
of democracy that regards opposition and self-government as co-equal
modes of citizenship. The closest this democracy came to realizing both, at
least electorally, was during the nineteenth century, when the conflict system
institutionalized third-party opposition as part of responsible popular gov-
ernment. Third political parties provided an institutional home for organ-
ized opposition that widened the scope and contested the bias of the conflict
system. Because I value the uniqueness of the nineteenth-century third-party
form, together with its institutionalization of political opposition, I hold the
futility of third-party efforts today to be more than a problem for would-be
third-party voters. It is a problem for electoral democracy more generally:
the extinction of the institutionalized third party at the turn of the twentieth
century deprived voters of their only electoral corrective to the pathologies
of two-partyism.

It will be objected, of course, that third parties do not correct the patholo-
gies of mass democracy but contribute to them in at least three ways. First,
they destabilize political systems by winning undue influence for extremist
constituencies. Second, as it has no chance of winning, a third party candi-
dacy is false promise: it does not amplify the voices of those who feel ignored
by the dominant parties but marginalizes them still further by “wasting”
their votes. The better the third party does in the general election, the worse
this situation becomes. A third party that polls well is more than likely to be
a “spoiler,” one who fosters the election of the dominant-party candidate
that is least preferred by a majority of the electorate. Spoiler candidates
threaten the legitimacy of the electoral process by producing outcomes that
do not represent majority preference. Even a third party that polls well but
does not “spoil” harms the electorate by cutting into the winning margin of
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the victor and thereby denying the president’s claim to a “mandate.”80 Third,
a great virtue of our major parties is that they are “big tents,” broad-based
coalitions that have to mediate among conflicting interests; third parties are
narrow, often single-issue organizations that serve only to disaggregate what
their more responsible major party counterparts have put together.

These are familiar objections. Rather than rehearse the equally familiar re-
sponses, I propose to meet them with a question: What do we in the United
States have most to fear from our two-party elections? Destablizing the gov-
ernment and exaggerating the influence of extremist minorities is not the
threat to us that it is in parliamentary systems. It is excess consensus, not frag-
mentation, that threatens electoral democracy in the United States. In this
rationalized system of conflict, the forces to be feared are centripetal rather
than centrifugal.

It has been a defining trope of American political thought to fear that
“turbulence and contention” would tear this experiment in self-government
apart.81 The Federalist Papers are filled with metaphors of tempests, fires, bat-
tles, and other images of turmoil. Contrary to that classic text, subsequent
political scientists have found inertia to be at least as significant a threat by
virtue of the dynamics of winner-take-all elections. In such elections, as An-
thony Downs famously argued, the parties have an inexorable tendency “to
converge ideologically upon the center.”82

It misunderstands Downs to imagine that this convergence is a virtue that
stabilizes popular democracy and moderates ideological extremes. The
Downsian center is not the Aristotelian mean of the ideological spectrum.
On the contrary, it is the electoral jackpot—a politically contested location
that will be fixed by those interest-group leaders who can claim to deliver the
largest voting blocs.83 Parties in a winner-take-all system need to woo such
voting blocs in order to maximize their polling power with minimal effort.
In a socially stratified society, however, their pursuit of majority voting blocs
compounds inequalities of voice and access; thus, Downs observes, the logic
of vote seeking will be at odds with “the equality of influence which univer-
sal suffrage was designed to ensure.”84 The drive to the center, then, is not a
moderating force but, as Downs acknowledged, a force that moves parties
and public policy “a long way from political equality among citizens.”85

Downs’s analysis of the dynamics of two-party elections busts the myth that
the United States major parties can be “big tents” as they claim. To borrow
an argument that Iris Young has made in another context, in socially strati-
fied societies the promise of inclusive consensus turns out in practice to
mean that the “perspectives and interests of the privileged” predominate, ef-
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fectively defining the Downsian center.86 Meanwhile, the interests and per-
spectives of those groups that are less well organized and well funded are sys-
tematically shunted aside. In the big tent major parties, then, it never fails
that some acts get more attention than others, and still others are best de-
scribed as sideshows.

This is precisely where third parties come into the picture. They are bark-
ers for the sideshows. Parties in a winner-take-all system do not innovate of
their on accord. As E. M. Sait and others have argued, they rely on the peri-
odic eruptions by third parties, protest movements and other insurgents to
precipitate change.87 Consequently, Walter Dean Burnham has observed
that “the truly ‘normal’ structure of American electoral politics at the mass
base” is characterized not by incrementalism but by a “dynamic, even di-
alectical polarization between long-term inertia and concentrated bursts of
change.”88 If, as Burnham argued, third parties are catalysts of this process,
they are integral to the “normal” workings of United States electoral democ-
racy and even crucial to its stability.

It is customary to praise two-partyism for bringing stability to the elec-
toral system. This it has done. But with stability has come a tendency to
stall, to equivocate, and to amplify the interests of the privileged. If it is not
fragmentation but this tendency toward inertia that is most to be feared in
United States electoral politics, then it may well be that voters need third-
party movements to protect the democratic milestone of opposition. Peri-
odic third-party interventions are one important way that voters in a win-
ner-take-all system secure their right to both participate in collective
self-governance and to oppose the results of collective decision making. The
concluding chapter looks at reforms to bring third-party opposition back
into being.
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The tyranny of the two-party system is this: that a regulatory system born of
politics comes to be taken as a defining feature of American political identi-
ty, that an ultimatum—vote for one party or the other—stands as the epito-
me of democratic choice. Would it “collapse in an instant if the tubes were
pulled and the IV’s were cut”?1 Probably not. Although electoral duopoly is
a regulatory system, it is not merely one. It is also a common sense that per-
suades most of the United States electorate to either vote within its terms or
not vote at all. This is its most tyrannical aspect. It resigns us to the choice
between the two dominant parties, and even threatens to punish us if we re-
fuse that choice (our vote will either be “wasted” or “spoil” the election for
the dominant-party candidate we would otherwise prefer).

That United States party scholars have held competition to be the gold
standard of electoral democracy and yet also promoted two-partyism as
competition’s perfect form is odd. For many citizens, to be confronted with
an option of voting for one of only two viable parties is to be forced to cast a
ballot (if we vote at all) not for the candidate we want but against the candi-
date we least prefer. On these terms voting becomes a double bind that
makes our consent almost impossible to withdraw. Vote for a third-party
candidate and your ballot is “wasted.” Refuse to “waste” your ballot and you
sign on to the establishment. Refuse to vote at all and you will be assimilat-
ed into the nonvoting mass whose abstention is not read as a reflection on
the conflict system but as a reflection on you—as proof of your apathy, alien-
ation, laziness, or even tacit affirmation.

The contemporary United States electoral system allows no protest to be
counted within its terms. It makes voting a ritual of consent performed by
citizens who reproduce the system even as they are persuaded by the trap-
pings of the campaign that they are making a choice. It might be different
if there were a way to express dissatisfaction with the framing of that
choice, as in Israeli parliamentary elections where citizens cast a white or
blank ballot to signify “none of the above.” There is no such option in the
United States.2 Instead, today’s would-be protest voter must accept that her
vote will either be insignificant or—in a close election—that it risks the
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very legitimacy of the electoral process by producing a winner who was not
the preference of a majority.

Some would call this the “dilemma of the third-party voter,” a catch-22 that
has purportedly plagued alternative parties since the founding. I call it the
“tyranny of the two-party system,” a partisan formation that is no age-old
problem. An effect of rules, habits, and beliefs that have been with us since the
turn of the twentieth century, the two-party system is an entrenched hierarchy
that affords established parties a political embargo against challenger candida-
cies. Whereas the dominant parties legislated this arrangement into being, it is
the voters who shoulder the blame for its dysfunction.

We who worry about “wasted” votes and “spoiler” candidates take the
“dilemma” of third-party voting upon ourselves. Given no responsible alter-
native to a two-party vote, we tend to vote responsibly—unless we are assured
of doing no harm. This book has asked how “responsibility” has come to be
defined in terms that so discourage citizen engagement. I have told the story
of fusion in order to recast what passes for “responsibility” as domination,
thereby to persuade readers to think twice about citing the two-party system
as a simple political fact. I have labored to depict that arrangement as a sys-
tem of meaning, complex of rules, and common sense that not only shuts
down third-party opposition but casts third parties as aberrations to the Unit-
ed States electoral system. I have revisited nineteenth-century electoral poli-
tics to put the common sense of the present into perspective. I have argued
that third political parties not only have a history in the United States but that
they are structurally necessary to its normal functioning: they are catalysts for
the dynamic of inertia and abrupt change that has characterized its electoral
process. But I have also argued that third parties as we know them today fall
far short of what we need them to be. For that reason, I have suggested, it may
be time to revive aspects of the third-party tradition of the past.

There could be no better illustration of my argument than the 2000 pres-
idential election. On its face this claim might seem absurd. Not one but two
third political parties mounted nationwide candidacies in the 2000 election.
Both confirmed the worst prejudices that United States voters hold against
such efforts. In 2000 a third-party vote was worse than wasted: it was a folly
that muddied the outcome and compromised the legitimacy of the electoral
process.3 And for what? Ralph Nader’s candidacy drew precious votes from
Gore without achieving the 5 percent that would have qualified the Greens
for public financing; Patrick Buchanan split the Reform Party and burned
over twelve million in taxpayer dollars.

If the third-party showing in 2000 confirmed every stereotype, the out-
come of the major party vote was a surprise. It shook the faith in the two-
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party doctrine just as surely as Buchanan and Nader proved the truth of its
corollary. If it is true, as Douglas Amy has remarked, that political scientists
view the study of voting procedure like good detective fiction, where the hero
“takes on what looks like a routine divorce case only to see it quickly devel-
op into a more elaborate case of blackmail, murder and drug running,” then
the great thing about the 2000 presidential contest is that it got ordinary cit-
izens reading beyond the first page.4 Not since the turn of the century has the
United States electorate seen so blatant a war of maneuver on the “contest-
ed terrain” of electoral procedure. Those who followed the contest, and
many did, received an object lesson in the tyranny of the two-party system.
Read in the most radical terms, everything we learned from the 2000 presi-
dential election can be taken to contradict everything we think we know
about two-party democracy.

First, we cannot trust the two-party system to present a clear-cut choice
between candidates. Election 2000 was bizarre: a close election not because
the electorate was sharply divided (as some proclaimed in its aftermath) but
rather because the majority of voters perceived little difference between can-
didates who were, in fact, quite different. They held significantly different
political philosophies regarding whether government or the market is the
best provider of the social goods that we call social security, welfare, medi-
caid, and medicare. They held different views regarding which constitution-
al rights are fundamental to individuals. They also disagreed regarding the
need for federally supported initiatives to protect the environment. Where-
as the parties gave us distinctly different candidates, these differences blurred
over the course of the campaign.

Both candidates wagered that the liberal and conservative wings of their
parties would stay with them in the end; consequently, they played down the
issues that would have set them apart (such as gun control, environmental
protection, and reproductive rights). They ran on issues to which no one can
object (such as education), and conducted themselves throughout much of
the campaign as if it were a contest to determine who was most amiable. This
race for the Downsian center was the trademark effect of two-party compe-
tition, amplified by today’s high-technology, candidate-centered, personali-
ty-driven elections. Thus, election 2000 suggests that even when the parties
offer up competing candidates the two-party system fails to bring out the dif-
ferences between them.

Second, the two-party system is not one. What could possibly make it
plainer that we have many party systems than the aftermath of election 2000,
when the process stood with its several ballots, voting technologies, and ways
of counting revealed? No standard, no matter how clearly specified, could
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possibly have made these ballots commensurable, as long as they had been
designed in different formats, and marked in myriad ways. Much as scholars
have praised the two-party system for producing decisive outcomes, it turns
out that it cannot even orchestrate a vote. This one was not just too close to
call (as it looked at first) but mathematically inconclusive.

Finally, two-party duopoly does not secure democracy; it frustrates it.
This was evident in the most startling feature of election 2000: the disparity
between the vote of the citizenry and that of the electoral college. There was
no concealing the fact that George W. Bush won the presidency not because
more voters chose him but because those who did choose him were distrib-
uted so that he captured a majority of districts by plurality rule. His was a
“manufactured majority,” an artifact of the electoral college that gave him
the White House despite the fact that he lost the popular vote.5

Although there had not been so glaring a discrepancy between the popu-
lar vote and the vote of the electoral college for over a century, it is a mistake
to think that such discrepancies are unusual. On the contrary, the process by
which the United States elects its presidents is designed to produce two out-
comes: a popular vote and an electoral college vote that comes after (and su-
percedes) that of the people. Whereas it is unusual for the two to conflict (as
they did in 2000), it is quite typical for them to diverge, as when a president
garners a slim popular majority but claims a landslide based on the electoral
college. Here the system produces not a manufactured majority but an exag-
gerated one: it overstates a mandate.

In contrast to the manufactured majority, which strikes fear in the hearts
of all electoral college fans and dogs all but the most imperturbable of pres-
idents with the stain of illegitimacy, the exaggerated majority proves to be
the politician’s best friend. It turns out that everybody loves a mandate. Po-
litical scientists applaud the two-party system for “produc[ing] majorities
automatically.”6 Even the media succumb to its bandwagon effect. How
many voters know that when Ronald Reagan took office in 1980 “he received
only 50.9 percent of the popular vote [while] the winner-take-all system gave
him 89.9 percent of the electoral votes—and thus the impression of a huge
landslide”?7 The trouble with the exaggerated majority is that it is not visible
unless the media (unlikely) or the officeholder (inconceivable) calls atten-
tion to it. Wherever a close victory masquerades as a decisive outcome, it dis-
credits an opposition that has a right to expect concessions because it came
so near to winning.

It is supposed to be a virtue of the two-party system that it produces gov-
erning majorities as a matter of course. But if these majorities are artifacts of
a winner-take-all rule that systematically discounts votes, it should be diffi-
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cult to call them democratic. This is what election 2000 discloses, when read
in the most radical light: the tendency of the two-party system to discredit
opposition by forging consensus in the fullest sense of the word. It forces
unity by painting a false portrait of majority support. This centripetal ten-
dency had its critics in the past. Progressive-era party scholars understood it
to compromise democratic legitimacy by putting the dominant parties at
odds with “controversial subjects” and out of touch with “momentous
changes.”8 E. M. Sait saw that it tempted some party critics toward the
“wrecking of the major parties” and worried that it could be “inimical to the
public interest”—if not for the ways that “minor parties and other organized
groups” stepped in to champion “neglected issues.”9

Should election 2000 return us to this century-old perspective on elec-
toral democracy, to its skepticism about two-party democracy, and to its ap-
preciation for the symbiotic relationship between the established parties and
their challengers? Much has occurred to justify such a comparison. Our vot-
ing process is, once again, suspect. This time the trouble is not overt partisan
corruption. Rather, it is a more insidious trouble with aging voting machines
and insufficiently staffed polling places that need not be intentionally parti-
san to have obvious partisan effects. The trouble is that our federalist system
leaves the value of the vote to be determined by whatever tax dollars a given
county can afford to invest in it.

We live, once again, in a time when the major parties cannot command a
majority at the polls, and when they are almost unanimously denounced for
being captive to monied interests. The smoke-filled rooms of the past are
gone, only to be replaced by a torrential flow of money into politics that is
no less distasteful for being more public. This is an era when corporations
underwrite campaigns, conventions, and even inaugural ceremonies in al-
most the same spirit as they sponsor sporting events. It might not be too out-
landish to imagine an “Exxon Republican Convention” or “Microsoft State
of the Union Address” taking its place alongside the “Tostitos Fiesta Bowl.”

If our troubles echo those of a century ago, should our solutions as well?
There is no doubt that Progressive-era remedies have come back into

vogue. Initiative and referenda come to mind as the most notorious exam-
ples. Since 1978, with Proposition 13, California’s infamous property tax lim-
itation measure, ballot initiatives, and referenda have served as vehicles for
more tax protests, anti-immigration legislation, attacks on and defenses of
gay and lesbian civil rights, campaign finance reform, and more.10 These
campaigns cloak themselves in the democratic wish, appealing, as Daniel A.
Smith has noted, to the American citizen’s “faith that the direct participation
by the people is somehow a purer form of democracy than representative
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democracy.”11 And they are sabotaged by the organizer’s dream, which, with
its blind spot for the work and the costs of mass political mobilization, per-
mits “the organizational and financial resources of interested economic
groups” to run these purportedly grassroots movements as if they come to-
gether spontaneously. Media-intensive, poll-driven, and orchestrated by po-
litical consultants from the top down, these movements have not provided a
“procedurally purer” alternative to our high-tech, high-rolling representa-
tive democracy.12 Instead, they have opened an alternate passageway for the
flow of money into politics, one that represents itself as above suspicion by
claiming to be powered by the “people.”13

These putatively “direct” democratic electoral remedies feed political ra-
tionalization, exactly as I have argued we should expect them to. They were
conceived by reformers who distrusted the parties of their time and designed
without taking the costs of political action into account. Thus it is not surpris-
ing that they have ushered more money than people into the electoral process.

Precisely because it is not a direct democratic but a party-centered strate-
gy, fusion stands in stark contrast to these reforms. It neither falls prey to the
democratic wish nor plays into the organizer’s dream, but mobilizes organ-
ized opposition via the pathway of a third-party ballot line. By institutional-
izing electoral protest, fusion helps to subsidize its costs. It thereby ensures
that dissent is not an elite prerogative and that legitimate opposition is not an
exclusive title for those who define themselves within the mainstream.

To begin with the most straightforward argument in its favor, fusion re-
solves the usual dilemmas of third-party voting. A vote cast on the ballot line
of a third party that has joined forces either with an established party or with
several alternative parties can reasonably expect to elect a candidate. Thus it
is not fated to be a “wasted” vote and need not risk throwing the election to
the established candidate that is everyone’s third choice. Simply put, fusion
gives dissenters a protest vote that counts.

Fusion also poses a counterforce to the centripetal tendencies of the two-
party system that is unique for working within the principle of the American
major party, which aims to create a broad-based coalition in a two-sided po-
litical universe before the election. By the device of the autonomous ballot
line, fusion enriches this coalitional practice. It forges an alliance that is more
adequate to the idea of coalition than the big tent because it marks the dif-
ferences between the partners to a candidacy. Moreover, votes cast on the fu-
sion line quantify the threat of exit that E. E. Schattschneider took to be so
central to electoral democracy. They tell winning candidates exactly how
much they stand to lose if they do not make good on their promises and alert
rival parties to what they stand to gain by presenting a real alternative. If two-
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party competition sacrifices choice for stability, and proportional systems
multiply choice at the cost of instability (because coalition building takes
place after the election), then fusion may be the best of both worlds. It man-
ages to be more specifically representative than the two-party system, while
avoiding the uncertainty and volatility of multiparty governments because
parties decide their partnerships before the vote.

It is possible to make this argument too well. For, compared to an au-
tonomous third-party candidacy, the fusion strategy seems all too compatible
with two-partyism. How much does it really multiply choices at the polls to
lend alternative-party ballot lines to establishment-party candidates? Might
fusion not have the opposite effect of fortifying two-partyism by assimilating
every vote—even a would-be protest vote—to the terms of the establishment?
Such objections, which circulated during the fusion era, cast this practice in
its most unflattering light as a strategy of capitulation that does more to se-
cure the two-party establishment than to perturb it. It may be even more con-
ventional than two-party voting in this respect: whereas a two-party contest
simply wastes third-party opposition, fusion candidacies actually enlist it by
stamping established party candidates with a radical imprimatur.

The force of such objections is undeniable. They serve to remind that
there are no simple ways of turning back the clock. A return to fusion today
would have to contend with a media- and money-intensive electoral arena
that would tilt this strategy, as it does every other, toward groups that mobi-
lize more dollars than people. In this age of increasingly candidate-centered
elections, fusion is undeniably quaint as well. It is a strategy of alliances be-
tween parties that assumes parties to be principled decision makers and vot-
ers to identify with them on principle. In the contemporary electoral arena
the party is an umbrella for political entrepreneurs who may have little else
in common than the desire to win. Fusion would do much more than mark
the differences within these vast coalitions; it would serve to underscore their
incongruities. In a state like Minnesota, for example, one might well find
Green/Democrat fusions in the urban districts offset by Right-to-Life/De-
mocrat alliances in the northern part of the state (a hold-out for Democrat-
ic voters with strong working-class and religious convictions). How long
could a party of such extremes maintain itself as a party if it had the fusion
strategy to call attention to them?

Seen from this perspective, fusion seems bound to erode party organiza-
tion from within. Looked at from another angle, however, fusion might ac-
tually fortify the major party organizations. In today’s elections, where con-
testants find it more profitable to run as an “outsider” than as the
standard-bearer for either party, it might be an advantage to court an alter-
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native party ballot line. In doing so, establishment candidates could market
themselves as breaking with politics as usual, thus earning new credibility
with disaffected voters.

What would it take to resurrect fusion? First, it is important to recognize
that relegalizing fusion alone would do little to alter the dynamics of party
politics in the United States or to open up new possibilities for political op-
position. To accomplish those broader goals, fusion would need to be part-
nered with a comprehensive program of electoral reform that would address
the inequities of balloting and campaign finance alike. But, to practice fu-
sion, United States citizens would have to expect more out of voting than
they do today. And they would have to trust third political parties in ways
they currently do not. Changing citizens’ disposition toward third parties
first requires changing their predispositions about two-partyism.

Often as we hear it said that a ballot cast for a third party candidate is a
ballot wasted, the fact is, in many United States elections voting for any party
is a waste of time. Low turn-out rates attest that many citizens see it so. How
will the 2000 presidential election affect this perception? Because it was a
startlingly close election (a rarity for the twentieth century), it should com-
municate the potential for every vote to be the deciding one. And yet the
events of Florida showed voters in tax-poor counties everywhere just how
likely their votes are to be wasted even if they take the trouble to cast them.
Contrary to one of our most prominent copybook maxims, then, it seems
that third-party voting has not cornered the market on “wasted votes” and
political irrationality.

Election 2000 succeeded in achieving what no third political party has
managed to accomplish: it laid bare the futility of a major party vote. In so
doing, the election opened a window onto the precarious legitimacy of this
winner-take-all system. It remains to be seen how far the federal government
will go toward prescribing uniform balloting standards and how much state
legislatures will invest in new voting technologies. There is a danger in al-
lowing this debate to remain at the level of hardware, for it leaves unchal-
lenged the presumption that the proper technology can put the vote right.
This assumption, with its characteristically American faith in machinery,
threatens to close the window on meaningful reform.

Even if we outlaw confusing ballot designs, prescribe a uniform ballot for-
mat, and upgrade every voting machine, we will still have not remedied an
unfairness that has nothing to do with counting ballots but everything to do
with wasting them. For if we imagine that all we need is a quick fix to the
standards for reading disputed ballots, or even if we go so far as to call for
uniform ballot design and touch screen voting in every county, we would still
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have succumbed to an illusion. The trouble with our electoral system lies
only superficially in how we tally our votes; it resides more deeply in how we
value them.

I have already cited E. E. Schattschneider’s claim that the fight for democ-
racy today continues in struggles over the “kinds of things that make the vote
valuable.”14 In the aftermath of the 2000 presidential election this quote
bears repeating, if only because that contest so plainly revealed how the value
of the vote has declined. What Schattschneider had in mind when he wrote
these words was not the mundane details of voting machinery and ballot de-
sign but rather the (in his time) more pressing question whether two-party
competition could be made to prevail in the one-party states of the Solid
South. Schattschneider pegged the value of the vote to the presence or ab-
sence of competition in the party system. The worth of the vote is discount-
ed wherever elections afford voters little choice at the polls.

Choice is the appeal of third-party candidacies, and it is part of the ration-
ale behind the fusion strategy. My goal in writing this book, however, has not
been to argue for the proliferation of third parties generally, as if more parties
meant more choices. In the electoral arena, as in the supermarket, it is possi-
ble to clutter the aisles with so many variations on what is, deep down, all the
same. Whether you take your orange juice with pulp or without, your tooth-
paste with teeth-whitening baking soda or tartar control gel, your high-fi-
nance, media-intensive political party on an established line or a new one—
you’ve changed very little about the way you organize your morning or your
electoral system. My purpose has been to advocate resurrecting the distinctive
form of electoral opposition that third political parties once made possible. In
my view, today’s third parties extend to voters a false promise.

Take the candidacies of Ross Perot. Perot ran candidate-centered, money-
intensive, media-savvy campaigns that were no alternative to major-party
politicking; he merely gave the major parties a run at their own game. Even
the Green Party candidacy of Ralph Nader in 2000 proved to be convention-
al in many respects. Although some hoped that his would be the kind of
third-party campaign that would enlarge the scope and shift the bias of the
conflict system, Nader did little to organize the unorganized or challenge the
terms of the debate. Instead, he ran for the votes of disaffected white pro-
gressives, appealing to them with the trademark third-party message that
there’s not a dime’s worth of difference between the corporate-funded es-
tablishment candidates. On this point many Green Party activists parted
with their standard-bearer, protesting that Gore and Bush differed a great
deal about signature issues of the left. Nader betrayed his base as major party
candidates betray theirs. Moreover, he seemed to take on “spoiling” as a
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strategy, as if to stand behind his claim that the established candidates were
interchangeable. This was Nader’s tactical blunder. He competed hardest in
erstwhile Democratic strongholds where his numbers were highest but
where they would be least likely to hold on election day, when voters would
reconsider casting a vote for Nader if it would throw the state to Bush. Had
he campaigned for Democratic votes in states that Bush had already cap-
tured, the Greens might have cleared the 5 percent threshold.

Indeed, if this were their primary goal in backing Nader, fusion would have
been a less costly way to achieve it. Were fusion legal, votes cast for Gore-
Lieberman on a Green Party line would not have sent Bush to the White
House. Relieved of that risk, more Green-leaning Democrats would have felt
free to support the insurgent effort. Fusion is clearly an expedient remedy for
the very palpable dilemmas of third-party voting in a winner-take-all system.
It is a tactic that transforms the way voters align with the established parties.
The question is whether it can be more than that. Can it mobilize new con-
stituencies to alter the bias and change the scope of two-party politics?

Possibly. But to do so, fusion parties would have to mature into au-
tonomous actors, capable not simply of influencing the major political par-
ties but of beating their candidates. Such a goal would be difficult to achieve
within the confines of the single-member plurality system, where no fusion
party has ever grown into an independent challenger. Fusion would pack a
more potent punch if it were to be partnered with a modified form of pro-
portional representation. For such a partnership cumulative voting presents
an especially promising option.

Like fusion, cumulative voting has a history of practice in the United
States. It even made a brief splash in the mainstream media by virtue of its
prominence in the work of Lani Guinier, who makes an especially interest-
ing case for this tactic as part of a broader argument about voting equality,
race-based districting, and gerrymandering. Against the hallowed standard
of “one-person, one-vote,” Guinier contends that formal equality means lit-
tle in practice to those voters who find themselves perpetually in a numeri-
cal minority. Guinier counters with a more rigorous standard, one that re-
quires “as many votes as possible [to] count . . . in the election of
representatives.”15 She defends this standard as Schattschneider might, pre-
senting it as a means to enrich the value of the vote and even calling it “one
vote, one value.”

Guinier argues that single-member plurality systems compromise “one
vote, one value” by the very process of districting, which incumbents use to
produce as many safe seats as possible. She demonstrates how districting—
whether race-conscious or not—is tantamount to gerrymandering; it is the
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manipulation of geographic boundaries to bias the outcome of the election
and to minimize the number of votes that really matter. Thus, in single-
member plurality systems, the interests of citizens and those of incumbent
parties are profoundly at odds. Although the vote has its greatest value to a
citizen in a contested election, contested elections are precisely what legisla-
tors have the motivation and the prerogative to forestall.

If the 2000 election revealed the scandal of the many ways that the Unit-
ed States electoral system fails to count votes, Guinier’s argument brings to
light something even more disturbing. Even when the balloting works prop-
erly and most votes cast are counted, they cannot count for much. In a ma-
jority of districts they are either cast for someone who had no chance of win-
ning or for someone who could win without them.

Guinier proposes cumulative voting to remedy this situation. A modified
form of proportional representation, cumulative voting creates multimem-
ber districts and accords citizens one vote for each seat that is up for election.
Citizens have the option either to disperse their votes, distributing one to
each preferred candidate, or to cumulate (or “plump”) them, assigning two
or more to a single candidate whom the voter wants to elect but believes will
receive only minority support. Vote plumping gives numerical minorities a
chance to make up with strategy what they lack in numbers by concentrat-
ing their support on a single candidate. But it does more than this. Cumula-
tive voting also takes districting out of the hands of those who have the most
to gain by limiting electoral competition. It makes the act of voting itself a
kind of “self-defined apportionment based on shifting political or cultural
affiliation and interests.”16

By contrast to the current United States system, where voters are grouped
from the top down, and their interests defined by (geographic or partisan)
proxy, cumulative voting lets voters group themselves according to priorities
they define and change. Cumulative voting has the potential to alter the bias
and enlarge the scope of the electoral system because it gives “politically co-
hesive groups” the power to constitute themselves across district lines and in
defiance of prevailing categories of identity and partisanship.17 Susan Bick-
ford captures what makes this tactic so radical when she observes that it
would transform voting into a genuinely active form of participation and
provoke a corresponding “change in the character of public discourse . . .
[which] would no longer take the form of ‘Vote for me’ or ‘Who are you
going to vote for?’ but rather ‘How will your votes be distributed?’ (Or, in
more everyday language, ‘What are you going to do with your votes?’).”18

The fact is that our single-member plurality system gives us very little to
do with our votes. It produces so many landslide victories (elections where
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the victor prevails by more than a 20 percent margin of the vote) and so
many uncontested races that electoral outcomes are practically determined by
the districting process rather than the vote.19 Whereas winner take all virtu-
ally guarantees that oppositional organizing by minorities (numerical and
otherwise) is not worth the effort, the plumping option almost ensures it will
bring results at the polls. The tactic makes it possible to mobilize groups
against the prevailing bias of conflict, thereby realizing opposition in the dif-
ferent ways that I have argued William E. Connolly and Ian Shapiro under-
stand it: it enables even a numerical minority to displace the party in power
and holds out the possibility of disturbing naturalized categories of identity.

To use the “plumping” option well, however, citizens must vote strategi-
cally. They must cast their ballots in accordance with the intensity of their
preferences and with their calculated estimate of the relative strength of their
constituency. To make such calculations, numerical minorities must have
some idea about where like-minded voters will likely be concentrating their
votes. If they do not coordinate their voting, they risk negating the advantage
of the plumping strategy by dispersing their votes across multiple candidates,
or multiple parties. Whereas elite minorities will have the resources to offset
this risk (through television advertising, phone banking, and door-to-door
canvassing), minorities without such resources will need to rely on opposi-
tional organizations, such as social movements or third political parties, to
guarantee the value of their votes.20

The strategy gap is significant because it has the potential to subvert cu-
mulative voting from challenging the two-party system to reinforcing it. It
turns out that, in the absence of alternative organizations, the most efficient
way for less well-financed groups to coordinate their vote is to concentrate
or plump it on the ballot line of the second major party. Ironically, then, as
Douglas Amy has observed, cumulative voting proves not to bring new op-
positions into being but to ensure “representation only for the largest mi-
nority political party—not the full range of minority political groups.”21 It
also serves to intensify that party’s monopoly on political opposition.

This is where the partnership with fusion comes in; together, the two tactics
combine to offset each other’s weaknesses. Fusion complements cumulative
voting in an intriguing way: it depicts vote plumping on the ballot itself. Just
as plumping involves casting multiple votes for a single candidate, fusion in-
volves listing the same candidate on multiple party lines. Those party lines
could serve as a cue for the plumping strategy. In effect, they declare, We’re all
concentrating our votes here! If the ballot itself could teach voters this new
form of organizing, vote plumping could pay off even for those groups that
cannot afford to buy expensive television advertising. And it would not need
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to reinforce the default opposition of the second major party. Cumulative vot-
ing offsets a principal weakness of fusion, in turn. It can give third political par-
ties a foothold in an electoral system without requiring them to lend their bal-
lot lines to established party candidates. Because plumping enables numerical
minorities to vote like majorities, it would make it viable for coalitions of third
parties to mount opposition against both established parties. Whereas fusion
would enable such parties to join forces behind a single candidate, the plump-
ing option would give them real power at the polls.

This is a democracy that systematically devalues voting. It is a conflict system
defined by electoral rationalization, one where the money-intensive cam-
paign locks out challenger candidates who are not independently wealthy,
where advertising has replaced organizing at the ward and district level, and
where “grassroots” politicking has become the province of organized inter-
ests. It is also a conflict system that intensifies the financial obstacles to suc-
cessful third-party movements, despite increased third-party voting and a
trend (until Timmons) for the Supreme Court to strike down some of the
most egregiously protectionist ballot access laws. This system is sustained, in
part, by a political culture in which market mechanisms are identified with
freedom and government regulation (of campaign contributions, of hiring,
of health care, etc.) is regarded as partisan interference with the free play of
competition. Such conditions make it especially difficult to call the terms of
the conflict system itself into question by pointing to its “bias in favor of the
exploitation of some kinds of conflict and the suppression of others.”22 It is
more difficult still to change those terms by agitating for procedural reform.

My concern throughout this book has been to politicize a feature of our
contemporary conflict system that we all too readily take for granted. As I see
it, what we think of as the two-party system is deeply, invisibly, and, there-
fore, insidiously antidemocratic. It is a political and historical formation that
regulates organized opposition out of the electoral process, while at the same
time presenting itself as a system—a self-reproducing framework that is in-
sulated from politics and immune to challenge. Since its consolidation at the
turn of the century as a duopoly, two-party competition has suppressed the
electoral participation of dissenting groups and thereby exaggerated the con-
sensual basis of American public policy. Third political parties have been one
means of resisting the biases of two-party conflict. They have traditionally
mounted opposition to its substantive policy commitments and challenged
its pretense to be above politics.

The trouble is that third political parties can no longer mediate between
peripheral publics and mass institutions as they once could do. Whereas
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Alexander Bickel praised them as “an outlet for frustration . . . a creative
force and a sort of conscience, [and] as an ideological governor to keep
major parties from speeding off into an abyss of mindlessness,” today they
are campaign vehicles that tend mindlessly to concentrate their efforts on the
presidency—the one office where third-party challenges have been least ef-
fective and most likely to confirm their reputation as spoilers.23 Moreover,
today’s third parties do not so much complement and correct the dominant
parties as mimic them. As Ross Perot’s 1992 candidacy demonstrates, they are
most successful when they eschew grassroots mobilization for the money-in-
tensive, media-intensive, one-shot presidential campaign.24 And, if Jesse
Ventura’s success is any indication, the twenty-first century third party is
more likely to intensify the libertarian leanings of liberalism than to chal-
lenge such fundamental separations as those between public and private,
state and market, national order and global order.25

If Bickel is correct that the “minor party would have to be invented if it
did not come into existence regularly enough,” then perhaps it does need to
be invented again.26 Fusion is just one strategy for initiating that reinven-
tion.27 It captivated me, but not because I think it is the only or even the most
effective way to promote a third-party revival. Fusion captured my imagina-
tion as a story, the kind of lost history that reverses the polarity between the
preposterous and the ordinary.

One hundred years ago, a third-party vote was a viable vote. And the basic
premise of fusion, though controversial, was understood to be well within
the competencies of the average voter: one candidate, two (or more) ballot
lines. Today that premise strikes us as esoteric, cumbersome, or even suspect;
imagine, however, what a nineteenth-century Populist would say about elec-
tions today. Remember the horror of the editorialist in Michigan who antic-
ipated that in a winner-take-all system without fusion “there could only be
two parties at one time.”28 If we fear fusion as disorderly and destabilizing,
they feared duopoly as tantamount to tyranny.

We may look to fusion as a model ballot reform, one that orients us to-
ward a future where this winner-take-all system is more open to third polit-
ical parties and to the dissenters who organize them. To my mind, it is even
more significant for the way it orients us toward the present. As a once fa-
miliar electoral practice that only now seems out of place, the story of fusion
dislodges our two-party common sense. It prompts us to consider that
democracy as we practice it today may not be an improvement over its prac-
tice in the past. It teaches us that a third-party vote is not necessarily wasted,
even in a winner-take-all system. And it may even inspire us to work to
change what we have regarded as the simple facts of our political world.
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1. The Politics of Electoral Fusion, 1994–1997
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Chicago, Illinois (to name a few). It backed candidates for city council, school
board, and state legislature in Arkansas, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, New York, Washington, D.C., and Wisconsin. Beginning in 1997,
prompted by the fusion decision, the national organization disbanded. State-level
organizations are still pursuing these agendas in Arkansas, Minnesota, Montana,
Wisconsin, and elsewhere. New Party organizers in New York used fusion to put a
new third party on the ballot, the Working Families Party, which will confine its ef-
forts to New York only, where fusion is legal.

2. E. E. Schattschneider, The Semisovereign People: A Realist’s View of Democra-
cy in America (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975 [1960]), 100; empha-
sis added.

3. 204B.04 subd. 2.
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sive St. Paul neighborhoods. There was also Senator Ellen Anderson, whose terri-
tory abutted that of Dawkins (who was, incidentally, her spouse). In Minneapolis
TCANP had ties to Karen Clark, who represented that city’s lowest-income, low-
est-turnout district and was the legislature’s only out lesbian member.

11. The legislatures in Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, and Nebraska could safe-
ly wait for the Supreme Court ruling, as there were no organized third parties
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poised to implement fusion in the upcoming election. There was no change to the
status quo in Arkansas and South Dakota, the two other states affected by the rul-
ing, because they had no antifusion statutes on the books. Ironically, Arkansas
moved quickly to enact a fusion ban once the Supreme Court ruled that they are
constitutional.

12. He had helped to pass clean campaign legislation that maintains so strict a
limit on gift giving that lobbyists cannot even buy a cup of cappuccino for a state
employee who is inclined to order a biscotti with it.
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tions committee, where it belonged. Ways and Means is highly susceptible to pres-
sure from the party leadership because it is made up of committee chairs who are
eager to please the speaker so as not to lose their posts. Throughout this period
New Party organizers contacted Minnesota public radio and the major Twin Cities
newspapers to persuade them to feature the issue in an editorial, opinion piece, or
on one of MNPR’s many local call-in shows. These organizations, which are ex-
ceptionally responsive toward local politics, let their characteristic suspicion to-
ward third parties cloud their judgment about the newsworthiness of fusion. The
legislative struggle, despite the cloak-and-dagger drama, and the despite an appel-
late ruling that made it likely that this Minnesota story would go all the way to the
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nized as a minor party (although election law did not). There were three forms of
public subsidy: party grants for electoral activity (provided through a tax check-off
on the state income tax form that a party could earn by garnering 3 percent of the
vote in a statewide contest), matching funds tied to contests for specific offices, and
small donation rebates that could be used for both party building and campaigns.
The program was a boon to qualified minor parties because they could receive pub-
lic monies through the small donation program whether they ran a candidate or not,
so long as they filed a petition signed by two thousand registered voters. The new
fusion statute would compete (but not conflict) with the existing statute so that, for
example, a party could be recognized as a minor party for the purposes of fusion but
not for the purposes of the tax check-off (which required 3 percent of the vote in a
statewide contest); at the same time, however, it could be a minor party for the pur-
pose of access to rebate monies if it met the 1 percent threshold that qualified it for
fusion status statewide. In effect, the state might recognize a minor party as such in
one context but withhold that recognition in another.

15. It is worth noting that Minnesota uses an optically scanned ballot statewide.
One of the more accurate ballot technologies to begin with, it also offers excellent
protection against spoiled ballots because voters must pass their ballots through
the scanner before they leave the polling place. The scanner can be programmed to
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reject ballots that are spoiled either because citizens have failed to vote for an of-
fice or have voted more than once for the same office (undervotes and overvotes).

16. TCANP did devise an alternate ballot design that would have minimized the
confusion. Fusion candidacies would list the candidate’s name only once but list
the different party lines underneath the name, with arrows corresponding to each
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as always, by blacking in only one arrow; that arrow would indicate both a party
and a candidate preference at once. The design was voted down in the House, with
legislators justifying themselves by claiming that an election should not be a minor
party “preference poll.”
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